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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The meeting was chaired by Mr. Adam Watkin and the Secretary of the OPLINK Panel,
Mr. Chris Dalton provided advice and coordination support for the meeting.

1.2 Since the fifth meeting of the Automatic Dependent Surveillance Panel (ADSP/5, Montreal,
18 to 29 October 1999), Working Group B (WG/B) had progressed its work through correspondence and nine
working group meetings (Rio de Janeiro, March 2000, Berlin, October 2000, Redondo Beach, March 2001,
Malmö, April 2002, Canberra, October 2002, Brussels, February 2003 (joint working group meeting),
Annapolis, November, 2003, Montreal, March 2004 and Toulouse September 2004 (working group meeting
of the whole)).

2. WORKING ARRANGEMENTS

2.1 The meeting was held in Montreal, Canada and was attended by 7 panel members,
11 advisors and 1 observer. A list of participants is at Appendix A.

2.2 A list of working papers is at Appendix B.

3. AGENDA

3.1 The meeting commenced with a review of the draft agenda, which had been circulated by
the Secretary. The meeting approved the following agenda:

Agenda Item 1: Development of ADS-C, CPDLC, D-FIS and AIDC amendment proposals
for the Annexes, PANS-ATM, and associated guidance material to be
contained in the Manual of Air Traffic Services Data Link Applications
(Doc 9694)

Agenda Item 2: Any other business
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4. Agenda Item 1:  Development of ADS-C, CPDLC, D-FIS and
AIDC amendment proposals for the Annexes, PANS-ATM,
and associated guidance material to be contained in the
Manual of Air Traffic Services Data Link Applications (Doc
9694)

Controller-pilot data link communications (CPDLC)

4.1 WP/109 presented proposed changes to Annex 4 — Aeronautical Charts in order to aid flight
crews in establishing ATS data link communications by specifying the publication of the logon address on
certain charts.

4.1.1 The working paper identified that the following charts would be useful to contain data link
information:

a) Enroute Chart – ICAO;

b) Area Chart - ICAO; and

c) Aircraft Parking/Docking Chart - ICAO

4.1.2 The proposed changes to Annex 4 can be summarised as follows:

a) include the data link services, communications media and logon address to existing
provisions for radio communications and radio frequencies; and 

b) add a new definition – “facility designation”.

4.1.3 The need to add the data link address and data link availability requirements was readily
accepted by the meeting, and the main discussion focussed on whether the new definition should be for
“facility designation” or “logon address”. In concert with the progress of WG/A, it was agreed to incorporate
the following definition of logon address:

Logon address. A specified code used for data link logon to an ATS unit.

4.1.3.1 Appendix C contains the amendments to Annex 4, and for ease of reference, it also includes
those amendments proposed by WG/A.

4.2 WP/108 had been presented to Working Group A in the previous week as WP/6. This paper
proposed amendments to Annex 15 — Aeronautical Information Services to incorporate ATS data link
applications. 

4.2.1 These amendments were primarily editorial, and involved changes such as:

a) changing “radio equipment” to “communication equipment”;

b) adding logon address; and
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c) the addition of various data link applications (ADS-C, CPDLC, D-ATIS and D-
VOLMET) and communications media in use.

4.2.2 The proposed amendment regarding re-naming the “Radar Minimum Altitude Chart” to the
“ATC Minimum Altitude Chart” was discussed, clarifying the purpose and origins of the chart.

4.2.3 Appendix D contains the amendments to Annex 15, and for ease of reference, it also
includes those amendments proposed by WG/A.

4.3 WP/114 contained a collection of amendments proposed at previous meetings involving the
CPDLC message set. The purpose of this paper was to review all of these changes at one time, and confirm
agreement of the proposed amendments.

4.3.1 In reviewing the proposal to delete UMs 13, 14, 15, 16, 42, 43, 44, 45, 185, and 186, it was
noted that the original proposal for the changes were based on a perception that these EXPECT-type
messages may be unsafe, in terms of ambiguity of intent (see Summary of Discussions, Berlin meeting,
October 2000). Whilst reviewing these messages, it was also noted that UM17 and UM18 also fell into this
category of messages. The meeting confirmed their agreement that the twelve messages should be deleted.

4.3.2 It was agreed that the wording of the intent in UM26 – UM29 needed revision to cater for
limitations in the FANS 1/A message set which does not have access to associated message elements such
as REACH (level) BY (time or position).

4.3.3 The other changes proposed were either accepted or rejected with little disagreement or
discussion. The proposed amendments to the CPDLC message set are included in Appendix E (from page
E-94).

4.4 WP/105 proposed the standardisation of the voice phraseologies used for the discontinuation
and the resumption of CPDLC pilot requests and their inclusion in PANS-ATM (this was a continuation of
WP/17 presented at Toulouse).

4.4.1 The paper proposed a method whereby a controller could instruct an aircraft (or a number
of aircraft) to stop sending CPDLC requests for a period of time (e.g. due to controller workload), but to still
have the option of CPDLC availability for controller use when required. Phraseology to resume the use of
normal CPDLC operations was also proposed.

4.4.2 The general concept proposed within the paper was agreed to, but the meeting suggested that
the wording of the phraseologies and procedures required attention. Revised text was developed during the
meeting and accepted, the final version of which is included in Appendix E (paragraph 14.3.9 of the
PANS-ATM — see E-82).

4.5 WP/106 included procedures and associated phraseologies to assist the pilot or controller
in the event that an error occurs in the transmission of a CPDLC message.

4.5.1 It was accepted that with some amendment the procedures could be included in Annex 10
Vol II as well as PANS-ATM, and apply globally. The contents of the working paper were fine-tuned by a
drafting group over a number of days, and the final proposal presented to the meeting consisted of procedures
to deal with:
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a) providing clarifications or corrections were required to CPDLC clearances, instructions,
information or requests; and

b) situations where the pilot or controller received an indication of a CPDLC message
failure.

4.5.2 The original proposal was for any corrections to CPDLC clearances to be dealt with by
voice, but this was seen as being too restrictive, and not suitable in all environments. For example, in an
oceanic environment it would not be appropriate to revert to voice simply because a wrong frequency had
been uplinked – uplinking a corrected frequency would be by far the most efficient solution.

4.5.3 After further discussion, the group agreed to the revised procedures and phraseologies, a
copy of which is available in Appendix E (paragraph 14.3.1.4 of the PANS-ATM — see E-80). However,
it was noted that further work would be necessary, particularly on an example phraseology where message
content is referred to (rather than message type), and action to be taken should a CPDLC message failure
indication create ambiguity (paragraph 14.3.1.5).

4.6 WP/111 attempted to address an issue that had been recently identified regarding the possible
ambiguity of the message element text for UM215. The current message element text for this uplink is as
follows:

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

215 Instruction to turn a specified
number of degrees left or right.

TURN (direction) (degrees) N M W/U

4.6.1 The purpose of this uplink message was for the pilot to adjust the relative heading of the
aircraft by the specified number of degrees to the left or right. However, there was the potential for the pilot
to misinterpret this as an instruction to turn onto the magnetic (or true) heading specified by the value of
(degrees) in the event that the implementors stuck rigidly to the Doc 9694 technical definition of degrees.

4.6.2 A further issue that had been identified was that while the variable (degrees) may be
expressed as either “Magnetic” or “True” by Doc 9694 definition, neither of these are relevant for this
particular uplink. 

4.6.3 The working paper proposed the following new message text for UM215 which was agreed
to:

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

215 Instruction to turn a specified
number of degrees left or right.

TURN (direction)
(degrees)DEGREES

N M W/U

4.6.4 It was acknowledged however, that the technical specifications for the ATN should highlight
that for this message, no “true” or “magnetic” characteristic should be attached. i.e. it may be more
appropriate to revise the possible attributes (choices) of degrees in Doc 9694 to also allow for a NULL value.
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4.7 WP/103 proposed CPDLC amendments to Annex 10 Volume II as well as PANS-ATM.
These amendments were required due to discrepancies that had been previously identified (WP/7 from
Toulouse) in the current Annex provisions. These discrepancies involved the procedures in responding to
a CPDLC multi-element downlink request.

4.7.1 The amendments agreed to can be found in Appendix E (paragraph 14.3.2.3.5 and 14.3.2.3.6
of the PANS-ATM — see page E-81).

4.8 WP/104 presented the updated version (Version 1.3) of the CPDLC Guidance Material
document. This version contained input from a variety of sources since the OPLINK Toulouse meeting. A
non-exhaustive summary of the changes include:

a) addition of information in the “Procedures” section on air to air refuelling, use of
ARINC 424 waypoint format, CPDLC position reporting in block levels;

b) completion of various topics in the “Automation” section;

c) added guidance to UM 215 TURN (direction) (degrees);

d) added section on “standardisation of error messages” (awaiting further input);

e) added section describing idiosyncrasies between various aircraft types;

f) added section with ideas for future avionics software development;

g) completion of various topics in the “Human Factors” section; and

h) added guidance on UM 162 MESSAGE NOT SUPPORTED BY THIS ATS UNIT.

4.8.1 During the presentation a comment was made that a version of the CPDLC Guidance
Material document was currently available on a (password protected) web site used in the North Atlantic.
It should be noted that whilst the document may still have “draft” status, some of the principles contained
therein may be useful to current data link users.

4.9 WP/113 contained the entire CPDLC provisions from Annexe 10 Vol II. There were no
amendments proposed within the working paper, rather the working paper was presented to receive assurance
that it was up-to-date, taking into account existing and anticipated data link implementations. It was noted
that some consequential amendments to Annex 10 Volume II would be advanced as a result of action taken
in respect of WPs 103, 105 and 106 (see paragraphs 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 above).

Automatic dependent surveillance — contract (ADS-C)

4.10 WP/110 proposed amendments to the ADS section of the Manual of Air Traffic Services
Data Link Applications (Doc 9694). The majority of the proposed changes were effectively editorial in
nature; namely substituting “ADS-C” for “ADS”. These changes were all agreed to. Nevertheless, the review
of the working paper also provided an opportunity to update several sections of the document. This included:

a) the replacement of the definition of ADS-C in the Introduction; and
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b) updating the Functional description of ADS-C with the information contained in Doc
4444 PANS-ATM 13.2.3.

4.11 WP/116 proposed amendments to the Functional Description of ADS-C in Doc 9694. It was
noted that the contents of the paper had been generally superseded by the changes accepted during discussion
on WP/110. It was also noted that a functional description such as “Minimum Safe Altitude Warning” may
be correct, but it could also be described adequately by the PANS-ATM wording of “the display of safety-
related alerts and warnings” (PANS-ATM 13.2.3 b) ).

4.12 Amendments to the ADS Section of Doc 9694 are contained in Appendix F.

ATS interfacility data communications (AIDC)

4.13 WP/107  dealt with the incorporation of AIDC provisions into PANS-ATM.  This work had
been progressed through a number of previous OPLINK meetings, most recently at Toulouse in September
2004. Further work since Toulouse had been progressed through coordination and discussion via email.

4.13.1 A summary of the changes contained in WP/107 include:

a) editorial’ amendments;

b) standardisation of expressions throughout the document;

c) standardisation of similar text in different paragraphs;

d) clarification of several sentences (re-organising sentence structure, adding extra words
etc);

e) new text including:

1) description of the coordination of amended destinations;

2) clarification of the use of the Coordinate Negotiate message;

3) clarification of the use of the Coordinate Reject message;

4) clarification of the use of the Coordinate Update message;

4.13.2 Additionally, the AIDC message content table had been amended to reflect changes
discussed in Toulouse.

4.13.3 The work conducted during the meeting involved a paragraph by paragraph review of the
working paper. The majority of the work was agreed to with various minor amendments made during the
discussion.

4.13.4 The proposed amendment to incorporate AIDC into the PANS-ATM can be found in
Appendix G.
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4.14 WP/102 proposed amendments to Part VI (the AIDC section) of Doc 9694. A review of this
document had revealed that it required updating in order to simplify the guidance material, correct a number
of typographical errors, as well as to include AIDC enhancements that have been developed as the concept
of AIDC matured. A summary of the changes include:

a) numerous re-wordings to improve the readability of the document;

b) correction to, and standardisation of, the names of the available AIDC messages;

c) addition of new sections describing the inclusion of off-track clearances, as well as
speed control (Mach Number Technique) in AIDC messages. This addition also
required the inclusion of new variables in the AIDC message data glossary;

d) addition of a new section describing the use of AIDC to coordinate a diversion to a new
destination. This addition required the inclusion of a new variable in the AIDC message
data glossary;

e) standardisation of the use of the term “Coordination States” – this involved the
introduction of a new term “coordination phases”, as well as a description of these
coordination phases; 

f) addition of diagrams depicting the C-ATSU, R-ATSU, and other interested ATSUs;

g) addition of flight threads involving various scenarios. These diagrams depicted which
AIDC messages would be sent following certain events;

h) correction to the resolution of a number of the AIDC variables in the AIDC message
data glossary; and

i) redrawing of the AIDC state transition diagrams to correct a number of errors. In
addition, a diagram depicting the entire AIDC process has been included in the
document.

4.14.1 The working group reviewed this working paper, and a number of small changes were made.
The most substantive of these changes involved amendments to the AIDC data tables. The proposed
amendment to Part VI of Doc 9694 is at Appendix H.

4.15 WP/115 contained comments associated with aspects of the AIDC “General Point” message
contained in working papers WP/102 and WP/107. These comments were dealt with during the review of
the previous two working papers, and so this paper was withdrawn.
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5. Agenda Item 4:  Any other business

5.1 The group was advised that OPLINKP/1 would take place in Montreal from 12 to
23 September 2005. The Air Navigation Commission had agreed on the need for the meeting and approved
the following agenda: 

Item 1: Review of on-going trials and planned implementation of air traffic management (ATM)
data link applications;

Item 2: Development of SARPs, procedures and guidance material relating to the use of data link
applications in the provision of air traffic services;

Item 3: Development of SARPs, procedures and guidance material relating to the use of required
communication performance (RCP); 

Item 4: Development of SARPs, procedures and guidance material relating to the use of automatic
dependent surveillance — broadcast (ADS-B); and

Item 5: Any other business.

5.1.1 Under Agenda Item 1, the meeting would assess on-going trials and planned experiments
on ATM data link applications and systems. This assessment would provide information on international
developments, as well as an insight into the technical and operational aspects of, and experience gained from,
implementation programmes. The findings in trials and the operational experience gained through early
implementation of data link systems would be the basis for the development of requirements for the data link
applications. Proposals for amendments to ICAO documents and guidance material for ADS-C, CPDLC,
D-FIS and ATS interfacility data communications (AIDC) would be developed under Agenda Item 2. Under
Agenda Item 3, it is expected that the panel would bring forward, as necessary, SARPs, procedures and
guidance material, relating to the use of RCP in the provision of air traffic services. This work would be in
the context of the panel’s review of comments submitted by States and international organizations on the
RCP concept and current efforts by States to transition to performance-based operations, a critical aspect of
evolving to a safe and efficient global ATM environment. Under Agenda Item 4, the meeting would develop
material on the use of ADS-B. This would concentrate on the possibilities for ADS-B to satisfy existing
ground surveillance (radar-like) requirements and would be in concert with efforts by the Separation and
Airspace Safety Panel (SASP) to complete a comparative analysis of ADS-B and secondary surveillance
radar (SSR). Any other matters outstanding may be dealt with under Agenda Item 5.

5.1.2 The group was finally reminded that all working papers would need to reach ICAO three
months prior to the Panel meeting to allow for translation and the transmittal of papers to the attendees.

5.2 WP/112 was an invitation from the Spanish OPLINK member to a workshop on FANS-1/A
to be held at the Canarias ACC during 26th to 27th April 2005.

5.2.1 The meeting was reminded that The Spanish Air Navigation Service provider, Aena, had
been carrying out FANS 1/A ADS/CPDLC operational evaluation trials with aircraft in the Canarias airspace
since 15 August 2002.

5.2.2 The presenter was thanked by the meeting for the invitation to the workshop.
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Name M/A/O* Nominated by

Watkin, A.
King, N.

M
A

Australia

Cirilo, C. M Brazil

Fête, F.
Teissier, L.

M
A

France

Lafferton, H. M Germany

Izuka, S.
Ono, A.

A
A

Japan

Abudaowd, H.
Al-Ghamdi, F.
Zarra, A.

M
A
A

Saudi Arabia

Diez, D.
Gubern, S.

M
A

Spain

Coulson, J. M United Kingdom

Anderson, G.
Petruzel, W.

A
A

United States

Cojocariu, N.
Roca, J.

A
A

EUROCONTROL

Radford, P. O Airways Corporation of New Zealand Ltd.

Dalton, C.M. (ICAO) Secretary

*        M = Member, A = Advisor, O = Observer.

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF WORKING PAPERS

WP No. Agenda Item Presented by Title

101 - Secretary Administrative Arrangements, Agendas and Proposed
Timetable

102 1 A. Watkin Proposed AIDC amendment to the Manual of Air Traffic
Services Data Link Applications (Doc9694)

103 1 A. Watkin Proposed CPDLC amendments to Annex 10, Vol II and
PANS-ATM (Doc 4444)

104 1 A. Watkin CPDLC Guidance Material update
105 1 S. Dissing PANS-ATM proposed amendment for the

discontinuation of CPDLC
106 1 S. Dissing The disregarding of CPDLC messages
107 1 A. Watkin Proposed amendments to PANS-ATM (DOC 4444)

concerning AIDC
108 1 A. Watkin Amendments to Annex 15 — Aeronautical Information

Services
109 1 A. Watkin Proposed amendments to Annex 4 — Aeronautical

Charts — to include logon address
110 1 A. Watkin Proposed amendment to ADS section of Manual of ATS

Data Link Applications (Doc 9694)
111 1 A. Watkin Proposed amendment to CPDLC Message text for

UM215
112 2 D. Diez Workshop on FANS 1/A (ADS&CPDLC) Operational

Implementation
113 1 Secretary Review of Annex 10 — Aeronautical

Telecommunications, Volume II — Communication
Procedures including those with PANS status

114 1 Secretary Additional proposed amendments to the PANS-ATM
concerning ADS-B and CPDLC 

115 1 F. Fête Clarifying the use of General Point Message 
116 1 D. Diez Proposed amendment to the ADS functional description

in the ADS section of Doc 9694
117 - Rapporteur Summary of Discussions and Conclusions

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX C

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO

ANNEX 4 — AERONAUTICAL CHARTS

see attached

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX D

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO

ANNEX 15 — AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES

see attached

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX E

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO
PROCEDURES FOR AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES — 

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT (PANS-ATM, DOC 4444)

NOTES ON THE PRESENTATION OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

The text of the amendment is arranged to show deleted text with a line through it and new text
highlighted with grey shading, as shown below:

1. Text to be deleted is shown with a line through it. text to be deleted

2. New text to be inserted is highlighted with grey shading. new text to be inserted

3. Text to be deleted is shown with a line through it followed
by the replacement text which is highlighted with grey
shading.

new text to replace existing text

Amendment 1 to the
14th Edition ?

This document was converted from FrameMaker to WP8 and placed in the ICDB on 10 September 2003. It
includes Amendment No. 1 and No. 2 and the Corrigendum.
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PROCEDURES FOR AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES — AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
(PANS-ATM, DOC 4444)

CHAPTER 1.    DEFINITIONS

Note 1.— Throughout the text of this document the term “service” is used as an abstract noun to
designate functions, or service rendered; the term “unit” is used to designate a collective body performing
a service.

Note 2.— All references to “Radio Regulations” are to the Radio Regulations published by the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU). Radio Regulations are amended from time to time by the
decisions embodied in the Final Acts of World Radiocommunication Conferences held normally every two
to three years. Further information on the ITU processes as they relate to aeronautical radio system
frequency use is contained in the Handbook on Radio Frequency Spectrum Requirements for Civil Aviation
including statement of approved ICAO policies (Doc 9718)

When the following terms are used in the present document they have the following meanings:

. . .

Accepting unit/controller. Air traffic control unit/air traffic controller next to take control of an aircraft.

Note.— See definition of “transferring unit/ controller”.

ADS-C agreement. An ADS reporting plan which establishes the conditions of ADS-C data reporting (i.e.
data required by the air traffic services unit and frequency of ADS-C reports which have to be agreed to prior
to the provision of the ADSair traffic services).

Note.— The terms of the agreement will be exchanged between the ground system and the
aircraft by means of a contract, or a series of contracts.

Automatic dependent surveillance — broadcast (ADS-B). A means by which aircraft, aerodrome vehicles
and other objects can automatically transmit and/or receive data such as identification, position and
additional data, as appropriate, in a broadcast mode via a data link.

Secretariat note. — Sent to Secretaries of SCRSP and ACP.

ADS contractAutomatic dependent surveillance — contract (ADS-C). A means by which the terms of an
ADS-C agreement will be exchanged between the ground system and the aircraft, via a data link, specifying
under what conditions ADS-C reports would be initiated, and what data would be contained in the reports.

Note.— The abbreviated term “ADS contract” is a generic term meaning variously,is commonly used
to refer to ADS event contract, ADS demand contract, ADS periodic contract or an emergency mode. Ground
forwarding of ADS reports may be implemented between ground systems.
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ADS service. A service using aircraft information provided by means of automatic dependent surveillance.

Advisory airspace. An airspace of defined dimensions, or designated route, within which air traffic advisory
service is available.

. . .

ATS route. A specified route designed for channelling the flow of traffic as necessary for the provision of
air traffic services.

Note 1.— The term “ATS route” is used to mean variously, airway, advisory route, controlled or
uncontrolled route, arrival or departure route, etc.

Note 2.— An ATS route is defined by route specifications which include an ATS route designator,
the track to or from significant points (waypoints), distance between significant points, reporting
requirements and, as determined by the appropriate ATS authority, the lowest safe altitude.

Automatic dependent surveillance (ADS). A surveillance technique in which aircraft automatically provide,
via a data link, data derived from on-board navigation and position-fixing systems, including aircraft
identification, four-dimensional position and additional data as appropriate.

Automatic terminal information service (ATIS). The automatic provision of current, routine information
to arriving and departing aircraft throughout 24 hours or a specified portion thereof:

Data link-automatic terminal information service (D-ATIS). The provision of ATIS via data link.

Voice-automatic terminal information service (Voice-ATIS). The provision of ATIS by means of continuous
and repetitive voice broadcasts.

. . .

Controlled flight. Any flight which is subject to an air traffic control clearance.

Controller. An air traffic controller, qualified in accordance with Annex 1 — Personnel Licensing, and
holding a rating appropriate to the assigned functions.

Secretariat Note. — To be coordinated with PEL/TRG.

Controller-pilot data link communications (CPDLC). A means of communication between controller and
pilot, using data link for ATC communications.

. . .

Next data authority. The ground system so designated by the current data authority through which an onward
transfer of communications and control can take place.

Non-radar separation. The separation used when aircraft position information is derived from sources other
than radar.
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Normal operating zone (NOZ). Airspace of defined dimensions extending to either side of an ILS localizer
course and/or MLS final approach track. Only the inner half of the normal operating zone is taken into
account in independent parallel approaches.

. . .

Pilot-in-command. The pilot designated by the operator, or in the case of general aviation, the owner, as
being in command and charged with the safe conduct of a flight.

Position indication. The visual indication, in non-symbolic and/or symbolic form, on a situation display, of
the position of an aircraft, aerodrome vehicle or other object.

Position symbol. The visual indication in symbolic form, on a situation display, of the position of an aircraft,
aerodrome vehicle or other object obtained after automatic processing of positional data, derived from any
source.

Precision approach radar (PAR). Primary radar equipment used to determine the position of an aircraft
during final approach, in terms of lateral and vertical deviations relative to a nominal approach path, and in
range relative to touchdown.

Note.— Precision approach radars are designated to enable pilots of aircraft to be given
guidance by radiocommunication during the final stages of the approach to land.

. . .

Primary surveillance radar (PSR). A surveillance radar system which uses reflected radio signals.

Procedural control. Term used to indicate that information derived from an ATC surveillance system is not
required for the provision of air traffic control service.

Procedural separation. The separation used when providing procedural control.

Procedure turn. A manoeuvre in which a turn is made away from a designated track followed by a turn in
the opposite direction to permit the aircraft to intercept and proceed along the reciprocal of the designated
track.

Note 1.— Procedure turns are designated “left” or “right” according to the direction of the
initial turn.

Note 2.— Procedure turns may be designated as being made either in level flight or while
descending, according to the circumstances of each individual procedure.

Profile. The orthogonal projection of a flight path or portion thereof on the vertical surface containing the
nominal track.

PSR blip. The visual indication, in non-symbolic form, on a radarsituation display of the position of an
aircraft obtained by primary radar.
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Radar. A radio detection device which provides information on range, azimuth and/or elevation of objects.

Radar approach. An approach in which the final approach phase is executed under the direction of a radar
controller using radar.

Radar clutter. The visual indication on a radarsituation display of unwanted signals.

Radar contact. The situation which exists when the radar position of a particular aircraft is seen and
identified on a radar display.

Radar control. Term used to indicate that radar-derived information is employed directly in the provision
of air traffic control service.

Radar controller. A qualified air traffic controller holding a radar rating appropriate to the functions to
which he is assigned.

Radar display. An electronic display of radar-derived information depicting the position and movement of
aircraft.

Radar identificationIdentification. The situation which exists when the radar position indication of a
particular aircraft is seen on a radarsituation display and positively identified by the air traffic controller.

Radar map. Information superimposed on a radar display to provide ready indication of selected features.

RadarFlight path monitoring. The use of radarATC surveillance systems for the purpose of providing
aircraft with information and advice relative to significant deviations from nominal flight path, including
deviations from the terms of their air traffic control clearances.

Note.— Some applications may require a specific technology e.g. radar, to support the function of flight path
monitoring.

Radar position indication (RPI). The visual indication, in non-symbolic and/or symbolic form, on a radar
display of the position of an aircraft obtained by primary and/or secondary surveillance radar.

Radar position symbol (RPS). The visual indication, in symbolic form, on a radar display, of the position
of an aircraft obtained after automatic processing of positional data derived from primary and/or secondary
surveillance radar.

Radar separation. The separation used when aircraft position information is derived from radar sources.

Radar service. Term used to indicate a service provided directly by means of radar.

Radar track position. An extrapolation of aircraft position by the computer based upon radar information
and used by the computer for tracking purposes.

Note.— In some cases, information other than radar-derived information is used to assist
the tracking processes.
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Radar unit. That element of an air traffic services unit which uses radar equipment to provide one or more
services.

Radar vectoring. Provision of navigational guidance to aircraft in the form of specific headings, based on
the use of radar.

Receiving unit/controller. Air traffic services unit/air traffic controller to which a message is sent.

Note.— See definition of “sending unit/controller”.

. . .

Significant point. A specified geographical location used in defining an ATS route or the flight path of an
aircraft and for other navigation and ATS purposes.

Situation Display. An electronic display depicting the position and movement of aircraft and other
information as required.

Slush. Water-saturated snow which with a heel-and-toe slap-down motion against the ground will be
displaced with a splatter; specific gravity: 0.5 up to 0.8.

Note.— Combinations of ice, snow and/or standing water may, especially when rain, rain
and snow, or snow is falling, produce substances with specific gravities in excess of 0.8. These substances,
due to their high water/ice content, will have a transparent rather than a cloudy appearance and, at the
higher specific gravities, will be readily distinguishable from slush.
. . .

Special VFR flight. A VFR flight cleared by air traffic control to operate within a control zone in
meteorological conditions below VMC.

SSR response. The visual indication, in non-symbolic form, on a radarsituation display, of a response from
an SSR transponder in reply to an interrogation.

Standard instrument arrival (STAR). A designated instrument flight rule (IFR) arrival route linking a
significant point, normally on an ATS route, with a point from which a published instrument approach
procedure can be commenced.

. . .

Surveillance radar. Radar equipment used to determine the position of an aircraft in range and azimuth.

ATC surveillance service. Term used to indicate an ATC service provided directly by means of an ATC
surveillance system.

ATC surveillance system. A generic term meaning variously, ADS-B, PSR, SSR or any comparable ground-
based system that enables the identification of aircraft.
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Note.— A comparable ground-based system is one that has been demonstrated, by comparative assessment
or other methodology, to have a level of safety and performance equal to or better than monopulse SSR.

Taxiing. Movement of an aircraft on the surface of an aerodrome under its own power, excluding take-off
and landing.

. . .

Unmanned free balloon. A non-power-driven, unmanned, lighter-than-air aircraft in free flight.

Note.— Unmanned free balloons are classified as heavy, medium or light in accordance with
specifications contained in Annex 2, Appendix 4.

Vectoring. Provision of navigational guidance to aircraft in the form of specific headings, based on the use
of an ATC surveillance system.

VFR. The symbol used to designate the visual flight rules.

. . .

CHAPTER 2.    ATS SAFETY MANAGEMENT
. . .

2.5    SAFETY REVIEWS
. . .

2.5.2    Scope

The scope of ATS unit safety reviews should include at least the following issues:

Regulatory issues to ensure that:

. . . 
d) where applicable, provision is made for adequate visual or radar observation of the

manoeuvring area, and procedures and measures aimed at minimizing the potential for
inadvertent runway incursions are in place. This observation may take performed visually
or by means of an ATC surveillance system;

. . .
2.6    SAFETY ASSESSMENTS

2.6.1    Need for safety assessments

2.6.1.1    A safety assessment shall be carried out in respect of proposals for significant airspace
reorganizations, for significant changes in the provision of ATS procedures applicable to an airspace or an
aerodrome, and for the introduction of new equipment, systems or facilities, such as:
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. . .
Note 1.— A reduced separation minimum may refer to the reduction of a horizontal separation

minimum, including a minimum based on required navigation performance (RNP), a reduced vertical
separation minimum of 300 m (1 000 ft) between FL 290 and FL 410 inclusive (RVSM), the reduction of a
radar separationa minimum based on the use of an ATC surveillance system or a wake turbulence separation
minimum or reduction of minima between landing and/or departing aircraft.

. . .
CHAPTER 4.    GENERAL PROVISIONS FOR AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES

. . .

4.9.1    Wake turbulence categories of aircraft

. . .

Note 2.— The provisions governing wake turbulence non-radar and radar separation minima are
set forth in Chapter 5, Section 5.8 and Chapter 8, Section 8.7.4, respectively.

. . .
4.10.3    Minimum cruising level for IFR flights 

. . . 

4.10.3.2    ATC units shall, when circumstances warrant it, determine the lowest usable flight level
or levels for the whole or parts of the control area for which they are responsible, and use it when assigning
flight levels and pass it to pilots on request.

. . .

Note 3.— The objectives of the air traffic control service as prescribed in Annex 11 do not include
prevention of collision with terrain. The procedures prescribed in this document do not therefore relieve the
pilots of their responsibility to ensure that any clearance issued by air traffic control units is safe in this
respect, except when an IFR flight is vectored by radar. See Chapter 8, 8.6.5.2.

. . .
4.11    POSITION REPORTING

4.11.1    Transmission of position reports

. . .

4.11.1.3    Under conditions specified by the appropriate ATS authority, flights may be exempted
from the requirement to make position reports at each designated compulsory reporting point or interval. In
applying this, account should be taken of the meteorological requirement for the making and reporting of
routine aircraft observations.
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Note.— This is intended to apply in cases where adequate flight progress data are available from
other sources, e.g. radar or ADS-B (see, Chapter 8, 8.6.4.4), or ADS-C (see Chapter 13) and in other
circumstances where the omission of routine reports from selected flights is found to be acceptable.

. . .

4.11.2    Contents of voice position reports

. . .
4.11.2.2    When assigned a speed to maintain, the flight crew shall include this speed in their

position reports. The assigned speed shall also be advised on first contact with an ATC unit after a frequency
change, whether or not a full position report is required.

Note.— Omission of element (4) may be possible when flight level or altitude, as appropriate,
derived from SSR Mode Cpressure altitude information can be made continuously available to controllers
in labels associated with the radar position indication of aircraft and when adequate procedures have been
developed to guarantee the safe and efficient use of SSR Mode Cthis altitude information.

4.11.3    Transmission of ADS-C reports

The position reports shall be made automatically to the ATS unit serving the airspace in which the aircraft
is operating. The requirements for the transmission and contents of automatic dependent surveillance —
contract (ADS-C) reports shall be established by the controlling ATC unit on the basis of current operational
conditions and communicated to the aircraft and acknowledged through an ADS-C agreement.

4.11.4    Contents of ADS-C reports

4.11.4.1    ADS-C reports shall be composed of data blocks selected from the following:

a) Aircraft Identification

b) Basic ADS-C
latitude
longitude
altitude
time
figure of merit

c) Ground vector
track
ground speed
rate of climb or descent

d) Air vector
heading
Mach or IAS
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rate of climb or descent

e) Projected profile
next waypoint
estimated altitude at next waypoint
estimated time at next waypoint
(next + 1) waypoint
estimated altitude at (next + 1) waypoint
estimated time at (next + 1) waypoint

f) Meteorological information
wind speed
wind direction
wind quality flag
temperature
turbulence (if available)
humidity (if available)

g) Short-term intent
latitude at projected intent point
longitude at projected intent point
altitude at projected intent point
time of projection

If an altitude, track or speed change is predicted to occur between the aircraft’s current
position and the projected intent point, additional information would be provided in an
intermediate intent block as follows:

distance from current point to change point
track from current point to change point
altitude at change point
predicted time to change point

h) Extended projected profile (in response to an interrogation from the ground system)
next waypoint
estimated altitude at next waypoint
estimated time at next waypoint
(next + 1) waypoint
estimated altitude at (next + 1) waypoint
estimated time at (next + 1) waypoint
(next + 2) waypoint
estimated altitude at (next + 2) waypoint
estimated time at (next + 2) waypoint
[repeated for up to (next + 128) waypoints]

Note.— The specifications for the elements in the meteorological information data block, including
their ranges and resolutions, are shown in Appendix 3 to Annex 3.
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4.11.4.2    The basic ADS-C data block shall be required from all ADS-C-equipped aircraft.
Remaining ADS-C data blocks shall be included as necessary. In addition to any requirements concerning
its transmission for ATS purposes, data block f) (Meteorological information) shall be transmitted in
accordance with Annex 3, 5.4.1. ADS-C emergency and/or urgency reports shall include the emergency
and/or urgency status in addition to the relevant ADS-C report information.

4.11.4    Contents of ADS-B reports

Note.— Provisions on the content of ADS-B report can be found in Annex 10 — Aeronautical
Telecommunications, Volume III — Communication Systems.

4.12    REPORTING OF OPERATIONAL AND
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION

4.12.1    General

4.12.1.1    When operational and/or routine meteorological information is to be reported by an
aircraft en route at points or times where position reports are required in accordance with 4.11.1.1 and
4.11.1.2, the position report shall be given in the form of a routine air-report. Special aircraft observations
shall be reported as special air-reports. All air-reports shall be reported as soon as is practicable.

4.12.1.2    When ADS-C is being applied, routine air-reports shall be made in accordance with
4.11.4.2.

4.12.2    Contents of routine air-reports

4.12.2.1    Routine air-reports transmitted by voice or data link, when ADS-C is not being applied,
shall give information relating to such of the following elements as are necessary for compliance with
4.12.2.2:

Section 1.— Position information:

1) aircraft identification
2) position
3) time
4) flight level or altitude
5) next position and time over
6) ensuing significant point

Section 2.— Operational information:

7) estimated time of arrival
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8) endurance

Section 3.— Meteorological information:

9) air temperature
10) wind direction
11) wind speed
12) turbulence
13) aircraft icing
14) humidity (if available).

4.12.2.2    Section 1 of the air-report is obligatory, except that elements (5) and (6) thereof may be
omitted when so prescribed on the basis of regional air navigation agreements. Section 2 of the air-report,
or a portion thereof, shall only be transmitted when so requested by the operator or a designated
representative, or when deemed necessary by the pilot-in-command. Section 3 of the air-report shall be
transmitted in accordance with Annex 3, 5.4.2.

Note.— While element (4), flight level or altitude, may, in accordance with 4.11.2.1, be omitted from
the contents of a position report transmitted by radiotelephony when so prescribed on the basis of regional
air navigation agreements, that element may not be omitted from Section 1 of an air-report.

4.12.3    Contents of special air-reports

. . .
4.12.3.2    When air-ground data link is used, special air-reports shall contain the following elements:

message type designator
aircraft identification
Data block 1:

latitude
longitude
pressure-altitude
time

Data block 2:

wind direction
wind speed
temperature
turbulence (if available)
humidity (if available)

Data block 3:

Condition prompting the issuance of the special air-report; to be selected from the list a) to k)
presented under 4.12.3.1.
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4.12.3.3    When voice communications are used, special air-reports shall contain the following
elements:

Message type designator

Section 1.— Position information

1) aircraft identification
2) position
3) time
4) flight level or altitude

Section 3.— Meteorological information

5) Condition prompting the issuance of the special air-report, to be selected from the list a) to
k) presented under 4.12.3.1.

. . .

CHAPTER 5.    SEPARATION METHODS AND MINIMA

5.1    INTRODUCTION

. . .

Note. 2.— Procedures and separation minima applicable to approaches to parallel runways are
contained in Chapter 6. Procedures and separation minima applicable in the provision of aerodrome control
service are contained in Chapter 7 and procedures and separation minima applicable to the use of radar
ATC surveillance systems are contained in Chapter 8.

. . .
5.4.2.1.6    Time-based separation applied in accordance with 5.4.2.2 and 5.4.2.4 may be based on

position information and estimates derived from voice reports, CPDLC or ADS-C.

. . .

5.4.2.4    LONGITUDINAL SEPARATION MINIMA WITH

MACH NUMBER TECHNIQUE BASED ON TIME

. . .

5.4.2.4.3    When the Mach number technique is applied and provided that:

a) the aircraft concerned have reported over the same reporting point and follow the same track
or continuously diverging tracks until some other form of separation is provided; or
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b) if the aircraft have not reported over the same reporting point and it is possible to ensure,
by radar, ADS-B or other means, that the appropriate time interval will exist at the common
point from which they either follow the same track or continuously diverging tracks;

minimum longitudinal separation between turbojet aircraft on the same track, whether in level, climbing or
descending flight shall be:

. . .

5.4.2.6.3    Longitudinal distance-based separation minima
5.4.2.6.3    in an RNP RNAV environment not using ADS-C

. . .

5.4.2.6.4    Longitudinal distance-based separation minima in 
5.4.2.6.4    an RNP RNAV environment using ADS-C

5.4.2.6.4.1    Separation based on the use of ADS-C shall be applied so that the distance between the
calculated positions of the aircraft is never less than the prescribed minimum. This distance shall be obtained
by one of the following methods:

. . .

5.4.2.6.4.3    For aircraft cruising, climbing or descending on the same track, the following separation
minima may be used:

Separation
minima

RNP type Maximum ADS-C
periodic reporting

interval
93 km (50 NM) 10 27 minutes

4 32 minutes
55.5 km (30 NM) 4 14 minutes

Note 1.— Detailed information on the analysis used to determine these separation minima and on
performing safety assessments, including examples of communication media and operational assumptions
that can satisfy the intervention requirements, are contained in the Manual on Airspace Planning
Methodology for the Determination of Separation Minima (Doc 9689). The indicated periodic reporting
intervals are specific to the use of ADS-C and are derived from performed safety assessments. As a result,
these intervals may differ from those required for use with other procedural RNAV longitudinal separation
minima.

Note 2.— The separation minima shown in the above table require specific RNP values and are
based on collision risk modelling which determines communications and surveillance requirements.
However, this modelling does not include all operational and technical aspects and is dependent upon
parameter values that may vary depending on the particular airspace where the minimum will be applied.
Therefore, prior to implementation, a system verification of sufficient duration and integrity must be
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performed to assess such parameters and conditions including weather deviations or other contingency
events for the airspace concerned and to demonstrate that operational and technical requirements are met.

5.4.2.6.4.3.1    Operational and technical requirements for the provision of ADS-C services shall
comply with the provisions in Chapter 13.

Note.— Before implementation, particular attention should be given to the requirements in Chapter
13, 13.4.3 and 13.4.6.1.

5.4.2.6.4.3.2    The communication system provided to enable the application of the separation
minima in 5.4.2.6.4.3 shall allow a controller, within 4 minutes, to intervene and resolve a potential conflict
by contacting an aircraft using the normal means of communication. An alternative means shall be available
to allow the controller to intervene and resolve the conflict within a total time of 10½ minutes, should the
normal means of communication fail.

5.4.2.6.4.3.3    When an ADS-C periodic or waypoint change event report is not received within 3
minutes of the time it should have been sent, the report is considered overdue and the controller shall take
action to obtain the report as quickly as possible, normally by ADS-C or CPDLC. If a report is not received
within 6 minutes of the time the original report should have been sent, and there is a possibility of loss of
separation with other aircraft, the controller shall take action to resolve any potential conflict(s) as soon as
possible. The communication means provided shall be such that the conflict is resolved within a further 7½
minutes. 

. . .

5.8    NON-RADARTIME-BASED WAKE TURBULENCE
LONGITUDINAL SEPARATION

MINIMA

Note.— Distance-based wake turbulence separation minima are set forth in Chapter 8.7.4.4.

. . .

5.8.2    Arriving aircraft

5.8.2.1    Except as provided for in 5.8.1.1 a) and b), the following non-radar separation minima shall
be applied:

. . .

5.9    CLEARANCES TO FLY MAINTAINING
OWN SEPARATION WHILE IN VISUAL

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

. . .
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Note 3. — The objectives of the air traffic control service as prescribed in Annex 11 do not include
prevention of collision with terrain. The procedures prescribed in this document do not therefore relieve
pilots of their responsibility to ensure that any clearance issued by air traffic control units is safe in this
respect, except when an IFR flight is being vectored using radar. See Chapter 8, 8.6.5.2.

. . .

5.11    REDUCTION IN SEPARATION MINIMA
. . .

5.11.1.1    As determined by the appropriate ATS authority as appropriate:

a) when special electronic or other aids enable the pilot-in-command of an aircraft to determine
accurately the aircraft’s position and when adequate communication facilities exist for that
position to be transmitted without delay to the appropriate air traffic control unit; or

b) when, in association with rapid and reliable communication facilities, radar-derived
information of an aircraft’s position derived from an ATC surveillance system is available
to the appropriate air traffic control unit; or

. . .

CHAPTER 6.    SEPARATION IN THE VICINITY
OF AERODROMES

. . .

6.3.2.4    Communication failure

6.3.2.4.1    Clearances for departing aircraft may specify an initial or intermediate level other than that
indicated in the filed flight plan for the en route phase of flight, without a time or geographical limit for the
initial level. Such clearances will normally be used to facilitate the application of tactical control methods
by ATC, normally through the use of radaran ATC surveillance system.

. . .

6.5    PROCEDURES FOR ARRIVING
AIRCRAFT

. . .

6.5.1.3    An IFR flight shall not be cleared for an initial approach below the appropriate minimum
altitude as specified by the State concerned nor to descend below that altitude unless:

. . .

d) the controller has determined the aircraft’s position has been determined by the use of radaran ATC
surveillance system, and a lower minimum altitude has been specified for use when providing
radarATC surveillance services.
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. . .

6.5.3    Visual approach

. . .

6.5.3.5    For successive visual approaches, radar or non-radar separation shall be maintained by the
controller until the pilot of a succeeding aircraft reports having the preceding aircraft in sight. The aircraft
shall then be instructed to follow and maintain own separation from the preceding aircraft. When both
aircraft are of a heavy wake turbulence category, or the preceding aircraft is of a heavier wake turbulence
category than the following, and the distance between the aircraft is less than the appropriate wake turbulence
minimum, the controller shall issue a caution of possible wake turbulence. The pilot-in- command of the
aircraft concerned shall be responsible for ensuring that the spacing from a preceding aircraft of a heavier
wake turbulence category is acceptable. If it is determined that additional spacing is required, the flight crew
shall inform the ATC unit accordingly, stating their requirements.

. . .

6.5.6    Approach sequence

. . .

6.5.6.1.2    Succeeding aircraft shall be cleared for approach:

. . .

d) when the use of an ATC surveillance system confirms that the required longitudinal spacing between
succeeding aircraft, as observed by radar, has been established.

. . .

6.5.6.2.2    INTERVAL BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE APPROACHES

In determining the time interval or longitudinal distance to be applied between successive approaching
aircraft, the relative speeds between succeeding aircraft, the distance from the specified point to the runway,
the need to apply wake turbulence separation, runway occupancy times, the prevailing weather conditions
as well as any condition which may affect runway occupancy times shall be considered. When radaran ATC
surveillance system is used to establish an approach sequence, the minimum distance to be established
between succeeding aircraft shall be specified in local instructions. Local instructions shall additionally
specify the circumstances under which any increased longitudinal distance between approaches may be
required as well as the minima to be used under such circumstances.

6.5.6.2.3    INFORMATION ON APPROACH SEQUENCE

Provision shall be made to ensure that the aerodrome control tower is kept informed of the sequence in which
aircraft will be established on final approach for landing.
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Note 1.— Guidance material on factors to be taken into account when determining separation for timed
approaches is contained in the Air Traffic Services Planning Manual (Doc 9426).

Note 2.— Wake turbulence categories and non-radar wake turbulence longitudinal separation minima
are contained in Chapter 4, Section 4.9 and, Chapter 5, Section 5.8, respectively and Chapter 8, Section 8.7.

. . .

6.7    OPERATIONS ON PARALLEL OR
NEAR-PARALLEL RUNWAYS

. . .

6.7.2    Departing aircraft
. . .

6.7.2.2    REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR

INDEPENDENT PARALLEL DEPARTURES

Independent IFR departures may be conducted from parallel runways provided:

. . .

c) suitable surveillance radar capable of identification of the aircraft within 2 km (1.0 NM) from the end
of the runway is available; and

. . .
6.7.3    Arriving aircraft

. . .

6.7.3.1.2    Whenever parallel approaches are carried out, separate radar controllers should be responsible
for the sequencing and spacing of arriving aircraft to each runway.

6.7.3.2    REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR

INDEPENDENT PARALLEL APPROACHES

6.7.3.2.1    Independent parallel approaches may be conducted to parallel runways provided that:

a) the runway centre lines are spaced by the distance specified in Annex 14, Volume I; and

1) where runway centre lines are spaced by less than 1 310 m but not less than 1 035 m, suitable
secondary surveillance radar (SSR) equipment, with a minimum azimuth accuracy of 0.06 degrees
(one sigma), an update period of 2.5 seconds or less and a high resolution display providing
position prediction and deviation alert, is available; or

2) where runway centre lines are spaced by less than 1 525 m but not less than 1 310 m, SSR
equipment with performance specifications other than the foregoing may be applied, provided they
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are equal to or better than those stated under 3) below, and when it is determined that the safety
of aircraft operation would not be adversely affected; or

3) where runway centre lines are spaced by 1 525 m or more, suitable surveillance radar with a
minimum azimuth accuracy of 0.3 degrees (one sigma) or better and update period of 5 seconds
or less is available;

. . .

f) radar vectoring is used to intercept the ILS localizer course or the MLS final approach track;

g) a no-transgression zone (NTZ) at least 610 m (2 000 ft) wide is established equidistant between
extended runway centre lines and is depicted on the radarsituation display;

h) separate radar controllers monitor the approaches to each runway and ensure that when the 300 m
(1 000 ft) vertical separation is reduced:

. . .

i) if no dedicated radio channels are available for the radar controllers to control the aircraft until
landing:

1) transfer of communication of aircraft to the respective aerodrome controller’s frequency is effected
before the higher of two aircraft on adjacent final approach tracks intercepts the ILS glide path or
the specified MLS elevation angle; and

2) the radar controllers monitoring the approaches to each runway are provided with the capability
to override transmissions of aerodrome control on the respective radio channels for each arrival
flow.

. . .

6.7.3.2.4    A minimum of 300 m (1 000 ft) vertical separation or, subject to radar system and
radarsituation display capabilities, a minimum of 5.6 km (3.0 NM) radar separation shall be provided until
aircraft are established:

a) inbound on the ILS localizer course and/or MLS final approach track; and

b) within the normal operating zone (NOZ).

6.7.3.2.5    Subject to radar system and situation display system capabilities, a minimum of 5.6 km (3.0
NM) radar separation shall be provided between aircraft on the same ILS localizer course or MLS final
approach track unless increased longitudinal separation is required due to wake turbulence or for other
reasons.

Note 1.— See Chapter 8, 8.7.4.4.
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Note 2.— An aircraft established on an ILS localizer course or MLS final approach track is separated
from another aircraft established on an adjacent parallel ILS localizer course or MLS final approach track
provided neither aircraft penetrates the NTZ as depicted on the radarsituation display.

. . .

6.7.3.2.7    All approaches regardless of weather conditions shall be radar-monitoredprovided with flight
path monitoring using radar. Control instructions and information necessary to ensure separation between
aircraft and to ensure aircraft do not enter the NTZ shall be issued.

Note 1.— The primary responsibility for navigation on the ILS localizer course and/or MLS final
approach track rests with the pilot. Control instructions and information are therefore issued only to ensure
separation between aircraft and to ensure that aircraft do not penetrate the NTZ.

Note 2.— For the purpose of ensuring an aircraft does not penetrate the NTZ, the aircraft is considered
to be the centre of its radar position symbol. However, the edges of the radar position symbols representing
aircraft executing parallel approaches are not allowed to touch (see Chapter 8, 8.7.3.6).

. . .

6.7.3.2.10     RadarFlight path monitoring using radar shall not be terminated until:

a) visual separation is applied, provided procedures ensure that both radar controllers are advised
whenever visual separation is applied;

b) the aircraft has landed, or in case of a missed approach, is at least 2 km (1.0 NM) beyond the departure
end of the runway and adequate separation with any other traffic is established.

Note.— There is no requirement to advise the aircraft that radarflight path monitoring using radar is
terminated. 

. . .

6.7.3.4    REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES FOR DEPENDENT PARALLEL APPROACHES

6.7.3.4.1    Dependent parallel approaches may be conducted to parallel runways provided:

a) the runway centre lines are spaced by the distance specified in Annex 14, Volume I;

b) the aircraft are radar vectored to intercept the final approach track;

. . .

6.7.3.4.2    A minimum of 300 m (1 000 ft) vertical separation or a minimum of 5.6 km (3.0 NM) radar
separation shall be provided between aircraft during turn-on to parallel ILS localizer courses and/or MLS
final approach tracks.

6.7.3.4.3    The minimum radar separation to be provided between aircraft established on the ILS localizer
course and/ or MLS final approach track shall be:
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a) 5.6 km (3.0 NM) between aircraft on the same ILS localizer course or MLS final approach track
unless increased longitudinal separation is required due to wake turbulence; and

b) 3.7 km (2.0 NM) between successive aircraft on adjacent ILS localizer courses or MLS final approach
tracks.

. . .

6.7.3.5.3    The following types of approaches may be conducted in segregated parallel operations
provided suitable surveillance radar and the appropriate ground facilities conform to the standard necessary
for the specific type of approach:

a) ILS and/or MLS precision approach;

b) surveillance radar approach (SRA) or precision approach radar (PAR) approach; and

c) visual approach.

. . .
CHAPTER 7.    PROCEDURES FOR AERODROME

CONTROL SERVICE
. . .

7.1.1.2    Aerodrome controllers shall maintain a continuous watch on all flight operations on and in the
vicinity of an aerodrome as well as vehicles and personnel on the manoeuvring area. Watch shall be
maintained by visual observation, augmented in low visibility conditions by radaran ATC surveillance system
when available. Traffic shall be controlled in accordance with the procedures set forth herein and all
applicable traffic rules specified by the appropriate ATS authority. If there are other aerodromes within a
control zone, traffic at all aerodromes within such a zone shall be coordinated so that traffic circuits do not
conflict.

Note.— Provisions for the use of radaran ATC surveillance system in the aerodrome control service are
contained in Chapter 8, Section 8.10.

. . .

7.5.3.1.2    Taxiing on a runway-in-use

. . .

7.5.3.1.2.2    If the control tower is unable to determine, either visually or by radarvia an ATC
surveillance system that a vacating or crossing aircraft has cleared the runway, the aircraft shall be requested
to report when it has vacated the runway. The report shall be made when the aircraft is well clear of the
runway.

. . .

7.8.2    Separation of departing aircraft
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Except as provided in 7.8.3 and Chapter 5, Section 5.8, a departing aircraft will not normally be permitted
to commence take-off until the preceding departing aircraft has crossed the end of the runway-in-use or has
started a turn or until all preceding landing aircraft are clear of the runway-in-use.

Note 1.— See Figure 7-3.

Note 2.— Wake turbulence categories and longitudinal separation minima are contained in Chapter 4,
Section 4.9 and Chapter 5, Section 5.8, respectively. Wake turbulence radardistance-based separation
minima are contained in Chapter 8, Section 8.7.

. . .

CHAPTER 8.    RADARATC SURVEILLANCE SERVICES

Note.— ADS-contract (ADS-C), at this time used wholly to provide procedural separation, is covered in
Chapter 13.

8.1    RADARATC SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS CAPABILITIES

8.1.1    RadarATC surveillance systems used in the provision of air traffic services shall have a very high
level of reliability, availability and integrity. The possibility of system failures or significant system
degradations which may cause complete or partial interruptions of service shall be very remote. Back-up
facilities shall be provided.

Note 1.— A radarAn ATC surveillance system will normally consist of a number of integrated elements,
including radar sensor(s), radar data transmission links,lines, radar data processing system, radar and
situation displays.

Note 2.— Guidance material and information pertaining to use of radar and to system reliability and
availability is contained in Annex 10, Volume I, the Manual on Testing of Radio Navigation Aids (Doc 8071)
and the Air Traffic Services Planning Manual (Doc 9426).

Note 3.— Guidance material and information pertaining to use of ADS-B and to system reliability and
availability is contained in Annex 10 Volumes III and IV and the Manual on Airspace Planning Methodology
for the Determination of Separation Minima (Doc 9689).........?

SASP* and Secretariat Task.— It is extremely important that Note 2 and 3 be completed and the details it
refers to are also completed. Otherwise it would appear difficult to advance the PANS-ATM amendment.
Both notes to be coordinated with CNS Section. Should direct reference be made to Mode S ES, etc?

8.1.2     Multi-radar systems, i.e. systems utilizing more than one radar sensor,ATC surveillance systems
should have the capability to receive, process and display, in an integrated manner, data from all the
connected sensorssources.

8.1.3    RadarATC surveillance systems should be capable of integration with other automated systems
used in the provision of ATS, and should provide for an appropriate level of automation with the objectives
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of improving the accuracy and timeliness of data displayed to the controller and reducing controller workload
and the need for verbal coordination between adjacent control positions and ATC units.

8.1.4    RadarATC surveillance systems should provide for the display of safety-related alerts and
warnings, including conflict alert, minimum safe altitude warning, conflict prediction and unintentionally
duplicated SSR codes and aircraft identifications.

8.1.5    States should, to the extent possible, facilitate the sharing of radar information derived from ATC
surveillance systems in order to extend and improve radar coverage in adjacent control areas.

8.1.6    States should, on the basis of regional air navigation agreements, provide for the automated
exchange of coordination data relevant to aircraft being provided with radarATC surveillance services, and
establish automated coordination procedures.

8.1.7    PrimaryATC surveillance systems, such as primary surveillance radar (PSR) and,
secondary surveillance radar (SSR) and automatic dependent surveillance — broadcast (ADS-B) may be used
either alone or in combination in the provision of air traffic services, including in the provision of separation
between aircraft, provided:

a) reliable coverage exists in the area; and

b) the probability of detection, the accuracy and the integrity of the radarATC surveillance system(s) are
satisfactory.; and

c) in the case of ADS-B, the availability of data from participating aircraft is adequate.

8.1.8     PSR systems should be used in circumstances where SSR and/or ADS-B alone would not meet
the air traffic services requirements.

8.1.9    SSR systems, especially those withutilizing monopulse technique or having Mode S capability,
may be used alone, including in the provision of separation between aircraft, provided:

a) the carriage of SSR transponders is mandatory within the area; and

b) aircraft identification is established and maintained by use of assigned discrete SSR codes.

Note.— Monopulse technique is a radar technique in which azimuth information of an SSR transponder
aircraft is derivable from each pulse detection by comparison of signals received simultaneously in two or
more antenna beams.  Monopulse SSR sensors provide for an improved azimuth resolution, fewer false
reports from unsynchronized interrogator transmissions (fruit) and less garbling compared to conventional
SSR sensors.

8.1.10    ADS-B may be used alone, including in the provision of separation between aircraft, provided:

a) identification of ADS-B equipped aircraft is established and maintained;

b) the data integrity measure in the ADS-B message is adequate to support the separation minimum;
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c) there is no requirement for detection of aircraft not transmitting ADS-B; and

d) there is no requirement for determination of aircraft position independent of the position determining
elements of the aircraft navigation system.

Note.— Minimum values for data integrity necessary to support a 9.3 km (5.0 NM) separation minimum
using ADS-B are detailed in 8.7.4.1.1.

8.1.118.1.10    The use of radar in air traffic servicesThe provision of ATC surveillance services shall be
limited to specified areas of radar coverage and shall be subject to such other limitations as have been
specified by the appropriate ATS authority. Adequate information on the operating methods used shall be
published in aeronautical information publications, as well as operating practices and/or equipment
limitations having direct effects on the operation of the air traffic services.

Note.— States will provide information on the area or areas where PSR and, SSR and ADS-B are in use
as well as radarATC surveillance services and procedures in accordance with Annex 15, 4.1.1 and Appendix
1.

8.1.11.1    The provision of ATC surveillance services shall be limited when position data quality
degrades below a level specified by the appropriate ATS authority. 

8.1.128.1.11    Where PSR and SSR are required to be used in combination, SSR alone may be used in
the event of PSR failure to provide separation between identified transponder-equipped aircraft, provided
the accuracy of the SSR position indications has been verified by monitor equipment or other means.

8.2    PRESENTATION OF RADAR
INFORMATIONSITUATION DISPLAY

8.2.1    Radar-derived information available for display to the controller shall, as a minimum, include
radar position indications, radar map information and, when available, information from SSR Mode A, Mode
C and Mode S.A situation display providing surveillance information to the controller shall, as a minimum,
include position indications, map information, and where available, information concerning the identity of
the aircraft and the aircraft level.

8.2.2    The radarATC surveillance system shall provide for a continuously updated presentation of radar-
derivedsurveillance information, including radar position indications.

8.2.3    Radar positionPosition indications may be displayed as:

a) radarindividual position symbols (RPS), including:, e.g. PSR, SSR and ADS-B symbols, or combined
symbols;

i) PSR symbols;

ii) SSR symbols; and

iii) combined PSR/SSR symbols;
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b) PSR blips;

c) SSR responses.

8.2.4    When applicable, distinct symbols should be used for presentation of:

a) unintentionally duplicated SSR codes and aircraft identifications;

b) predicted positions for a non-updated track; and

c) plot and track data.

SASP Task. — These paragraphs highlight that to use surveillance separations using a situation display, the
display would need to present all information using slant range or all information using true range. Can true
range be calculated for all the above indications e.g. PSR blips?

8.2.5    Where surveillance data quality degrades such that services need to be limited, symbology or other
means shall be used to provide the controller with an indication of the condition.

8.2.68.2.5    Reserved SSR codes, including 7500, 7600 and 7700, operation of IDENT, ADS-B
emergency and/or urgency modes, safety-related alerts and warnings as well as information related to
automated coordination shall be presented in a clear and distinct manner, providing for ease of recognition.

8.2.78.2.6     Radar labels should be used to provide, in alphanumeric form, SSR-derived as well as other
information which may be available.Labels associated with displayed targets should be used to provide, in
alphanumeric form, relevant information derived from the means of surveillance and, where necessary, the
flight data processing system.

8.2.88.2.7    Radar labelsLabels shall be associated with their radar position indications in a manner
precluding erroneous identification by or confusion on the part of the controller. All label information shall
be presented in a clear and concise manner.

8.2.98.2.8      Radar label information shall as a minimum include the SSR code transmitted by an aircraft
or, when code/call sign conversion is effected, aircraft identification, and SSR Mode C-derived level
information. All label information shall be presented in a clear and concise manner.Labels shall, as a
minimum, include information relating to the identity of the aircraft e.g. SSR code or aircraft identification,
and, if available, pressure altitude-derived level information. This information may be obtained from SSR
Mode A, SSR Mode C, SSR Mode S and/or ADS-B.

8.3    COMMUNICATIONS

8.3.1    The level of reliability and availability of communications systems shall be such that the
possibility of system failures or significant degradations is very remote. Adequate backup facilities shall be
provided.

Note.— Guidance material and information pertaining to system reliability and availability are contained
in Annex 10, Volume I and the Air Traffic Services Planning Manual (Doc 9426).
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8.3.2    Direct pilot-controller communications shall be established prior to the provision of radarATC
surveillance services, unless special circumstances, such as emergencies, dictate otherwise.

8.4    PROVISION OF RADARATC SURVEILLANCE SERVICES

8.4.1     Where suitable radar systems and communication systems are available, radar-derived
informationInformation derived from ATC surveillance systems, including safety-related alerts and warnings
such as conflict alert and minimum safe altitude warning, should be used to the extent possible in the
provision of air traffic control service in order to improve capacity and efficiency as well as to enhance
safety.

8.4.2    The number of aircraft simultaneously provided with radarATC surveillance services shall not
exceed that which can safely be handled under the prevailing circumstances, taking into account:

a) the structural complexity of the control area or sector concerned;

b) the radar functions to be performed within the control area or sector concerned;

c) assessments of controller workloads, taking into account different aircraft capabilities, and sector
capacity; and

d) the degree of technical reliability and availability of the main radar and communication
systems;primary and back-up communications, navigation and surveillance systems, both in the
aircraft and on the ground.

e) the possibility of a radar equipment failure or other emergency that would eventually require reverting
to back-up facilities and/or non-radar separation; and

f) the degree of technical reliability and availability of the back-up radar and communication systems.

8.5    USE OF SSR TRANSPONDERS AND ADS-B TRANSMITTERS

8.5.1    To ensure the safe and efficient use of SSR and ADS-B, pilots and controllers shall strictly adhere
to published operating procedures. Standard and standard radiotelephony phraseology shall be used. The and
the correct setting of transponder codes and/or aircraft identification shall be ensured at all times.

8.5.2    SSR Code management

8.5.2.1    Codes 7700, 7600 and 7500 shall be reserved internationally for use by pilots encountering a
state of emergency, radiocommunication failure or unlawful interference, respectively.

8.5.2.2    SSR Codes are to be allocated and assigned in accordance with the following principles.
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8.5.2.2.1    Codes should be allocated to States or areas in accordance with regional air navigation
agreements, taking into account overlapping radar coverage over adjacent airspaces.

8.5.2.2.2    The appropriate ATS authority shall establish a plan and procedures for the allocation of codes
to ATS units.

8.5.2.2.3    The plan and procedures should be compatible with those practised in adjacent States.

8.5.2.2.4    The allocation of a code should preclude the use of this code for any other function within the
area of coverage of the same SSR for a prescribed time period.

8.5.2.2.5    To reduce pilot and controller workload and the need for controller/pilot communications, the
number of code changes required of the pilot should be kept to the minimum.

8.5.2.2.6    Codes shall be assigned to aircraft in accordance with the plan and procedures laid down by
the appropriate ATS authority.

8.5.2.2.7    Where there is a need for individual aircraft identification, each aircraft shall be assigned a
discrete code which should, whenever possible, be retained throughout the flight.

8.5.2.3    SSR Codes shall be reserved, as necessary, for exclusive use by medical aircraft operating in
areas of international armed conflict. SSR Codes shall be allocated by ICAO through its Regional Offices
in coordination with States concerned and should be assigned to aircraft for use within the area of conflict.

Note.— The term “medical aircraft” refers to aircraft protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949
and under the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12August 1949, and relating to the
protection of victims of international armed conflicts (Protocol I).

8.5.3    Operation of SSR transponders

Note.— SSR transponder operating procedures are contained in Procedures for Air Navigation Services
—  Aircraft Operations (PANS-OPS, Doc 8168), Volume I, Part VIII.

8.5.3.1    When, after a pilot has been directedinstructed to operate the aircraft's transponder on an
assigned code, or to effect a code change, it is observed that the code shown on the radarsituation display
is different from that assigned to the aircraft, the pilot shall be requested to reselect the assigned code.

Secretariat Note 1. — Also, these provision under 8.5.3 seem to be out of a natural order. This problem
seems to have been rectified by the SASP proposals in 8.5.4 below however.

8.5.3.2    Whenever it is observed that the code of an aircraft as shown on the radarsituation display, or
aircraft identification where code/ call sign conversion is effected, is different from that assigned to the
aircraft and the application of the procedure described in 8.5.3.1 has not resolved this discrepancy or is not
warranted by circumstances (e.g. unlawful interference), the pilot shall be requested to confirm the correct
code has been selected.
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8.5.3.3    If the discrepancy still persists, the pilot may be requested to stop the operation of the aircraft's
transponder. The next control position and any other affected unit using SSR in the provision of ATS shall
be informed accordingly.

8.5.3.4    Aircraft equipped with Mode S having an aircraft identification feature shall transmit the aircraft
identification as specified in Item 7 of the ICAO flight plan or, when no flight plan has been filed, the aircraft
registration.

Note.— All Mode S-equipped aircraft engaged in international civil aviation are required to have an
aircraft identification feature (Annex 10, Volume IV, Chapter 2, 2.1.5.2 refers).

8.5.3.5    Whenever it is observed on the radarsituation display that the aircraft identification transmitted
by a Mode S-equipped aircraft is different from that expected from the aircraft, the pilot shall be requested
to reselect reenter aircraft identification.

8.5.3.6    If, following confirmation by the pilot that the correct aircraft identification has been set on the
Mode S identification feature, the discrepancy continues to exist, the following actions shall be taken by the
controller:

a) inform the pilot of the persistent discrepancy;

b) where possible, rectify the radarcorrect the label showing the aircraft identification on the
radarsituation display; and

c) notify the erroneous aircraft identification transmitted by the aircraft to the next control position and
any other interested unit using Mode S for identification purposes.

Secretariat Note. — This section to be reviewed by CNS Section for currency.

8.5.4    Operation of ADS-B transmitters

Note.— To indicate that it is in a state of emergency, an aircraft equipped with ADS-B might operate
the emergency and/or urgency mode as follows:

a) emergency;

b) no communications;

c) unlawful interference;

d) minimum fuel; and/or

e) medical.

8.5.4.1    Aircraft equipped with ADS-B having an aircraft identification feature shall transmit the aircraft
identification as specified in Item 7 of the ICAO flight plan or, when no flight plan has been filed, the aircraft
registration.
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Note.— All ADS-B-equipped aircraft engaged in international civil aviation are required to have an
aircraft identification feature (Annex 10, Volume IV, 2.1.5.2 refers).

Secretariat Note*. — This note to be reviewed by CNS Section for accuracy. i.e. does the provision above
apply to VDL Mode 4 and UAT?

8.5.4.2    Whenever it is observed on the situation display that the aircraft identification transmitted by
an ADS-B-equipped aircraft is different from that expected from the aircraft, the pilot shall be requested to
confirm aircraft identification.

8.5.4.3    When, after a pilot has been instructed to operate the aircraft's ADS-B transmitter on an assigned
aircraft identification or to effect a call sign change, it is observed that the aircraft identification shown on
the situation display is different from that assigned to the aircraft, the pilot shall be requested to re-enter the
assigned aircraft identification.

8.5.4.4    Whenever it is observed that the aircraft identification of an aircraft as shown on the situation
display is different from that assigned to the aircraft, and the application of the procedure described in 8.5.4.3
has not resolved this discrepancy or is not warranted by circumstances (e.g. unlawful interference), the pilot
shall be requested to confirm that the correct aircraft identification has been selected.

8.5.4.5    If the discrepancy continues to exist, following confirmation by the pilot that the correct aircraft
identification has been set on the ADS-B identification feature, the following actions shall be taken by the
controller:

a) inform the pilot of the persistent discrepancy;

b) where possible, correct the label showing the aircraft identification on the situation display; and

c) notify the erroneous aircraft identification transmitted by the aircraft to the next control position and
any other interested unit using ADS-B for identification purposes.

OPLINKP/SASP/Secretariat Task*. — Much more work required on paragraphs 8.5.3 and 8.5.4.

8.5.45    Level information based on
the use of Mode Cpressure altitude information

8.5.45.1    VERIFICATION OF ACCURACY

OF MODE C-DERIVED LEVEL INFORMATION

8.5.45.1.1    The tolerance value used to determine that Mode Cpressure altitude-derived level information
displayed to the controller is accurate shall be ±60 m (±200 ft) in RVSM airspace. In other airspace, it shall
be ±90 m (±300 ft), except that the appropriate ATS authority may specify a smaller criterion, but not less
than ±60 m (±200 ft), if this is found to be more practical. Geometric height information shall not be used
for separation.
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8.5.45.1.2    Verification of the accuracy of Mode Cof pressure altitude-derived level information
displayed to the controller shall be effected at least once by each suitably equipped ATC unit on initial
contact with the aircraft concerned or, if this is not feasible, as soon as possible thereafter. The verification
shall be effected by simultaneous comparison with altimeter-derived level information received from the
same aircraft by radiotelephony. The pilot of the aircraft whose Mode Cpressure altitude-derived level
information is within the approved tolerance value need not be advised of such verification. Geometric height
information shall not be used to determine if altitude differences exist.

8.5.45.1.3    If the displayed level information is not within the approved tolerance value or when a
discrepancy in excess of the approved tolerance value is detected subsequent to verification, the pilot shall
be advised accordingly and requested to check the pressure setting and confirm the aircraft's level.

8.5.45.1.4    If, following confirmation of the correct pressure setting the discrepancy continues to exist,
the following action should be taken according to circumstances:

a) request the pilot to stop Mode C or ADS-B altitude data transmission, provided this does not cause
the loss of position and identity information,interrupt the operation of the transponder on Mode A and
notify the next control positions or ATC unit concerned with the aircraft of the action taken; or

Secretariat Note. — Provision should be coordinated with Secretary, SCRSP.

b) inform the pilot of the discrepancy and request that Mode Cthe relevant operation continue in order
to prevent loss of position and identity information onof the aircraft, and, when authorized by the
appropriate ATS authority, override the label-displayed level information with the reported level. and
notifyNotify the next control position or ATC unit concerned with the aircraft of the action taken.

Secretariat note.— This is an edited version of OPLINKP proposed text.

8.5.45.2    DETERMINATION OF LEVEL OCCUPANCY

8.5.45.2.1    The criterion which shall be used to determine that a specific level is occupied by an aircraft
shall be ±60 m (±200 ft) in RVSM airspace. In other airspace, it shall be ±90 m (±300 ft), except that the
appropriate ATS authority may specify a smaller criterion, but not less than ±60 m (±200 ft), if this is found
to be more practical.

Note.— For a brief explanation of the considerations underlying this value, see the Air Traffic Services
Planning Manual (Doc 9426).

8.5.45.2.2    Aircraft maintaining a level. An aircraft is considered to be maintaining its assigned level
as long as the SSR Mode Cpressure altitude-derived level information indicates that it is within the
appropriate tolerances of the assigned level, as specified in 8.5.45.2.1.

8.5.45.2.3    Aircraft vacating a level. An aircraft cleared to leave a level is considered to have
commenced its manoeuvre and vacated the previously occupied level when the SSR Mode Cpressure altitude-
derived level information indicates a change of more than 90 m (300 ft) in the anticipated direction from its
previously assigned level.
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8.5.45.2.4    Aircraft passing a level in climb or descent. An aircraft in climb or descent is considered to
have crossed a level when the SSR Mode Cpressure altitude-derived level information indicates that it has
passed this level in the required direction by more than 90 m (300 ft).

8.5.45.2.5    Aircraft reaching a level. An aircraft is considered to have reached the level to which it has
been cleared when three consecutive renewals of Mode Cdisplay updates or not less than 10 seconds,
whichever is the greater, has passed since the pressure altitude-derived level information have indicated that
it is within the appropriate tolerances of the assigned level, as specified in 8.5.45.2.1.

Note.— In automated ATS systems, the cycles of renewals of Mode C data may not be evident to
controllers. It may, therefore, be necessary to specify in instructions to controllers the number of display
repetition cycles, or a time interval, corresponding to three consecutive renewals of Mode C data.

Secretariat note. — Isn’t 10 seconds a little on the short side?

8.5.45.2.6    Intervention by a controller shall only be required if differences in level information between
that displayed to the controller and that used for control purposes are in excess of the values stated above.

8.6    GENERAL RADAR PROCEDURES

8.6.1    Performance checks

8.6.1.1    The radar controller shall adjust the radarsituation display(s) and carry out adequate checks on
the accuracy thereof, in accordance with the technical instructions prescribed by the appropriate authority
for the radar equipment concerned.

8.6.1.2    The radar controller shall be satisfied that the available functional capabilities of the radarATC
surveillance system as well as the information presented on the radarsituation display(s) is adequate for the
functions to be performed.

8.6.1.3    The radar controller shall report, in accordance with local procedures, any fault in the
equipment, or any incident requiring investigation, or any circumstances which make it difficult or
impractical to provide radarATC surveillance services.

8.6.2    Identification of aircraft

8.6.2.1    ESTABLISHMENT OF RADAR IDENTIFICATION

8.6.2.1.1    Before providing radaran ATC surveillance service to an aircraft, radar identification shall be
established and the pilot informed. Thereafter, radar identification shall be maintained until termination of
the radarATC surveillance service.

8.6.2.1.2    If radar identification is subsequently lost, the pilot shall be informed accordingly and, when
applicable, appropriate instructions issued.
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8.6.2.1.3    Radar identificationIdentification shall be established by at least one of the following methods
specified in 8.6.2.2, 8.6.2.3, 8.6.2.4 and 8.6.2.5.

8.6.2.2    ADS-B IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES

8.6.2.2.1    Where ADS-B is used for identification, aircraft may be identified by one or more of the
following procedures:

a) direct recognition of the aircraft identification in an ADS-B label;

b) transfer of ADS-B identification (see 8.6.3); 

c) observation of compliance with an instruction to TRANSMIT ADS-B IDENT;

Note.— In automated systems, the “IDENT” feature may be presented in different ways, e.g. as a
flashing of all or part of the position indication and associated label.

8.6.2.23    SSR IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES

8.6.2.23.1    Where SSR is used for identification, aircraft may be identified by one or more of the
following procedures:

a) recognition of the aircraft identification in a radar label;

Note.— The use of this procedure requires that the code/call sign correlation is achieved successfully,
taking into account the Note following b) below.

b) recognition of an assigned discrete code, the setting of which has been verified, in a radar label;

Note.— The use of this procedure requires a system of code assignment which ensures that each aircraft
in a given portion of airspace is assigned a discrete code (see 8.5.2.2.7).

c) direct recognition of the aircraft identification of a Mode S-equipped aircraft in a radar label;

Note.— The aircraft identification feature available in Mode S transponders provides the means to
identify directly individual aircraft on radarsituation displays and thus offers the potential to eliminate
ultimately the recourse to Mode A discrete codes for individual identification. This elimination will only be
achieved in a progressive manner depending on the state of deployment of suitable ground and airborne
installations.

d) by transfer of radar identification (see 8.6.3);

e) observation of compliance with an instruction to set a specific code;

f) observation of compliance with an instruction to squawk IDENT;
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Note 1.— In automated radar systems, the “IDENT” feature may be presented in different ways,
e.g. as a flashing of all or part of the radar position and associated data blockposition indication and
associated label.

Note 2.— Garbling of transponder replies may produce “IDENT”-type of indications. Nearly
simultaneous “IDENT” transmissions within the same area may give rise to errors in identification.

8.6.2.23.2    When a discrete code has been assigned to an aircraft, a check shall be made at the earliest
opportunity to ensure that the code set by the pilot is identical to that assigned for the flight. Only after this
check has been made shall the discrete code be used as a basis for identification.

8.6.2.34     PSR IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES

8.6.2.34.1    Where SSR is not used or available, radar identification shall be established by at least one
of the following methodsWhere PSR is used for identification, aircraft may be identified by one or more of
the following procedures:

a) by correlating a particular radar position indication with an aircraft reporting its position over, or as
bearing and distance from, a point displayed on the radar mapshown on the situation display, and by
ascertaining that the track of the particular radar position is consistent with the aircraft path or
reported heading;

Note 1.— Caution must be exercised when employing this method since a position reported in
relation to a point may not coincide precisely with the radar position indication of the aircraft on the
radar mapsituation display. The appropriate ATS authority may, therefore, prescribe additional
conditions for the application of this method, e.g.:

i) a level or levels above which this method may not be applied in respect of specified navigation
aids; or

ii) a distance from the radar site beyond which this method may not be applied.

Note 2.— The term “a point” refers to a geographical point suitable for the purposes of radar
identification. It is normally a reporting point defined by reference to a radio navigation aid or aids.

b) by correlating an observed radar position indication with an aircraft which is known to have just
departed, provided that the identification is established within 2 km (1 NM) from the end of the
runway used. Particular care should be taken to avoid confusion with aircraft holding over or
overflying the aerodrome, or with aircraft departing from or making a missed approach over adjacent
runways;

c) by transfer of radar identification (see 8.6.3);

d) by ascertaining the aircraft heading, if circumstances require, and following a period of track
observation:
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— instructing the pilot to execute one or more changes of heading of 30 degrees or more and
correlating the movements of one particular radar position indication with the aircraft's
acknowledged execution of the instructions given; or

— correlating the movements of a particular radar position indication with manoeuvres currently
executed by an aircraft having so reported.

When using these methods, the radar controller shall:

i) verify that the movements of not more than one radar position indication correspond with those
of the aircraft; and

ii) ensure that the manoeuvre(s) will not carry the aircraft outside the coverage of the radar displayor
the situation display area.

Note 1.— Caution must be exercised when employing these methods in areas where route changes
normally take place.

Note 2.— With reference to ii) above, see also 8.6.5.1 regarding radar vectoring of controlled aircraft.

8.6.2.34.2    Use may be made of direction-finding bearings to assist in radar identification of an aircraft.
This method, however, shall not be used as the sole means of establishing radar identification, unless so
prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority for particular cases under specified conditions.

8.6.2.5     ADDITIONAL IDENTIFICATION METHOD

8.6.2.3.35.1    When two or more radar position indications are observed in close proximity, or are
observed to be making similar movements at the same time, or when doubt exists as to the identity of a radar
position indication for any other reason, changes of heading should be prescribed or repeated as many times
as necessary, or additional methods of identification should be employed, until all risk of error in
identification is eliminated.

8.6.3    Transfer of radar identification

8.6.3.1    Transfer of radar identification from one radar controller to another should only be attempted
when it is considered that the aircraft is within the accepting controller's radarsurveillance coverage.

8.6.3.2    Transfer of radar identification shall be effected by one of the following methods:

a) designation of the radar position indication by automated means, provided that only one radar position
indication is thereby indicated and there is no possible doubt of correct identification;

b) notification of the aircraft’s discrete SSR code or aircraft addressof the aircraft;
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Note 1.— The use of this procedurea discrete SSR code requires a system of code assignment
which ensures that each aircraft in a given portion of airspace is assigned a discrete code (see
8.5.2.2.7).

Note 2.— Aircraft address would be expressed in the form of the alphanumerical code of six
hexadecimal characters.

c) notification that the aircraft is SSR Mode S-equipped with an aircraft identification feature when SSR
Mode S coverage is available;

d) notification that the aircraft is ADS-B-equipped with an aircraft identification feature when
compatible ADS-B coverage is available;

de)direct designation (pointing with the finger) of the radar position indication, if the two radarsituation
displays are adjacent, or if a common “conference” type of radarsituation display is used;

Note.— Attention must be given to any errors which might occur due to parallax effects.

ef) designation of the radar position indication by reference to, or in terms of bearing and distance from,
a geographical position or navigational facility accurately indicated on both radarsituation displays,
together with the track of the observed radar position indication if the route of the aircraft is not
known to both controllers;

Note.— Caution must be exercised before establishing radar identification using this method,
particularly if other radar position indications are observed on similar headings and in close
proximity to the aircraft under radar control. Inherent radar deficiencies, such as inaccuracies in
bearing and distance of the radar position indications displayed on individual radarssituation
displays and parallax errors, may cause the indicated position of an aircraft in relation to the known
point to differ between the two radarsituation displays. The appropriate ATS authority may, therefore,
prescribe additional conditions for the application of this method, e.g.:

i) a maximum distance from the common reference point used by the two controllers; and

ii) a maximum distance between the radar position indication as observed by the accepting controller
and the one stated by the transferring controller.

fg) where applicable, issuance of an instruction to the aircraft by the transferring controller to change SSR
code and the observation of the change by the accepting controller; or

gh)issuance of an instruction to the aircraft by the transferring controller to squawk/transmit IDENT and
observation of this response by the accepting controller;

Note.— Use of procedures f) and g) and h) requires prior coordination between the controllers, since the
indications to be observed by the accepting controller are of short duration.

8.6.4    Position information
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8.6.4.1    An aircraft provided with radarATC surveillance service should be informed of its position in
the following circumstances:

a) upon identification, except when the identification is established:

i) based on the pilot's report of the aircraft position or within one nautical mile of the runway upon
departure and the observation on the situation display is consistent with the aircraft's time of
departure; or

ii) by use of ADS-B aircraft identification, SSR Mode S aircraft identification or assigned discrete
SSR codes or Mode S and the location of the observed radar position indication is consistent with
the current flight plan of the aircraft; or

iii) by transfer of radar identification;

b) when the pilot requests this information;

c) when a pilot's estimate differs significantly from the radar controller's estimate based on radar
observation;

d) when the pilot is instructed to resume own navigation after radar vectoring if the current instructions
had diverted the aircraft from a previously assigned route, (see 8.6.5.5);

e) immediately before termination of radarATC surveillance service, if the aircraft is observed to deviate
from its intended route.

8.6.4.2    Position information shall be passed to aircraft in one of the following forms:

a) as a well-known geographical position;

b) magnetic track and distance to a significant point, an en-route navigation aid, or an approach aid;

c) direction (using points of the compass) and distance from a known position;

d) distance to touchdown, if the aircraft is on final approach; or

e) distance and direction from the centre line of an ATS route.

8.6.4.3    Whenever practicable, position information shall relate to positions or routes pertinent to the
navigation of the aircraft concerned and displayed on the radarshown on the situation display map.

8.6.4.4    When so informed, the pilot may omit position reports at compulsory reporting points or report
only over those reporting points specified by the air traffic services unit concerned, including points at which
air-reports are required for meteorological purposes. Pilots shall resume position reporting when so instructed
and when advised that radar service is terminated or that radar identification is lost.Unless automated
position reporting is in effect (e.g. ADS-C), pilots shall resume voice or CPDLC position reporting:

a) when so instructed;
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b) when advised that the ATC surveillance service has been terminated; or

c) when advised that identification is lost.

8.6.5    Radar vectoringVectoring

8.6.5.1    Radar vectoringVectoring shall be achieved by issuing to the pilot specific headings which will
enable the aircraft to maintain the desired track. When vectoring an aircraft, a radar controller should comply
with the following:

a) whenever practicable, the aircraft should be vectored along routes or tracks on which the pilot can
monitor the aircraft position with reference to pilot-interpreted navigation aids (this will minimize the
amount of radar navigational assistance required and alleviate the consequences resulting from a
radaran ATC surveillance system failure);

b) when an aircraft is given a vector diverting it from a previously assigned route, the pilot should be
informed, unless it is self-evident, what the vector is to accomplish and, when possible, the limit of
the vector should be specified (e.g. to ... position, for ... approach);

c) except when transfer of radar control is to be effected, aircraft shall not be vectored closer than 4.6
km (2.5 NM), or, where a radar separation minimumthe minimum permissible separation is greater
than 9.3 km (5 NM) is prescribed, a distance equivalent to one half of the prescribed separation
minimum, from the limit of the airspace for which the radar controller is responsible, unless local
arrangements have been made to ensure that separation will exist with radar-controlled aircraft
operating in adjoining areas;

d) controlled flights should not be vectored into uncontrolled airspace except in the case of emergency
or in order to circumnavigate severe weather (in which case the pilot should be so informed), or at the
specific request of the pilot; and

e) when an aircraft has reported unreliable directional instruments, the pilot should be requested, prior
to the issuance of manoeuvring instructions, to make all turns at an agreed rate and to carry out the
instructions immediately upon receipt.

8.6.5.2    When vectoring an IFR flight, the radar controller shall issue clearances such that the prescribed
obstacle clearance will exist at all times until the aircraft reaches the point where the pilot will resume own
navigation. When necessary, the relevant minimum radar vectoring altitude shall include a correction for low
temperature effect.

Note 1.— When an IFR flight is being vectored, the pilot is often unable to determine the aircraft's exact
position and consequently the altitude which provides the required obstacle clearance. Detailed obstacle
clearance criteria are contained in PANS-OPS (Doc 8168), Volume I, Part VI, Chapter 3 (Altimeter
Corrections) and Volume II, Part II, Departure Procedures, Part III, 24.2.2.3 (Procedures based on tactical
vectoring), and Part VI (Obstacle Clearance Criteria for En-route). See also 8.6.8.2.
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Note 2.— It is the responsibility of the ATS authority to provide the controller with minimum altitudes
corrected for temperature effect.

8.6.5.3    Whenever possible, minimum vectoring altitudes should be sufficiently high to minimize
activation of aircraft ground proximity warning systems.

Note.— Activation of such systems will induce aircraft to pull up immediately and climb steeply to avoid
hazardous terrain, possibly compromising separation between aircraft.

8.6.5.4    States shall encourage operators to report incidents involving activations of aircraft ground
proximity warning systems so that their locations can be identified and altitude, routing and/or aircraft
operating procedures can be altered to prevent recurrences.

8.6.5.5    In terminating radar vectoring of an aircraft, the radar controller shall instruct the pilot to resume
own navigation, giving the pilot the aircraft's position and appropriate instructions, as necessary, in the form
prescribed in 8.6.4.2 b), if the current instructions had diverted the aircraft from a previously assigned route.

8.6.6    Navigation assistance

8.6.6.1    An identified aircraft observed to deviate significantly from its intended route or designated
holding pattern shall be advised accordingly. Appropriate action shall also be taken if, in the opinion of the
controller, such deviation is likely to affect the service being provided.

8.6.6.2    The pilot of an aircraft requesting navigation assistance from an air traffic control unit providing
radarATC surveillance services shall state the reason (e.g. to avoid areas of adverse weather or unreliable
navigational instruments) and shall give as much information as possible in the circumstances.

8.6.7    Interruption or termination of
radarATC surveillance service

8.6.7.1    An aircraft which has been informed that it is provided with radarATC surveillance service
should be informed immediately when, for any reason, radarthe service is interrupted or terminated.

Note.— The transition of an aircraft across adjoining areas of radar and/or ADS-B coverage will not
normally constitute an interruption or termination of the ATC surveillance service.

8.6.7.2    When the control of an identified aircraft is to be transferred from a radar controller to a non-
radar controllerto a procedural environment, the radartransferring controller shall ensure that non-
radarappropriate procedural separation is established between that aircraft and any other controlled aircraft
before the transfer is effected.

8.6.8    Minimum levels

8.6.8.1    TheA radar controller shall at all times be in possession of full and up-to-date information
regarding:
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a) established minimum flight altitudes within the area of responsibility;

b) the lowest usable flight level or levels determined in accordance with Chapters 4 and 5; and

c) established minimum altitudes applicable to procedures based on tactical radar vectoring.

8.6.8.2    Unless otherwise specified by the appropriate ATS authority, minimum altitudes for procedures
based on tactical vectoring with any ATC surveillance system shall be determined using the criteria
applicable to tactical radar vectoring.

Note.— Criteria for the determination of minimum altitudes applicable to procedures based on tactical
radar vectoring are contained in Procedures for Air Navigation Services — Aircraft Operations (PANS-OPS,
Doc 8168), Volume II, Part III.

8.6.9    Information regarding
adverse weather

8.6.9.1    Information that an aircraft appears likely to penetrate an area of adverse weather should be
issued in sufficient time to permit the pilot to decide on an appropriate course of action, including that of
requesting advice on how best to circumnavigate the adverse weather area, if so desired.

Note.— Depending on the capabilities of the radarATC surveillance system, areas of adverse weather
may not be presented on the radarsituation display. An aircraft's weather radar will normally provide better
detection and definition of adverse weather than radar sensors in use by ATS.

8.6.9.2    In vectoring an aircraft for circumnavigating any area of adverse weather, the radar controller
should ascertain that the aircraft can be returned to its intended or assigned flight path within the available
radar coverage of the ATC surveillance system, and, if this does not appear possible, inform the pilot of the
circumstances.

Note.— Attention must be given to the fact that under certain circumstances the most active area of
adverse weather may not show on a radar displaybe displayed.

8.6.10    Reporting of significant meteorological
information to meteorological offices

Although a radar controller is not required to keep a special watch for storm detection, etc., information on
the position, intensity, extent and movement of significant weather (i.e. storms or well-defined frontal
surfaces) as observed on radarsituation displays, should, when practicable, be reported to the associated
meteorological office.
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8.7    USE OF RADARATC SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS IN THE
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICE

Note.— The procedures in this Section are general procedures applicable when radaran ATC
surveillance system is used in the provision of area control service or approach control service. Additional
procedures applicable in the provision of approach control service are detailed in Section 8.9.

8.7.2    ADS-B shall only be used for the provision of an air traffic control service when the position
information contained in the ADS-B message satisfies the following requirements:

a) for a DO-260 ADS-B transmitter — NUC has a value of 5 or better;

b) for a DO-260A or later ADS-B transmitter — NIC has a value of 6 or better and SIL has a value of
2 or better; and

c) where GNSS is used as the position determining system, there is adequate constellation (number of
satellites visible in an adequate geometry) to support fault detection (FD) and NPA accuracy.

Note.— The values above were determined as being the minimum acceptable for the provision of a 5nm
separation minima by SASP through a comparative assessment with radar.

8.7.1    Functions

The information provided by ATC surveillance systems and presented on a radarsituation display may be
used to perform the following functions in the provision of air traffic control service:

a) provide radarATC surveillance services as necessary in order to improve airspace utilization, reduce
delays, provide for direct routings and more optimum flight profiles, as well as to enhance safety;

b) provide radar vectoring to departing aircraft for the purpose of facilitating an expeditious and efficient
departure flow and expediting climb to cruising level;

c) provide radar vectoring to aircraft for the purpose of resolving potential conflicts;

d) provide radar vectoring to arriving aircraft for the purpose of establishing an expeditious and efficient
approach sequence;

e) provide radar vectoring to assist pilots in their navigation, e.g. to or from a radio navigation aid, away
from or around areas of adverse weather, etc.;

f) provide separation and maintain normal traffic flow when an aircraft experiences communication
failure within the area of the radar coverage;

g) maintain radarflight path monitoring of air traffic;
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Note.— Where tolerances regarding such matters as adherence to track, speed or time have been
prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority, deviations are not considered significant until such
tolerances are exceeded.

__
h) when applicable, maintain a watch on the progress of air traffic, in order to provide a non-

radarprocedural controller with:

i) improved position information regarding aircraft under control;

ii) supplementary information regarding other traffic; and

iii) information regarding any significant deviations by aircraft from the terms of their respective air
traffic control clearances, including their cleared routes as well as levels, when appropriate.

8.7.2    Coordination of traffic under
radar and non-radar control

Appropriate arrangements shall be made in any air traffic control unit using radar to ensure the coordination
of traffic under radar control with traffic under non-radar control, and to ensure the provision of adequate
separation between the radar-controlled aircraft and all other controlled aircraft. To this end, close liaison
shall be maintained at all times between radar controllers and non-radar controllers.

8.7.3    Separation application

Note.— Factors which the radar controller using an ATC surveillance system must take into account in
determining the spacing to be applied in particular circumstances in order to ensure that the separation
minimum is not infringed include aircraft relative headings and speeds, radarATC surveillance system
technical limitations, controller workload and any difficulties caused by communication congestion.
Guidance material on this subject is contained in the Air Traffic Services Planning Manual (Doc 9426).

8.7.3.1    Except as provided for in 8.7.3.78, 8.7.3.89 and 8.8.3.2, radar separationthe separation minima
specified in 8.7.4 shall only be applied between identified aircraft when there is reasonable assurance that
identification will be maintained.

8.7.3.2    Except when transfer of radar control is to be effected, non-radarWhen control of an identified
aircraft is to be transferred to a procedural environment, procedural separation shall be established by a
radarthe transferring controller before anthe aircraft under radar control reaches the limits of the transferring
controller’s area of responsibility, or before the aircraft leaves the relevant area of radarsurveillance
coverage.

8.7.3.3    When authorized by the appropriate ATS authority, radar separation based on the use of
RPSADS-B and/or position symbols and/or PSR blips shall be applied so that the distance between the
centres of the RPS’sposition symbols and/or PSR blips, representing the positions of the aircraft concerned,
is never less than a prescribed minimum.
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8.7.3.4    Radar separationSeparation based on the use of PSR blips and SSR responses shall be applied
so that the distance between the centre of the PSR blip and the nearest edge of the SSR response (or centre,
when authorized by the appropriate ATS authority) is never less than a prescribed minimum.

8.7.3.5    Separation based on the use of ADS-B position symbols and SSR responses shall be applied so
that the distance between the centre of the ADS-B position symbol and the nearest edge of the SSR response
(or the centre, when authorized by the appropriate ATS authority) is never less than a prescribed minimum.

8.7.3.56    Radar separationSeparation based on the use of SSR responses shall be applied so that the
distance between the closest edges of the SSR responses (of the centres, when authorized by the appropriate
ATS authority) is never less than a prescribed minimum.

8.7.3.67    In no circumstances shall the edges of the radar position indications touch or overlap unless
vertical separation is applied between the aircraft concerned, irrespective of the type of radar position
indication displayed and radar separation minimum applied.

8.7.3.78    In the event that the radar controller has been notified of a controlled flight entering or about
to enter the airspace within which radar separation minima specified in 8.7.4 is applied, but has not radar
identified the aircraft, the controller may, if so prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority, continue to
provide radaran ATC surveillance service to identified aircraft provided that:

a) reasonable assurance exists that the unidentified controlled flight will be identified using SSR or
ADS-B or the flight is being operated by an aircraft of a type which may be expected to give an
adequate return on primary radar in the airspace within which radarthe separation is applied; and

b) radarthe separation is maintained between the radar-controlledidentified flights and any other
observed radar position ADS-B and/or radar position indications until either the unidentified
controlled flight has been identified or non-radarprocedural separation has been established.

8.7.3.89     Radar separationThe separation minima specified in 8.7.4 may be applied between an aircraft
taking off and a preceding departing aircraft or other radar-controlledidentified traffic provided there is
reasonable assurance that the departing aircraft will be identified within 2 km (1 NM) from the end of the
runway, and that, at the time, the required separation will exist.

8.7.3.910     Radar separationSeparation minima specified in 8.7.4 shall not be applied between aircraft
holding over the same holding point. Application of radar separation minima based on radar and/or ADS-B
between holding aircraft and other flights shall be subject to requirements and procedures prescribed by the
appropriate ATS authority.

8.7.4     Radar separation minimaSeparation minima based on ATC surveillance systems

8.7.4.1    Unless otherwise prescribed in accordance with 8.7.4.2 (with respect to radar), 8.7.4.3 or 8.7.4.4,
or Chapter 6 (with respect to independent and dependent parallel approaches), the horizontal radar separation
minimum based on radar and/or ADS-B shall be 9.3 km (5.0 NM).
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8.7.4.1.1    Where ADS-B is used to provide 9.3 km (5.0 NM) separation minimum, the ADS-B data shall,
as a minimum, indicate the following:

a) the horizontal protection limit (HPL) does not exceed 0.5 NM, and

b) the probability of the HPL information being erroneous is less than 10-5 per flight hour.

Note 1.— These values are equivalent to a NUC of 5 as defined in Annex 10, Volume III, Part 1, Chapter
5, Appendix 1, or a NIC of 6 and a SIL of 2 as defined in Annex 10, Volume III, Part 1, Chapter 5, Appendix
2.

Note 2. - The use of ADS-B for the application of 9.3 km (5.0 NM) separation minimum is based on a
comparison of the technical characteristics of a single monopulse SSR. The Manual on Airspace Planning
Methodology for the Determination of Separation Minima (Doc 9689) contains a report of the comparative
assessment and details of the assumptions made.

Note 3.— Where ADS-B implementation envisages reliance upon a common source for surveillance
and/or navigation, the safety assessment will need to take account of adequate contingency measures to
mitigate the risk of either degradation or loss of this common source(i.e. common mode failure).

Secretariat Note.— This last note seems to take the form of a requirement. It may be more appropriate to
place it as a standalone provision in Chapter 2 — ATS Safety Management.

8.7.4.2    The radar separation minimum in 8.7.4.1 may, if so prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority,
be reduced, but not below:

a) 5.6 km (3.0 NM) when radar capabilities at a given location so permit; and

b) 4.6 km (2.5 NM) between succeeding aircraft which are established on the same final approach track
within18.5 km (10 NM) of the runway end. A reduced separation minimum of 4.6 km (2.5 NM) may
be applied, provided:

i) the average runway occupancy time of landing aircraft is proven, by means such as data collection
and statistical analysis and methods based on a theoretical model, not to exceed 50 seconds;

ii) braking action is reported as good and runway occupancy times are not adversely affected by
runway contaminants such as slush, snow or ice;

iii) a radar system with appropriate azimuth and range resolution and an update rate of 5 seconds or
less is used in combination with suitable radar displays; and

iv) the aerodrome controller is able to observe, visually or by means of surface movement radar
(SMR) or a surface movement guidance and control system (SMCGS), the runway-in-use and
associated exit and entry taxiways;

v) wake turbulence radardistance-based separation minima in 8.7.4.4, or as may be prescribed by the
appropriate ATS authority (e.g. for specific aircraft types), do not apply;
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vi) aircraft approach speeds are closely monitored by the controller and when necessary adjusted so
as to ensure that separation is not reduced below the minimum;

vii) aircraft operators and pilots have been made fully aware of the need to exit the runway in an
expeditious manner whenever the reduced separation minimum on final approach is applied;
and

viii) procedures concerning the application of the reduced minimum are published in AIPs.

8.7.4.3    The radar separation minimum or minima based on radar and/or ADS-B to be applied shall be
prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority according to the capability of the particular ADS-B or radar
system or sensor to accurately identify the aircraft position in relation to the centre of an RPSa position
symbol, PSR blip or, SSR response and taking into account factors which may affect the accuracy of the
ADS-B and/or radar-derived information, such as aircraft range from the radar site and the range scale of the
situation display in use.

8.7.4.4    The following wake turbulence radardistance-based separation minima shall be applied to
aircraft being provided with an ATC surveillance service in the approach and departure phases of flight in
the circumstances given in 8.7.4.4.1.

Aircraft category
Preceding 

aircraft
Succeeding

aircraft
Wake turbulence
radardistance-based
separation minima

HEAVY HEAVY 7.4 km (4.0 NM)
MEDIUM 9.3 km (5.0 NM)
LIGHT 11.1 km (6.0 NM)

MEDIUM LIGHT 9.3 km (5.0 NM)

Note.— The provisions governing wake turbulence aircraft categorization are set forth in Chapter 4,
Section 4.9.

8.7.4.4.1    The minima set out in 8.7.4.4 shall be applied when:

a) an aircraft is operating directly behind another aircraft at the same altitude or less than 300 m (1 000
ft) below; or

b) both aircraft are using the same runway, or parallel runways separated by less than 760 m; or

c) an aircraft is crossing behind another aircraft, at the same altitude or less than 300 m (1 000 ft) below.

Note.— See Figures 8-1A and 8-1B.
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8.7.5    Transfer of radar control

8.7.5.1     Where an ATC surveillance service is being provided, transfer of controlTransfer of radar
control should be effected, whenever practicable, so as to enable the uninterrupted provision of radarthe ATC
surveillance service.

8.7.5.2    Where SSR and/or ADS-B is used and the radar system provides for the display of radar display
of position indications with associated radar labels is provided for, transfer of radar control of aircraft
between adjacent control positions or between adjacent ATC units may be effected without prior
coordination, provided that:

a) updated flight plan information on the aircraft about to be transferred, including the discrete assigned
SSR Code or, with respect to SSR Mode S and ADS-B, the aircraft identification, is provided to the
accepting controller prior to transfer;

b) ADS-B or radar coverage provided to the accepting controller is such that the aircraft concerned is
presented on the radarsituation display before the transfer is effected and is identified on, but
preferably before, receipt of the initial call;

c) when the controllers are not physically adjacent, two-way direct speech facilities, which permit
communications to be established instantaneously, are available between them at all times;

Note.— “Instantaneous” refers to communications which effectively provide for immediate access
between controllers.

d) the transfer point or points and all other conditions of application, such as direction of flight, specified
levels, transfer of communication points, and especially an agreed minimum separation between
aircraft, including that applicable to succeeding aircraft on the same route, about to be transferred as
observed on the situation display, have been made the subject of specific instructions (for intra-unit
transfer) or of a specific letter of agreement between two adjacent ATC units;

e) the instructions or letter of agreement specify explicitly that the application of this type of transfer of
radar control may be terminated at any time by the accepting controller, normally with an agreed
advance notice;

f) the accepting controller is kept currently informed of any level, speed or vectoring instructions given
to the aircraft prior to its transfer and which modify its anticipated flight progress at the point of
transfer.

8.7.5.3    The minimum agreed separation between aircraft about to be transferred (8.7.5.2 d) refers) and
the advance notice (8.7.5.2 e) refers) shall be determined taking into account all relevant technical,
operational and other circumstances. If circumstances arise in which these agreed conditions can no longer
be satisfied, controllers shall revert to the procedure in 8.7.5.4 until the situation is resolved.

8.7.5.4    Where primary radar is being used, and where SSR and/or ADS-B is employed but the
provisions of 8.7.5.2 are not applied, the transfer of radar control of aircraft between adjacent control
positions or between two adjacent ATS units may be effected, provided that:
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a) radar identification has been transferred to or has been established directly by the accepting radar
controller;

b) when the radar controllers are not physically adjacent, two-way direct-speech facilities between them
are at all times available which permit communications to be established instantaneously;

c) radar separation from other radar-controlled flights conforms to the minima authorized for use during
transfer of radar control between the radar sectors or units concerned;

d) the accepting radar controller is informed of any level, speed or vectoring instructions applicable to
the aircraft at the point of transfer;

e) radiocommunication with the aircraft is retained by the transferring radar controller until the accepting
radar controller has agreed to assume responsibility for providing radarthe ATC surveillance service
to the aircraft. Thereafter, the aircraft should be instructed to change over to the appropriate frequency
and from that point is the responsibility of the accepting radar controller.

8.7.6    Speed control

Subject to conditions specified by the appropriate ATS authority, including consideration of aircraft
performance limitations, a radar controller may, in order to facilitate radar controlsequencing or to reduce
the need for radar vectoring, request aircraft under radar control to adjust their speed in a specified manner.

Note.— Procedures for speed control instructions are contained in Chapter 4, Section 4.6.

8.8    EMERGENCIES, HAZARDS AND
EQUIPMENT FAILURES

Note.— See also Chapter 15.

8.8.1    Emergencies

8.8.1.1    In the event of an aircraft in, or appearing to be in, any form of emergency, every assistance shall
be provided by the radar controller, and the procedures prescribed herein may be varied according to the
situation.

8.8.1.2    The progress of an aircraft in emergency shall be monitored and (whenever possible) plotted
on the radarsituation display until the aircraft passes out of radar coverage of the ATC surveillance system,
and position information shall be provided to all air traffic services units which may be able to give
assistance to the aircraft. Radar transferTransfer to adjacent radar sectors shall also be effected when
appropriate.

Note.— If the pilot of an aircraft encountering a state of emergency has previously been directed by ATC
to operate the transponder on a specific codeselect a specific transponder code and/or an ADS-B emergency
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mode, that code/mode will normally be maintained unless, in special circumstances, the pilot has decided
or has been advised otherwise. Where ATC has not requested a code or emergency mode to be set, the pilot
will set the transponder to Mode A Code 7700 and/or the appropriate ADS-B emergency mode.

8.8.2    Collision hazard information

8.8.2.1    When an identified controlled flight is observed to be on a conflicting path with an unknown
aircraft deemed to constitute a collision hazard, the pilot of the controlled flight shall, whenever practicable:

a) be informed of the unknown aircraft and if so requested by the controlled flight or, if in the opinion
of the radar controller the situation warrants, a course of avoiding action should be suggested; and

b) be notified when the conflict no longer exists.

8.8.2.2    When an identified IFR flight operating outside controlled airspace is observed to be on a
conflicting path with another aircraft, the pilot should:

a) be informed as to the need for collision avoidance action to be initiated, and if so requested by the
pilot or if, in the opinion of the radar controller, the situation warrants, a course of avoiding action
should be suggested; and

b) be notified when the conflict no longer exists.

8.8.2.3    Information regarding traffic on a conflicting path should be given, whenever practicable, in the
following form:

a) relative bearing of the conflicting traffic in terms of the 12-hour clock;

b) distance from the conflicting traffic in kilometres (nautical miles);

c) direction in which the conflicting traffic appears to be proceeding;

d) level and type of aircraft or, if unknown, relative speed of the conflicting traffic, e.g. slow or fast.

8.8.2.4    SSR Mode CPressure altitude-derived level information, even when unverified, should be used
in the provision of collision hazard information because such information, particularly if available from an
otherwise unknown aircraft (e.g. a VFR flight) and given to the pilot of a known aircraft, could facilitate the
location of a collision hazard.

8.8.2.4.1    When the Mode Cpressure altitude-derived level information has been verified, the
information shall be passed to pilots in a clear and unambiguous manner. If the level information has not
been verified, the accuracy of the information should be considered uncertain and the pilot shall be informed
accordingly.

8.8.3    Failure of equipment
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8.8.3.1    AIRCRAFT RADIO TRANSMITTER FAILURE

8.8.3.1.1    If two-way communication is lost with an aircraft, the radar controller should determine
whether or not the aircraft's receiver is functioning by instructing the aircraft on the frequency so far used
to acknowledge by making a specified manoeuvre and by observing the aircraft's track, or by instructing the
aircraft to operate IDENT or to make SSR code and/or ADS-B transmission changes.

Note 1.— Transponder-equipped aircraft experiencing radio-communication failure will operate the
transponder on Mode A Code 7600.

Note 2.— ADS-B-equipped aircraft experiencing radio-communication failure may transmit the
appropriate ADS-B emergency and/or urgency mode.

8.8.3.1.2    If the action prescribed in 8.8.3.1.1 is unsuccessful, it shall be repeated on any other available
frequency on which it is believed that the aircraft might be listening.

8.8.3.1.3    In both the cases covered by 8.8.3.1.1 and 8.8.3.1.2, any manoeuvring instructions shall be
such that the aircraft would regain its current cleared track after having complied with the instructions
received.

8.8.3.1.4    Where it has been established by the action in 8.8.3.1.1 that the aircraft's radio receiver is
functioning, continued control of transponder-equipped aircraft where SSR is available can be effected using
SSR code/ADS-B transmission changes or IDENT transmissions to obtain acknowledgement of clearances
issued to the aircraft.

8.8.3.2    COMPLETE AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION FAILURE

When a controlled aircraft experiencing complete communication failure is operating or expected to operate
in an area and at flight levels where radar separationan ATC surveillance service is applied, such separation
specified in 8.7.4 may continue to be used. However, if the aircraft experiencing the communication failure
is not identified, radar separation shall be applied between identified aircraft under radar control and all
unidentified aircraft observed along the expected route of the aircraft with the communication failure, until
such time as it is known, or can safely be assumed, that the aircraft with radio communication failure has
passed through the airspace concerned, has landed, or has proceeded elsewhere.

8.8.3.3    AIRCRAFT TRANSPONDER FAILURE IN AREAS

WHERE THE CARRIAGE OF A FUNCTIONING

SSR TRANSPONDER IS MANDATORY

8.8.3.3.1    When an aircraft experiencing transponder failure after departure is operating or expected to
operate in an area where the carriage of a functioning transponder with specified capabilities is mandatory,
the ATC units concerned should endeavour to provide for continuation of the flight to the aerodrome of first
intended landing in accordance with the flight plan. However, in certain traffic situations, either in terminal
areas or en-route, continuation of the flight may not be possible, particularly when failure is detected shortly
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after take-off. The aircraft may then be required to return to the departure aerodrome or to land at the nearest
suitable aerodrome acceptable to the operator concerned and to ATC.

8.8.3.3.2    In case of a transponder failure which is detected before departure from an aerodrome where
it is not practicable to effect a repair, the aircraft concerned should be permitted to proceed, as directly as
possible, to the nearest suitable aerodrome where repair can be made. When granting clearance to such
aircraft, ATC should take into consideration the existing or anticipated traffic situation and may have to
modify the time of departure, flight level or route of the intended flight. Subsequent adjustments may become
necessary during the course of the flight.

8.8.4    Radar equipment failure

8.8.4.1    In the event of complete failure of the radar equipment except for air-ground communications,
the radar controller shall:

a) plot the positions of all aircraft already identified and, in conjunction with the non-radar controller
when applicable, take the necessary action to establish non-radar separation between the aircraft;

and when relevant:

b) request the appropriate non-radar controller to assume control of the traffic affected;

c) instruct aircraft to communicate with the appropriate non-radar controller for further instructions.

8.8.4.2    As an emergency measure, use of flight levels spaced by half the applicable vertical separation
minimum may be resorted to temporarily if standard non-radar separation cannot be provided immediately.

8.8.4.3    Except when there is assurance that the complete radar equipment failure will be of a very
limited duration, steps should be taken to limit the number of aircraft permitted to enter the area to that which
can be safely handled without the use of radar.

8.8.4    ATC surveillance system failure

8.8.4.1    In the event of complete failure of the ATC surveillance system where air-ground communications
remain, the controller shall plot the positions of all aircraft already identified, take the necessary action to
establish procedural separation between the aircraft and, if necessary, limit the number of aircraft permitted
to enter the area.

8.8.4.2    As an emergency measure, use of flight levels spaced by half the applicable vertical separation
minimum may be resorted to temporarily if standard procedural separation cannot be provided immediately.

8.8.5    Degradation of aircraft position source data

8.8.6.1    In order to reduce the impact of a degradation of aircraft position source data, for example, a
receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) outage for GNSS, the appropriate ATS authority shall
establish contingency procedures to be followed by control positions and ATC units in the event of data
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degradation. 

8.8.56    Ground radio failure

8.8.56.1    In the event of complete failure of the ground radio equipment used for radar control, the radar
controller shall, unless able to continue to provide the radarATC surveillance service by means of other
available communication channels, proceed as set forth in 8.8.4.1 a) and b).

8.8.56.2    Where the provisions in 8.8.4.1 are not applicable, the controller shall:

a) without delay inform all adjacent control positions or ATC units, as applicable, of the failure;

b) appraise such positions or units of the current traffic situation;

c) request their assistance, in respect of aircraft which may establish communications with those
positions or units, in establishing radar or non-radar separationand maintaining separation between
and maintaining control of such aircraft; and

d) instruct adjacent control positions or ATC units to hold or reroute all controlled flights outside the
area of responsibility of the position or ATC unit that has experienced the failure until such time that
the provision of normal services can be resumed.

8.8.56.3    In order to reduce the impact of complete ground radio equipment failure on the safety of air
traffic, the appropriate ATS authority should establish contingency procedures to be followed by control
positions and ATC units in the event of such failures. Where feasible and practicable, such contingency
procedures should provide for the delegation of control to an adjacent control position or ATC unit in order
to permit a minimum level of services to be provided as soon as possible, following the ground radio failure
and until normal operations can be resumed.

8.9    USE OF RADARSURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS IN THE
APPROACH CONTROL SERVICE

8.9.1    General provisions

8.9.1.1    RadarATC surveillance systems used in the provision of approach control service shall be
appropriate to the functions and level of service to be provided.

8.9.1.2    RadarATC surveillance systems used to monitor parallel ILS approaches shall meet the
requirements for such operations specified in Chapter 6.

8.9.2    Functions

The informationposition indications presented on a radarsituation display may be used to perform the
following additional functions in the provision of approach control service:
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a) provide radar vectoring of arriving traffic on to pilot-interpreted final approach aids;

b) provide radarflight path monitoring of parallel ILS approaches and instruct aircraft to take appropriate
action in the event of possible or actual penetrations of the no transgression zone (NTZ);

Note.— See Chapter 6, Section 6.7.

c) provide radar vectoring of arriving traffic to a point from which a visual approach can be completed;

d) provide radar vectoring of arriving traffic to a point from which a precision radar approach or a
surveillance radar approach can be made;

e) provide radarflight path monitoring of other pilot-interpreted approaches;

f) in accordance with prescribed procedures, conduct:

i) surveillance radar approaches;

ii) precision radar (PAR) approaches; and

g) provide radar separation between:

i) succeeding departing aircraft;

ii) succeeding arriving aircraft; and

iii) a departing aircraft and a succeeding arriving aircraft.

8.9.3     General approach radarcontrol procedures using ATC surveillance systems

8.9.3.1    The appropriate ATS authority shall establish procedures to ensure that the aerodrome controller
is kept informed of the sequence of arriving aircraft, as well as any instructions and restrictions which have
been issued to such aircraft in order to maintain separation after transfer of control to the aerodrome
controller.

8.9.3.2    Prior to, or upon commencement of, radar vectoring for approach, the pilot shall be advised of
the type of approach as well as the runway to be used.

8.9.3.3    The radar controller shall advise an aircraft being radar vectored for an instrument approach of
its position at least once prior to commencement of final approach.

8.9.3.4    When giving distance information, the radar controller shall specify the point or navigation aid
to which the information refers.

8.9.3.5    The initial and intermediate approach phases of an approach executed under the direction of a
radar controller comprise those parts of the approach from the time radar vectoring is initiated for the purpose
of positioning the aircraft for a final approach, until the aircraft is on final approach and:
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a) established on the final approach path of a pilot-interpreted aid; or

b) reports that it is able to complete a visual approach; or

c) ready to commence a surveillance radar approach; or

d) transferred to the precision radar approach controller.

8.9.3.6    Aircraft vectored for final approach should be given a heading or a series of headings calculated
to close with the final approach track. The final vector shall enable the aircraft to be established in level
flight on the final approach track prior to intercepting the specified or nominal glide path if an MLS, ILS or
radar approach is to be made, and should provide an intercept angle with the final approach track of
45 degrees or less.

Note.— See Chapter 6, Section 6.7.3.2, concerning radar vectoring of independent parallel approaches.

8.9.3.7    Whenever an aircraft is assigned a radar vector which will take it through the final approach
track, it should be advised accordingly, stating the reason for the vector.

8.9.4    Vectoring to pilot-interpreted
final approach aid

8.9.4.1    An aircraft vectored to intercept a pilot-interpreted final approach aid shall be instructed to
report when established on the final approach track. Clearance for the approach should be issued prior to
when the aircraft reports established, unless circumstances preclude the issuance of the clearance at such
time. Radar vectoringVectoring will normally terminate at the time the aircraft leaves the last assigned
heading to intercept the final approach track.

8.9.4.2    The radar controller shall be responsible for maintaining radar separation specified in 8.7.4
between succeeding aircraft on the same final approach, except that the responsibility may be transferred to
the aerodrome controller in accordance with procedures prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority and
provided radar informationan ATC surveillance system is available to the aerodrome controller.

8.9.4.3    Transfer of control of succeeding aircraft on final approach from the radar controller to the
aerodrome controller shall be effected in accordance with procedures prescribed by the appropriate ATS
authority.

8.9.4.4    Transfer of communications to the aerodrome controller should be effected at such a point or
time that clearance to land or alternative instructions can be issued to the aircraft in a timely manner.

8.9.5    Vectoring for visual approach

Note.— See also Chapter 6, Section 6.5.3.

8.9.5.1    The radar controller may initiate radar vectoring of an aircraft for visual approach provided the
reported ceiling is above the minimum altitude applicable to radar vectoring and meteorological conditions
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are such that, with reasonable assurance, a visual approach and landing can be completed.

8.9.5.2    Clearance for visual approach shall be issued only after the pilot has reported the aerodrome or
the preceding aircraft in sight, at which time radar vectoring would normally be terminated.

8.9.6    Radar approaches

8.9.6.1    GENERAL PROVISIONS

8.9.6.1.1    During the period that a radar controller is engaged in giving surveillance radar or precision
radar approaches, he or she should not be responsible for any duties other than those directly connected with
such approaches.

8.9.6.1.2    Radar controllersControllers conducting radar approaches shall be in possession of
information regarding the obstacle clearance altitudes/heights established for the types of approach to be
conducted.

8.9.6.1.3    Prior to commencement of a radar approach, the aircraft shall be informed of:

a) the runway to be used;

b) the applicable obstacle clearance altitude/height;

c) the angle of the nominal glide path and, if so prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority or requested
by the aircraft, the approximate rate of descent to be maintained;

Note.— See the Air Traffic Services Planning Manual (Doc 9426) regarding calculation of approximate
rates of descent.

d) the procedure to be followed in the event of radio-communication failure, unless the procedure has
been published in AIPs.

8.9.6.1.4    When a radar approach cannot be continued due to any circumstance, the aircraft should be
immediately informed that a radar approach or continuation thereof is not possible. The approach should be
continued if this is possible using non-radar facilities or if the pilot reports that the approach can be
completed visually; otherwise an alternative clearance should be given.

8.9.6.1.5    Aircraft making a radar approach should be reminded, when on final approach, to check that
the wheels are down and locked.

8.9.6.1.6    Unless otherwise prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority, the radar controller conducting
the approach should notify the aerodrome controller or, when applicable, the non-radarprocedural controller
when an aircraft making a radar approach is approximately 15 km (8 NM) from touchdown. If landing
clearance is not received at this time, a subsequent notification should be made at approximately 8 km (4
NM) from touchdown and landing clearance requested.
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8.9.6.1.7    Clearance to land or any alternative clearance received from the aerodrome controller or, when
applicable, the non-radarprocedural controller should normally be passed to the aircraft before it reaches a
distance of 4 km (2 NM) from touchdown.

8.9.6.1.8    An aircraft making a radar approach should:

a) be directed to execute a missed approach in the following circumstances:

i) when the aircraft appears to be dangerously positioned on final approach; or

ii) for reasons involving traffic conflictions; or

iii) if no clearance to land has been received from the non-radarprocedural controller by the time the
aircraft reaches a distance of 4 km (2 NM) from touch-down or such other distance as has been
agreed with the aerodrome control tower; or

iv) on instructions by the aerodrome controller; or

b) be advised to consider executing a missed approach in the following circumstances:

i) when the aircraft reaches a position from which it appears that a successful approach cannot be
completed; or

ii) if the aircraft is not visible on the radarsituation display for any significant interval during the last
4 km (2 NM) of the approach; or

iii) if the position or identification of the aircraft is in doubt during any portion of the final approach.

In all such cases, the reason for the instruction or the advice should be given to the pilot.

8.9.6.1.9    Unless otherwise required by exceptional circumstances, radar instructions concerning a
missed approach should be in accordance with the prescribed missed approach procedure and should include
the level to which the aircraft is to climb and heading instructions to keep the aircraft within the missed
approach area during the missed approach procedure.

8.9.7    Final approach procedures

8.9.7.1    SURVEILLANCE RADAR APPROACH

8.9.7.1.1    A final approach using solely surveillance radar should not be carried out if precision approach
radar is available, unless meteorological conditions are such as to indicate with reasonable certainty that a
surveillance radar approach can be completed successfully.

8.9.7.1.2    A surveillance radar approach shall only be performed with equipment suitably sited and a
radarsituation display specifically marked to provide information on position relative to the extended centre
line of the runway to be used and distance from touchdown, and which is specifically approved for the
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purpose by the appropriate ATS authority.

8.9.7.1.3    When conducting a surveillance radar approach, the radar controller shall comply with the
following:

a) at or before the commencement of the final approach, the aircraft shall be informed of the point at
which the surveillance radar approach will be terminated;

b) the aircraft shall be informed when it is approaching the point at which it is computed that descent
should begin, and just before reaching that point it shall be informed of the obstacle clearance
altitude/height and instructed to descend and check the applicable minima;

c) azimuth instructions shall be given in accordance with the precision approach technique (see
8.9.7.2.4);

d) except as provided in 8.9.7.1.4, distance from touch-down shall normally be passed at every 2 km
(each NM);

e) pre-computed levels through which the aircraft should be passing to maintain the glide path shall also
be transmitted at every 2 km (each NM) at the same time as the distance;

f) the surveillance radar approach shall be terminated:

i) at a distance of 4 km (2 NM) from touchdown, except as provided in 8.9.7.1.4; or

ii) before the aircraft enters an area of continuous radar clutter; or

iii) when the pilot reports that a visual approach can be effected;

whichever is the earliest.

8.9.7.1.4    When, as determined by the appropriate ATS authority, the accuracy of the radar equipment
permits, surveillance radar approaches may be continued to the threshold of the runway, or to a prescribed
point less than 4 km (2 NM) from touchdown, in which case:

a) distance and level information shall be given at each km (each half NM);

b) transmission should not be interrupted for intervals of more than five seconds while the aircraft is
within a distance of 8 km (4 NM) from touchdown;

c) the radar controller should not be responsible for any duties other than those directly connected with
a particular approach.

8.9.7.1.5    Levels through which the aircraft should pass to maintain the required glide path, and the
associated distances from touchdown, shall be pre-computed and displayed in such a manner as to be readily
available to the radar controller concerned.

Note.— See the Air Traffic Services Planning Manual (Doc 9426) regarding pre-computation of levels.
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8.9.7.2    PRECISION RADAR APPROACH

8.9.7.2.1    DUTIES OF PRECISION APPROACH CONTROLLER

During the period the radar controller is engaged in giving a precision approach, the controller should not
be responsible for any duties other than those directly connected with that particular approach.

8.9.7.2.2    TRANSFER OF CONTROL

Aircraft to be provided with a precision radar approach shall have been transferred to the radar controller in
charge of the precision approach at a distance of not less than 2 km (1 NM) from the point of interception
of the glide path, unless otherwise provided by the appropriate ATS authority.

8.9.7.2.3    COMMUNICATIONS

When control of the aircraft is assumed by the radar controller in charge of the precision approach, a
communications check shall be made on the channel to be used during the precision approach and the pilot
shall be advised that no further acknowledgement of transmission is required. Thereafter, transmission should
not be interrupted for intervals of more than five seconds while the aircraft is on final approach.

8.9.7.2.4    AZIMUTH INFORMATION AND CORRECTIONS

8.9.7.2.4.1    The pilot shall be informed at regular intervals of the aircraft's position in relation to the
extended centre line of the runway. Heading corrections shall be given as necessary to bring the aircraft back
on to the extended centre line.

8.9.7.2.4.2    In the case of azimuth deviations, the pilot should not take corrective action unless
specifically instructed to do so.

8.9.7.2.5    ELEVATION INFORMATION AND ADJUSTMENTS

8.9.7.2.5.1    The aircraft shall be informed when it is approaching the point of interception of the glide
path and, just before intercepting the glide path, it shall be instructed to begin its descent and to check the
applicable decision altitude/height. Thereafter, the aircraft shall be informed at regular intervals of its
position in relation to the glide path. When no corrections are required, the aircraft should be informed at
regular intervals that it is on the glide path. Deviations from the glide path shall be given to the aircraft,
together with instructions to adjust the rate of descent if the corrective action taken by the aircraft does not
appear to be sufficient. The aircraft shall be informed when it starts to regain the glide path, and immediately
before it reaches the glide path.

8.9.7.2.5.2    In the case of deviations from the glide path, the pilot should take corrective action on the
basis of the information given by the controller, even though not specifically instructed to do so.

8.9.7.2.5.3    Prior to the aircraft reaching a point 4 km (2 NM) from touchdown, or a greater distance as
necessary for faster aircraft, a certain degree of tolerance should be allowed with regard to deviations from
the glide path, and elevation information need not specify the actual number of metres (or feet) above or
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below the glide path unless it is required to emphasize the rate of change or the extent of the displacement.
Thereafter, any deviations from the glide path should be given to the aircraft, preferably in terms of specific
distances (metres or feet) above or below the glide path. The use of emphasis in the manner in which the
information is transmitted should normally be sufficient to expedite action by the pilot when necessary (e.g.
“STILL 20 metres (60 feet) too low”).

8.9.7.2.5.4    Should the elevation element fail during a precision radar approach, the radar controller shall
inform the aircraft immediately. If possible, the controller shall change to a surveillance radar approach,
informing the aircraft of the revised obstacle clearance altitude/height. Alternatively, instructions should be
given for a missed approach.

8.9.7.2.6    DISTANCE INFORMATION

The distance from touchdown should be transmitted at intervals of 2 km (1 NM) until the aircraft reaches
a distance of 8 km (4 NM) from touchdown. Thereafter distance information should be transmitted at more
frequent intervals, priority being given, however, to the provision of azimuth and elevation information and
guidance.

8.9.7.2.7    TERMINATION OF A PRECISION RADAR APPROACH

A precision radar approach is terminated when the aircraft reaches the point at which the glide path intercepts
the obstacle clearance altitude/height. Nevertheless, information shall continue to be given until the aircraft
is over the threshold, or at such distance therefrom as may be specified by the appropriate ATS authority,
taking into account the capability of the equipment concerned. The approach may be monitored to touchdown
and information may continue to be provided as necessary at the discretion of the radar controller in charge
of the precision approach in which case the aircraft shall be informed when it is over the threshold.

8.9.7.2.8    MISSED APPROACHES

When information provided by the elevation element indicates that the aircraft may be initiating a missed
approach, the radar controller shall take the following action:

a) when there is sufficient time to obtain a reply from the pilot (e.g. when the aircraft is more than 4 km
(2 NM) from touchdown), the radar controller shall transmit the aircraft's height above the glide path
and ask if the pilot intends to make a missed approach. If this is confirmed by the pilot, the radar
controller shall pass missed approach instructions (see 8.9.6.1.8);

b) when there is not sufficient time to obtain a reply from the pilot (e.g. when the aircraft is at 4 km
(2 NM) or less from touchdown) the precision approach should be continued, emphasizing the
aircraft's displacement, and terminated at the normal termination point. If it is apparent from elevation
information that the aircraft is making a missed approach, either before or after the normal termination
point, the radar controller shall pass missed approach instructions (see 8.9.6.1.8).

8.10    USE OF RADARATC SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS IN THE
AERODROME CONTROL SERVICE
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8.10.1    Surveillance radar

8.10.1.1    When authorized by and subject to conditions prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority,
ATC surveillance radarsystems may be used in the provision of aerodrome control service to perform the
following functions:

a) radarflight path monitoring of aircraft on final approach;

b) radarflight path monitoring of other aircraft in the vicinity of the aerodrome;

c) establishing radar separation specified in 8.7.4 between succeeding departing aircraft; and

d) providing navigation assistance to VFR flights.

8.10.1.2    Special VFR flights shall not be radar vectored unless special circumstances, such as
emergencies, dictate otherwise.

8.10.1.3    Caution shall be exercised when radar vectoring VFR flights so as to ensure that the aircraft
concerned does not inadvertently enter instrument meteorological conditions. 

8.10.1.4    In prescribing conditions and procedures for the use of radarATC surveillance systems in the
provision of aerodrome control service, the appropriate ATS authority shall ensure that the availability and
use of radar informationan ATC surveillance system will not be detrimental to visual observation of
aerodrome traffic.

Note.— Control of aerodrome traffic is in the main based on visual observation of the manoeuvring area
and the vicinity of the aerodrome by the aerodrome controller.

8.10.25    Use of surface movement radar (SMR)

Note.— Requirements concerning the provision of SMR are contained in Annex 14, Volume I, Chapter
8. Guidance material on the use of SMR is contained in the Air Traffic Services Planning Manual (Doc
9426), Part II.

8.10.25.1    GENERAL PROVISIONS

8.10.25.1.1    The use of SMR should be related to the operational conditions and requirements of the
particular aerodrome (i.e. visibility conditions, traffic density and aerodrome layout).

8.10.25.1.2    SMR systems shall to the extent possible enable the detection and display of the movement
of all aircraft and vehicles on the manoeuvring area in a clear and unambiguous manner.

8.10.25.1.3    Aircraft and vehicle radar position indications may be displayed in symbolic or non-
symbolic form. Where radar labels are available for display, the capability should be provided for inclusion
of aircraft and vehicle identification by manual or automated means.
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8.10.25.2    FUNCTIONS

8.10.25.2.1    SMR should be used to augment visual observation of traffic on the manoeuvring area and
to provide surveillance of traffic on those parts of the manoeuvring area which cannot be observed visually.

8.10.25.2.2    The information displayed on an SMR display may be used to assist in:

a) monitoring of aircraft and vehicles on the manoeuvring area for compliance with clearances and
instructions;

b) determining that a runway is clear of traffic prior to a landing or take-off;

c) providing information on essential local traffic on or near the manoeuvring area;

d) determining the location of aircraft and vehicles on the manoeuvring area;

e) providing directional taxi information to aircraft when requested by the pilot or deemed necessary by
the controller. Except under special circumstances, e.g. emergencies, such information should not be
issued in the form of specific heading instructions; and

f) providing assistance and advice to emergency vehicles.

8.10.25.3    IDENTIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT

Where SMR is used, aircraft may be identified by one or more of the following procedures:

a) by correlating a particular radar position indication with:

i) an aircraft position visually observed by the controller;

ii) an aircraft position reported by the pilot; or

iii) an identified radar position indication displayed on a surveillance radarsituation display;

b) by transfer of radar identification when authorized by the appropriate ATS authority; and

c) by automated identification procedures when authorized by the appropriate ATS authority. 

8.11    USE OF RADARATC SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS IN THE
FLIGHT INFORMATION SERVICE

Note.— The use of radaran ATC surveillance system in the provision of flight information service does
not relieve the pilot-in-command of an aircraft of any responsibilities, including the final decision regarding
any suggested alteration of the flight plan.

8.11.1    Functions
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8.11.1.1    The information presented on a radarsituation display may be used to provide identified aircraft
with:

a) information regarding any aircraft observed to be on a conflicting path with the radar-identified
aircraft and suggestions or advice regarding avoiding action;

b) information on the position of significant weather and, as practicable, advice to the aircraft on how
best to circumnavigate any such areas of adverse weather (see 8.6.9.2, Note);

c) information to assist the aircraft in its navigation.

8.11.1.2    Radar air traffic advisory service. When radar is used in the provision of air traffic advisory
service, the procedures in Section 8.2 for the use of radar in the air traffic control service shall be applied
subject to the conditions and limitations governing the provision of air traffic advisory service, as set forth
in Chapter 9, 9.1.4.

. . .

CHAPTER 10.    COORDINATION
. . .

10.4    COORDINATION IN RESPECT OF THE
PROVISION OF AIR TRAFFIC

CONTROL SERVICE

. . .

10.4.1.2    ATC units should, to the extent possible, establish and apply standardized procedures for the
coordination and transfer of control of flights, in order, inter alia, to reduce the need for verbal coordination.
Such coordination procedures shall conform to the procedures contained in the following provisions and be
specified in letters of agreement and local instructions, as applicable.

10.4.1.3    Such agreements and instructions shall cover the following as relevant:

. . .

h) conditions applicable to the transfer and acceptance of control, such as specified altitudes/flight levels,
specific separation minima or spacing to be established at the time of transfer, and the use of
automated radar handover;

i) radarATC surveillance system coordination procedures and SSR Code assignment procedures;

j) SSR Code assignment procedures;

Secretariat Note.— renumber subsequent subparagraphs. 

. . .
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10.4.2.3     TRANSFER OF CONTROL

. . .

10.4.2.3.5    When transfer of radar control of identified aircraft is to be effected, the appropriate
procedures specified in Chapter 8, Section 8.7.5, shall be applied.

10.4.2.4     TRANSFER OF COMMUNICATION

10.4.2.4.1    Where non-radarExcept when separation minima specified in 8.7.4 are being applied, the
transfer of air-ground communications of an aircraft from the transferring to the accepting ATC unit shall
be made five minutes before the time at which the aircraft is estimated to reach the common control area
boundary, unless otherwise agreed between the two ATC units concerned.

10.4.2.4.2    When radar or ADS separation minima specified in 8.7.4 are being applied at the time of
transfer of control, the transfer of air-ground voice and/or data communications of an aircraft from the
transferring to the accepting ATC unit shall be made immediately after the accepting ATC unit has agreed
to assume control.

. . .

10.4.5    Coordination between control positions
within the same unit

10.4.5.1    Appropriate flight plan and control information shall be exchanged between control positions
within the same air traffic control unit, in respect of:

. . .

c) all aircraft for which responsibility for control has been delegated by a procedural controller using
procedural methods to a radar controller using an ATC surveillance system, as well as other aircraft
affected.

. . .

CHAPTER 11.    AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES MESSAGES
. . .

11.3.7    Coordination and transfer data
. . .

11.3.7.7    When the transfer of control involves exchange of data, the proposal for transfer shall include
radar information derived from an ATC surveillance system, if appropriate. Since the proposal relates to
previously accepted coordination data, further coordination shall normally not be required. However,
acceptance shall be required.

11.3.7.8    If, after receipt of radar information derived from an ATC surveillance system the accepting
centre is unable to identify the aircraft immediately, additional communication shall ensue to obtain new
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radar information, if appropriate.

. . .

11.4.2    Movement and control messages

11.4.2.1    Messages concerning the intended or actual movement of aircraft shall be based on the latest
information furnished to air traffic services units by the pilot, the operator or its designated representative,
or derived from ground-based radar an ATC surveillance system.
. . .

CHAPTER 12.    PHRASEOLOGIES
. . .

12.3    ATC PHRASEOLOGIES

. . .

Circumstances Phraseologies

. . .

12.3.1.5 TRAFFIC INFORMATION a) TRAFFIC (information);

... to pass traffic information b) NO REPORTED TRAFFIC;

... to acknowledge traffic
information

*c) LOOKING OUT;

*d) TRAFFIC IN SIGHT;

*e) NEGATIVE CONTACT [reasons];

f) [ADDITIONAL] TRAFFIC [(call sign)](direction)
BOUND (type of aircraft) (level)ESTIMATED (or
OVER) (significant point) AT (time);

* Denotes pilot transmission.

. . .

12.3.5    Coordination between ATS units

12.3.5.6 RADAR HANDOVER RADAR HANDOVER (aircraft call sign) [SQUAWKING
(SSR Code)] POSITION (aircraft position) (level).

. . .
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12.4    RADARATC SURVEILLANCE SERVICE PHRASEOLOGIES

Note.— The following comprise phraseologies specifically applicable when radaran ATC surveillance
system is used in the provision of air traffic services. The phraseologies detailed in the sections above for
use in the provision of air traffic services are also applicable, as appropriate, when radaran ATC
surveillance systemå is used.

12.4.1    General radar or ADS-B phraseologies

Circumstances Phraseologies

. . .

12.4.1.4 Termination of radar vectoring . . .

12.4.1.5 Manoeuvres . . .

... (in case of unreliable
directional instruments on board

aircraft)

Note.—  When it is necessary to specify
a reason for radar vectoring or for the
above manoeuvres, the following
phraseologies should be used:

. . .

12.4.1.7 POSITION REPORTING

... to omit position reports when
under radar control

a) OMIT POSITION REPORTS [UNTIL (specify)];

b) NEXT REPORT AT (significant point);

c) REPORTS REQUIRED ONLY AT (significant point(s));

d) RESUME POSITION REPORTING.

12.4.1.8 TRAFFIC INFORMATION AND 

AVOIDING ACTION

a) TRAFFIC (number) O’CLOCK (distance) (direction of
flight) [any other pertinent information]:

1) UNKNOWN;

2) SLOW MOVING;

3) FAST MOVING;
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Circumstances Phraseologies

4) CLOSING;

5) OPPOSITE (or SAME) DIRECTION;

6) OVERTAKING;

7) CROSSING LEFT TO RIGHT (or RIGHT TO LEFT);

... (if known) 8) (aircraft type);

9) (call sign)

910) (level);

1011) CLIMBING (or DESCENDING);

. . . . . .

12.4.1.9 COMMUNICATIONS AND LOSS OF

COMMUNICATIONS

a) [IF] RADIO CONTACT LOST (instructions);

b) IF NO TRANSMISSIONS RECEIVED FOR (number)
MINUTES (or SECONDS) (instructions);

c) REPLY NOT RECEIVED (instructions);

... if loss of communications
suspected

d) IF YOU READ [manoeuvre instructions or SQUAWK
(code or IDENT)];

e) (manoeuvre or SQUAWK) (manoeuvre, SQUAWK or
IDENT) OBSERVED. POSITION (position of aircraft).
WILL CONTINUE RADAR CONTROL[(instructions)].

12.4.1.10 TERMINATION OF RADAR AND/OR

ADS-B SERVICE

a) RADAR CONTROL TERMINATED [DUE (reason)];

ba) RADAR SERVICE (or IDENTIFICATION)
TERMINATED [DUE (reason)] (instructions);

cb) WILL SHORTLY LOSE IDENTIFICATION
(appropriate instructions or information);

dc) IDENTIFICATION LOST [reasons] (instructions).

12.4.1.11 RADAR AND/OR ADS-B
EQUIPMENT DEGRADATION

a) SECONDARY RADAR OUT OF SERVICE
(appropriate information as necessary);

b) PRIMARY RADAR OUT OF SERVICE (appropriate
information as necessary).;
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Circumstances Phraseologies

c) ADS-B OUT OF SERVICE (appropriate information as
necessary).

. . .

12.4.3    Secondary surveillance radar (SSR) and ADS-B phraseologies

Circumstances Phraseologies

12.4.3.2 TO REQUEST THE CAPABILITY OF

THE ADS-B EQUIPMENT

a) ADVISE ADS-B CAPABILITY;

Secretariat Note.— Renumber following
paragraphs.

*b) ADS-B TRANSMITTER (data link);

*c) ADS-B RECEIVER (data link);

*d) NEGATIVE ADS-B.

* Denotes pilot transmission.

. . .

12.4.3.4 TO REQUEST RESELECTION OF

AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION

a) RESET MODE S IDENTIFICATIONREENTER [ADS-B
or MODE S] AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION.

. . .

12.4.3.6 TO REQUEST THE OPERATION OF

THE IDENT FEATURE

a) SQUAWK [(code)] [AND] IDENT;

b) SQUAWK LOW;

c) SQUAWK NORMAL.;

d) TRANSMIT ADS-B IDENT.

. . .

12.4.3.9 TO REQUEST TERMINATION OF

TRANSPONDER AND/OR ADS-B
EMITTER OPERATION

a) STOP SQUAWK. [TRANSMIT ADS-B ONLY];

b) STOP ADS-B TRANSMIT [SQUAWK (code) ONLY].
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12.4.3.10 TO REQUEST TRANSMISSION OF

PRESSURE ALTITUDE

a) SQUAWK CHARLIE.;

b) TRANSMIT ADS-B ALTITUDE.

. . .

12.4.3.12 TO REQUEST TERMINATION OF

PRESSURE ALTITUDE

TRANSMISSION BECAUSE OF

FAULTY OPERATION

a) STOP SQUAWK CHARLIE WRONG INDICATION.;

b) STOP ADS-B ALTITUDE TRANSMISSION [(WRONG
INDICATION, or reason)].

. . .

Note.—  Other phraseologies for use in
the area control radar service are given in
the section containing approach control
radar service phraseologies.

12.5    AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT SURVEILLANCE (ADS-C) PHRASEOLOGIES

12.5.1    General ADS-C phraseologies

Circumstances Phraseologies

12.5.1.1 ADS-C DEGRADATION ADS-C (or AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT SURVEILLANCE
ADS-CONTRACT) OUT OF SERVICE (appropriate
information as necessary).

CHAPTER 13.    AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT
 SURVEILLANCE — CONTRACT (ADS-C) SERVICES

Note.— Chapter 13 applies to contract ADS only.

13.1    GENERAL

The provision of air traffic services to aircraft, based on information received from aircraft via ADS-C, is
generally referred to as the provision of ADS-C services.
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13.2    ADS-C GROUND SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

13.2.1    ADS-C ground systems used in the provision of air traffic services shall have a very high level
of reliability, availability and integrity. The possibility of system failures or significant system degradations
that may cause complete or partial interruptions of service shall be very remote. Back-up facilities shall be
provided.

Note 1.— An ADS-C ground system will normally consist of a number of integrated elements, including
communication interfaces, a data processing system and one or more controller interfaces.

Note 2.— Information pertaining to use of ADS-C and to system reliability, availability and integrity is
contained in the Manual of Air Traffic Services Data Link Applications (Doc 9694).

13.2.2    ADS-C ground systems should be capable of integration with other automated systems used in
the provision of ATS and should provide for an appropriate level of automation with the objectives of
improving the accuracy and timeliness of data displayed to the controller and reducing controller workload
and the need for verbal coordination between adjacent control positions and ATC units.

13.2.3    Several significant functional requirements are necessary to permit the effective implementation
of an ADS-C service in a CNS/ATM environment. Ground systems shall provide for:

a) the transmitting, receiving, processing and displaying of ADS-C messages related to flights equipped
for and operating within environments where ADS-C services are being provided;

b)  the display of safety-related alerts and warnings;

c) position monitoring (the aircraft’s current position as derived from ADS-C reports is displayed to the
controller for air traffic situation monitoring);

d) conformance monitoring (the ADS-C reported current position or projected profile is compared to the
expected aircraft position, which is based on the current flight plan. Along track, lateral and vertical
deviations that exceed a pre-defined tolerance limit will permit an out-of-conformance alert to be
issued to the controller);

e) flight plan update (e.g. longitudinal variations that exceed pre-defined tolerance limits will be used
to adjust expected arrival times at subsequent fixes); 

f) intent validation (intent data contained in ADS-C reports, such as extended projected profile, are
compared with the current clearance and discrepancies are identified);

g) conflict detection (the ADS-C data can be used by the ADS-C ground system automation to identify
violations of separation minima);

h) conflict prediction (the ADS-C position data can be used by the ADS-C ground system automation
to identify potential violations of separation minima);

i) tracking (the tracking function is intended to extrapolate the current position of the aircraft based on
ADS-C reports);
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j) wind estimation (ADS-C reports containing wind data may be used to update wind forecasts and hence
expected arrival times at waypoints); and

k) flight management (ADS-C reports may assist automation in generating optimum conflict-free
clearances to support possible fuel-saving techniques, such as cruise climbs, requested by the
operators).

Note.— The use of ADS-C does not relieve the controller of the obligation to continuously monitor the
traffic situation.

13.2.4    The sharing of ADS-C information should be facilitated to the extent possible, in order to extend
and improve surveillance in adjacent control areas, thereby reducing the need for additional ADS contracts
to be supported by a given aircraft.

13.2.5    Automated exchange of coordination data relevant to aircraft being provided with an ADS-C
service, and the establishment of automated coordination procedures shall be provided for on the basis of
regional air navigation agreements.

13.2.6    Air traffic control facilities providing an ADS-C service shall be capable of storing and
disseminating specific flight information relating to flights equipped for and operating within environments
where an ADS-C service is provided.

13.2.7    Effective human-machine interfaces shall exist for the controller to permit appropriate utilization
of the ADS-C-derived information and associated automated features.

13.3    ADS-C-RELATED AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION

Adequate information on the operating practices having a direct effect on the operations of air traffic services
shall be published in aeronautical information publications. This shall include a brief description concerning
the area of responsibility, requirements and conditions under which the ADS-C service is available,
equipment limitations, ADS-C failure procedures, if required, and the initial address(es) for each ATC unit.

13.4    USE OF ADS-C IN THE PROVISION
OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICE

13.4.1    General

13.4.1.1    ADS-C may be used in the provision of an air traffic control service, provided identification
of the aircraft is unambiguously established.

13.4.1.2    Flight data processing of ADS-C data may be used in the provision of an air traffic control
service, provided the correlation between the ADS-C data downlinked by that aircraft and the flight plan
details held for the aircraft has been accomplished.

Note.— A combination of information received from the aircraft may be necessary to ensure unambiguous
correlation, e.g. departure aerodrome, estimated off-block time (EOBT), and destination aerodrome might
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be used.

13.4.1.3    Human Factors principles shall be observed. In particular, the controller shall be provided with
enough information to:

a) maintain situational awareness; and

b) be capable of assuming, in the event of system malfunction, the minimum tasks for the provision of
an air traffic control service, normally performed by automation.

Note 1.— Automated systems, while designed to provide high operational integrity, remain susceptible
to error and failure. Human participation is integral to the safety of the air traffic system.

Note 2.— Guidance material on Human Factors principles can be found in the Human Factors Training
Manual (Doc 9683), Human Factors Digest No. 8 — Human Factors in Air Traffic Control (Circular 241),
and Human Factors Digest No. 11 — Human Factors in CNS/ATM Systems (Circular 249).

13.4.1.4    Information provided by the ground system may be used by the controller to perform the
following functions in the provision of air traffic control services:

a) enhance safety;

b) maintain an accurate awareness of the air traffic situation;

c) apply separation minima;

d) take appropriate action regarding any significant deviation by aircraft from the terms of their
respective air traffic control clearances, including their cleared routes, levels and speed when
appropriate;

Note.— Where tolerances regarding such matters as adherence to 3-D position, speed or time have
been prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority, deviations are not considered significant until such
tolerances are exceeded.

e) provide updated position information regarding aircraft to other controllers when required; and

f) improve airspace utilization, reduce delays, as well as provide for direct routings and more optimum
flight profiles.

13.4.2    Presentation of ADS-C data

13.4.2.1    Appropriate ADS-C data shall be presented to the controller in a manner suitable to achieve
the control functions in 13.4.1.4. Display systems shall incorporate a situation (plan view) display, textual
information display, aural and visual alerts in such combinations as deemed appropriate.

13.4.2.2    Display systems may display actual ADS-C report information only or a combination of actual
ADS-C report information and data derived from ADS-C reports. Additionally, display systems may
incorporate surveillance information from a number of other sources, including data derived from radar,
ADS-B, the flight data processing system (FDPS) and/or CPDLC or voice position reports.
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13.4.2.2.1    Where surveillance information is derived from different sources, the type of surveillance
shall be readily apparent to the controller.

13.4.2.3    ADS-C information available to the controller on a situation display shall, as a minimum,
include ADS-C position indications and map information.

13.4.2.3.1    When applicable, distinct symbols should be used for presentation of such items as:

Secretariat Note.— This section needs work.

a) ADS position;

b) combined ADS/SSR position;

c) combined ADS/PSR position;

d) combined ADS/SSR/PSR position; or

e) predicted positions for a non-updated track.

13.4.2.3.2    Labels used to provide ADS-C-derived information and any other information that may be
available shall, as a minimum, be displayed in alphanumeric form.

13.4.2.3.3    Label information shall, as a minimum, include aircraft identification and level information.
All label information shall be presented in a clear and concise manner. Labels shall be associated with their
ADS-C position indications in a manner precluding erroneous identification.

13.4.2.4    When ADS-C reports are queued, the controller shall be given an indication that more urgent
reports are available based on the following order of priority:

a) emergency and/or urgency mode ADS-C reports;

b) event or demand ADS-C reports; and then

c) periodic ADS-C reports.

13.4.2.4.1    If more than one ADS-C report is queued in any one of a), b) or c) above, they shall be
handled in the order received.

13.4.2.5    Safety-related alerts and warnings, including emergency/urgent reports, shall be presented in
a clear and distinct manner. Provisions shall be made for alerting the controller when expected ADS-C
reports are not received within an appropriate time.

Note.— Non-receipt of ADS event contract reports may be undetectable.
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13.4.3    Provision of ADS-C services

13.4.3.1    GENERAL

13.4.3.1.1    The number of aircraft simultaneously provided with ADS-C services shall not exceed that
which can safely be handled under the prevailing circumstances, taking into account:

a) the complexity of the traffic situation and associated workload within the sector or area of
responsibility of the controller;

b) the level of automation of the ADS-C ground system;

c) the overall technical performance of the ADS-C systems and communications systems, including
possible degradations that would require use of back-up facilities;

d) the overall performance of the back-up surveillance and communications systems; and

e) the effect of loss of controller-pilot communications.

Note.— Further guidance on the factors to be considered can be found in the Manual of Air Traffic
Services Data Link Applications (Doc 9694).

13.4.3.2    COORDINATION AND TRANSFER OF 

CONTROL OF ADS-C AIRCRAFT

13.4.3.2.1    Appropriate arrangements shall be made in and between any ATC units using ADS-C to
ensure the coordination of ADS-C and non-ADS-C traffic and to ensure the provision of adequate separation
between the ADS-C aircraft and all other aircraft.

13.4.3.2.2    Transfer of control shall be effected so as to facilitate uninterrupted provision of ADS-C
services where ADS-C is available in adjacent ATC units.

13.4.3.2.3    The accepting ATC unit shall establish a contract with the affected aircraft prior to reaching
the transfer of control point. Should the accepting ATC unit be unable to establish a contract, the transferring
ATC unit shall be notified in order to provide ground forwarding of ADS-C data to permit an uninterrupted
ADS-C service.

13.4.3.2.4    When an aircraft is in an emergency/urgency mode or is the subject of safety alerts or
warnings, this information shall be provided to the accepting ATC unit, and the ADS contract shall not be
terminated by the transferring ATC unit until appropriate coordination has been effected.

13.4.3.2.5    Transfer of control of aircraft between adjacent control positions or between adjacent ATC
units may be effected as follows:

a) appropriate ADS-C transfer protocols are observed by:

1) designation of the ADS-C position indication by automated means; or
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2) direct designation of the ADS-C position indication if two display systems are adjacent or if a
common (conference) type of display is used; or

3) designation of the ADS-C position indication by reference to a position accurately indicated on
both display systems;

b) updated flight plan information on the aircraft about to be transferred is provided to the accepting
controller prior to transfer;

c) when controllers are not physically adjacent, direct communications facilities are available between
them at all times;

Note.— This requirement may be met by two-way direct speech facilities or ATS interfacility data
communications (AIDC).

d) the transfer point or points and all other conditions of application have been made the subject of
specific instructions or a specific letter of agreement; and

e) the accepting controller is kept current of all control instructions (e.g. level or speed instructions)
given to the aircraft prior to its transfer and which modify its anticipated flight progress.

Note.— This requirement may be met by two-way direct speech facilities or ATS interfacility data
communications (AIDC).

13.4.3.2.6    The minimum agreed separation between aircraft about to be transferred shall be as specified
in letters of agreement or local instructions, as appropriate.

13.4.3.3    COMMUNICATIONS

Controller-pilot communications shall be such that the possibility of communications failure or significant
degradations is very remote. Adequate back-up facilities shall be provided.

13.4.3.4    GENERAL ADS-C PROCEDURES

13.4.3.4.1    ADS CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

13.4.3.4.1.1    Only appropriate ATC units shall initiate ADS contracts with a given aircraft. Procedures
shall ensure that non-current contracts are terminated in a timely manner.

13.4.3.4.1.2    The ADS-C ground system shall be able to identify the ADS-C capability of the aircraft
and establish appropriate ADS contracts with ADS-C-equipped aircraft.

13.4.3.4.1.3    ADS contracts necessary for the control of the aircraft will be established with each aircraft
by the relevant ADS-C ground system, at least for the portions of the aircraft flight over which that ATC unit
provides air traffic services.
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13.4.3.4.1.4    The contract may include the provision of basic ADS-C reports at a periodic interval
defined by the ADS-C ground system with, optionally, additional data containing specific information, which
may or may not be sent with each periodic report. The agreement may also provide for ADS-C reports at
geographically defined points such as waypoints, in addition to other specific event-driven reports.

13.4.3.4.1.5    The aircraft must be capable of supporting ADS-C agreements with at least four ATC unit
ADS-C ground systems simultaneously.

13.4.3.4.1.5.1    When an ADS-C ground system attempts to establish an ADS-C agreement with an
aircraft and is unable to do so due to the aircraft’s inability to support an additional ADS contract, the aircraft
should reply with the ICAO location indicators or eight-letter facility indicators of the ground systems with
which it currently has contracts, in order for the ATC unit to negotiate a contract release. In the event that
this information cannot be provided to the ground system, the ground system shall nevertheless alert the
controller that an ADS-C agreement cannot be established. Coordination between the appropriate ATC units
shall then be effected for the purpose of establishing priority for ADS-C connections with the aircraft.

13.4.3.4.1.6    An ATC unit shall be capable of replacing or terminating its own ADS contract(s) as
required. An existing contract shall remain in place until any new contract of the same type is accepted by
the aircraft or until the contract type is terminated.

13.4.3.4.2    ADS-C TERMINATION

13.4.3.4.2.1    ADS contracts may be terminated manually, or automatically by the ADS-C ground system,
based on agreements between ATS authorities for aircraft crossing FIR boundaries.

13.4.3.4.2.2    ATS authorities shall establish procedures to ensure that ADS contracts are re-established
as required when unplanned ADS-C termination occurs.

13.4.3.4.3    ADS-C AGREEMENTS

13.4.3.4.3.1    Initial ADS-C agreements shall be determined by the ATS authority. Subsequent
modifications to individual contracts may be made at the discretion of the controller based on the prevailing
traffic conditions and airspace complexity.

13.4.3.4.3.2    When the application of specified separation minima is dependent on the reporting interval
of periodic position reports, the ATC unit shall not establish periodic contracts with a reporting interval
greater than the required reporting interval.

13.4.3.4.3.3    Where an expected position report is not received within a prescribed time parameter,
action shall be taken, as appropriate, to ascertain the position of the aircraft. This may be achieved by the use
of an ADS demand contract, CPDLC or voice communications, or receipt of a subsequent periodic report.

Note.— Requirements concerning the provision of an alerting service are contained in Chapter 9.

13.4.3.4.3.4    An ADS-C aircraft observed to deviate significantly from its cleared flight profile shall be
advised accordingly. Appropriate action shall also be taken if, in the opinion of the controller, such deviation
is likely to affect the air traffic service being provided.
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13.4.3.4.4    PERFORMANCE CHECKS

13.4.3.4.4.1    An ATC unit providing an ADS-C service to an aircraft, shall check the ADS-C
three-dimensional position information received from that aircraft through pilot reports and/or flight plan
conformance.

13.4.3.4.4.2    The pilot of the aircraft whose ADS-C-derived position information is within the approved
tolerance value need not be advised of such verification.

13.4.3.4.4.3    If the displayed position information is not within the approved tolerance value, or when
a discrepancy in excess of the approved tolerance value is detected subsequent to verification, the pilot shall
be advised accordingly and requested to check the aircraft’s navigation system.

13.4.3.4.4.4    The controller shall adjust the display(s) and carry out adequate checks on the accuracy
thereof, in accordance with instructions prescribed by the appropriate authority responsible for the ADS-C
display or integrated display system concerned.

13.4.3.4.4.5    The controller shall be satisfied that the functional capabilities of the ADS-C display
system or integrated display system, as well as the information displayed, is adequate for the functions to be
performed.

13.4.3.4.4.6    The controller shall report, in accordance with local procedures, any fault in the equipment
or any incident requiring investigation or any circumstances which make it difficult or impractical to provide
services on the basis of displayed ADS-C positions.

13.4.3.4.5    EMERGENCY AND/OR URGENCY REPORTS

Note.— To indicate that it is in a state of emergency, an aircraft equipped with ADS-C might operate the
emergency and/or urgency mode as follows:

a) emergency;

b) no communications;

c) unlawful interference;

d) minimum fuel; and/or

e) medical.

13.4.3.4.5.1    When an ADS-C emergency and/or urgency report is received, the controller with
responsibility for the flight must acknowledge receipt of the information by the most appropriate means of
communication.

13.4.3.4.5.2    Both the aircraft and the ADS-C ground system shall be capable of supporting an
emergency and/or urgency mode of ADS-C operation to assist ATC alerting procedures and to assist search
and rescue operations. In the event of an aircraft in, or appearing to be in, any form of emergency, all possible
assistance shall be provided by the controller.
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Note.— The ADS-C airborne system will provide for a pilot-initiated emergency and/or urgency mode.
It may also permit the aircraft to automatically establish the emergency and/or urgency mode.

13.4.3.4.5.3    The ADS-C ground system shall recognize the initiation, modification and termination of
an emergency and/or urgency mode and alert the controller. The ADS-C ground system shall be able to
modify the emergency and/or urgency reporting rate if necessary. The ADS-C ground system shall be able
to suppress an emergency/urgency indication.

13.4.3.4.6    FAILURE OF EQUIPMENT

Note.— It is not expected that the pilot will be made aware of any failure of ADS-C by means of on-board
monitoring equipment.

13.4.3.4.6.1    ADS-C airborne system failure

13.4.3.4.6.1.1    On receipt of an airborne failure notification, the controller will:

a) advise the pilot of the failure;

b) advise the pilot of the requirement for position reports via voice or CPDLC; and

c) take necessary action to establish alternative separation, if required.

13.4.3.4.6.1.2    When an aircraft experiencing ADS-C failure after departure is operating or expected to
operate in an area where the carriage of functional ADS-C with specified capabilities is mandatory, the ATC
units concerned should endeavour to provide for continuation of the flight to the aerodrome of first intended
landing in accordance with the flight plan. However, under some circumstances, continuation of the flight
may not be possible due to traffic or airspace configuration. The aircraft may then be required to return to
the departure aerodrome or to land at the nearest suitable aerodrome acceptable to the operator concerned.

13.4.3.4.6.1.3    In the case of an ADS-C failure that is detected before departure from an aerodrome
where it is not practicable to effect a repair, the aircraft concerned should be permitted to proceed, as directly
as possible, to the nearest suitable aerodrome where repair can be made. When granting clearance to such
aircraft, the air traffic control unit should take into consideration the existing or anticipated traffic situation
and may have to modify the time of departure, flight level or route of the intended flight. Subsequent
adjustments may become necessary during the course of the flight.

13.4.3.4.6.2    ADS-C ground system shutdown

13.4.3.4.6.2.1    When a planned shutdown of the ADS-C ground system occurs:

a) a NOTAM shall be published to inform all affected parties of the shutdown period;

b) position reports via voice or CPDLC shall be stipulated; and

c) alternative separation shall be established, if required.

13.4.3.4.6.2.2    In the event of an unplanned ADS-C ground system shutdown, the relevant ATS provider
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shall:

a) inform all affected aircraft and advise them of the requirement for position reports via voice or
CPDLC;

b) take necessary action to establish alternative separation, if required;

c) inform the adjacent ATS unit(s) by direct coordination; and

d) inform all other relevant parties via the publication of a NOTAM, if appropriate.

13.5    USE OF ADS-C IN THE APPLICATION
OF SEPARATION MINIMA

13.5.1    General

Note.— In an ADS-C-based air traffic control (ATC) system, the accuracy of the positional information
displayed to the controller is dependent upon the aircraft’s on-board navigation or positioning system.
Therefore, any aircraft system degradation that affects the aircraft’s navigational capabilities will also affect
the accuracy of the positional data displayed to the controller.

13.5.1.1    The procedures and minima in this section are applicable when ADS-C is used in the provision
of air traffic control services.

13.5.1.1.1    The use of ADS-C position reports to ensure separation shall only be applied when there is
a reasonable assurance that the provision of ADS-C reports will not be interrupted.

13.5.2    Determination of level occupancy

13.5.2.1    The tolerance value which shall be used to determine that the ADS-C level information
displayed to the controller is accurate shall be ± 60 m (± 200 ft) in RVSM airspace. In other airspace, it shall
be ± 90 m (± 300 ft), except that appropriate ATS authorities may specify a smaller criterion, but not less
than ± 60 m (± 200 ft), if this is found to be more practical.

13.5.2.2    If the ADS-C level information is not within the approved tolerance value, the information
must be validated by voice or CPDLC. Where it has been established that the ADS-C level information is
incorrect, the appropriate ATS authority shall determine the action to be taken regarding the display and use
of this information.

13.5.2.3    An aircraft cleared to leave a level is considered to have commenced its manoeuvre and vacated
the previously occupied level when the ADS-C level information indicates a change of more than 90 m (300
ft) in the anticipated direction from its previously assigned level, or verification has been made by receipt
of a CPDLC or voice report from the pilot.

13.5.2.4    An aircraft that is climbing or descending is considered to have crossed a level when the ADS-
C level information indicates that it has passed this level in the required direction by more than 90 m (300
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ft) or that verification has been made by receipt of a CPDLC or voice report from the pilot.

13.5.2.5    An aircraft that is climbing or descending is considered to have reached the level to which it
has been cleared when verification has been made by receipt of the assigned level by CPDLC or a voice
report from the pilot. The aircraft may then be considered to be maintaining this level for as long as the ADS-
C level information remains within the appropriate tolerance values as specified in 13.5.2.1.

Note.— A level range deviation event contract may be used to monitor the continued compliance of the
aircraft with the appropriate level tolerance values. 

13.5.2.5.1    When CPDLC is to be used to verify that the aircraft has reached the level to which it has
been cleared, the uplink message No. 129, REPORT MAINTAINING (level), or uplink message No. 200,
REPORT REACHING, should be used.

Note.— Uplink message No. 175, REPORT REACHING (level), does not provide the same assurance that
the aircraft has maintained the assigned level. On those occasions where the flight management system has
been loaded by the pilot to reply automatically to this message, the reply may be sent when the aircraft
reaches the assigned level, irrespective of whether the aircraft maintains the assigned level.

13.5.2.6    Where it is intended to provide vertical separation below a transition level using ADS-C level
information, the appropriate authority shall ensure that such information is corrected to the appropriate
barometric altitude.

13.5.3    Application of horizontal separation using
ADS-C position information

Note 1.— Factors that the ADS controller must take into account in determining the spacing to be applied
in particular circumstances in order to ensure that the separation minimum is not infringed include aircraft
relative headings and speeds, ADS-C technical limitations, controller workload and any difficulties caused
by communications congestion.

Note 2.— Information on the determination and application of separation minima is contained in the
Manual on Airspace Planning Methodology for the Determination of Separation Minima (Doc 9689).

13.5.3.1    ADS-C-based longitudinal distance separation minima are detailed at 5.4.2.6.4 of Chapter 5.

13.5.3.2    ATS authorities shall ensure that contingency procedures are available to be followed in the
event of degradation of ADS-C information due to a loss of the required navigation performance accuracy.

13.5.3.3    Distance-based separation minima for use with ADS-C may be applied between ADS-C-
derived aircraft positions, or between ADS-C-derived positions and radar or ADS-B-derived positions. The
positions of the aircraft shall be extrapolated or interpolated, as necessary, to ensure that they represent the
positions of the aircraft at a common time.

13.5.3.3.1    Displayed ADS-C position symbols should enable the controller to distinguish between
reported, extrapolated or interpolated positions. When there is any doubt regarding the integrity of the
information displayed as an extrapolated or interpolated position symbol, it shall be updated by a demand
contract request.
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13.5.3.3.2    ADS-C-based separation shall not be applied between aircraft holding over the same holding
point. Application of horizontal separation between holding aircraft and other flights shall be subject to
requirements and procedures prescribed by the appropriate ATS authority.

13.5.3.4    Information derived from an ADS display systemthe display of ADS-C information shall not
be used to vector an aircraft.

Note.— Vectoring using ADS-C may be possible in the future in cases where the surveillance and
communications performance are comparable to the performance of radar systems and direct voice
communications using VHF.

CHAPTER 14.    CONTROLLER-PILOT DATA LINK
 COMMUNICATIONS (CPDLC)

. . .

14.3    EXCHANGE OF OPERATIONAL
CPDLC MESSAGES

14.3.1    The controller or pilot shall construct CPDLC messages using the defined message set, a free
text message or a combination of both.

Note.— See Appendix 5 for the CPDLC message set including message intent/use and the respective
message elements.

14.3.1.1    The use of long messages or messages with multiple clearance elements, multiple clearance
request elements or messages with a combination of clearances and information should be avoided where
possible.

Note.— Guidance material on the development of local operating procedures and CPDLC good operating
technique can be found in the Human Factors Guidelines for Air Traffic Management (ATM) Systems (Doc
9758).

14.3.1.2    When CPDLC is being used, and the intent of the message is included in the CPDLC message
set contained in Appendix 5, the associated message shall be used.

14.3.1.3    Except as provided by 14.3.5.1, when a controller or pilot communicates via CPDLC, the
response should be via CPDLC. When a controller or pilot communicates via voice, the response should be
via voice.

14.3.1.4    Whenever clarification or corrections to clearances, instructions, information or requests sent
via CPDLC are deemed necessary, the controller or pilot shall use the most appropriate means available for
obtaining clarification or for issuing the correct clearance, instruction, information or request.

14.3.1.4.1    When voice communications are used to correct CPDLC clearances instructions, information
or requests for which no operational response has been received, the controller’s or pilot’s transmission shall
be prefaced by the phrase: “DISREGARD CPDLC (message content or type) MESSAGE, BREAK” —
followed by the correct clearance, instruction, information or request.
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14.3.1.4.2    When referring to, and identifying, the CPDLC message content to be disregarded, caution
should be exercised in its phrasing so as to avoid any ambiguity with the issuance of the accompanying
corrected clearance, instruction, information or request.

Note.— For example, if SAS445, maintaining FL290, had been instructed to climb to FL350, and the
controller needs to correct the clearance, the following voice message might be used:

SAS445 DISREGARD CPDLC CLIMB CLEARANCE MESSAGE, BREAK, CLIMB TO FL310.

14.3.1.4.3    If a CPDLC message that requires an operational response is subsequently negotiated via
voice, an appropriate CPDLC message closure response shall be sent, to ensure proper synchronization of
the CPDLC dialogue. This could be achieved either by explicitly instructing the recipient of the message via
voice to close the dialogue or by allowing the system to automatically close the dialogue.

14.3.1.5    When the indication of a CPDLC message failure creates ambiguity as to the operational
outcome of the CPDLC dialogue action shall be taken to ...

14.3.1.5.1    When voice communication is used for taking the action referred to in 14.3.1.5, the voice
transmission shall be prefaced with: “CPDLC MESSAGE FAILURE”, followed by the appropriate clearance,
instruction, information or request.

Secretariat note.— Consequential amendments to Annex 10 — Aeronautical Telecommunications,
Volume II — Communication Procedures including those with PANS status and PANS-ATM Chapter 12 to
be completed.

14.3.2    Message attributes dictate certain message hand-ling requirements for the CPDLC user receiving
a message. Each CPDLC message has three attributes: Urgency, Alert and Response.

14.3.2.1    URGENCY

The urgency attribute delineates the queuing requirements for received messages that are displayed to the
end-user. Urgency types are presented in Table 14-1.

14.3.2.2    ALERT

The alert attribute delineates the type of alerting required upon message receipt. Alert types are presented
in Table 14-2.

14.3.2.3    RESPONSE

14.3.2.3.1    The response attribute delineates valid responses for a given message element. Response
types are presented in Table 14-3 for uplink messages and Table 14-4 for downlink messages.

14.3.2.3.2    When a multi-element message requires a response, and the response is in the form of a
single message element, the response shall apply to all message elements.
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Note.— For example, given a multi-element message containing CLIMB TO FL310 MAINTAIN MACH
.84, a WILCO response applies to, and indicates compliance with, both elements of the message.

14.3.2.3.3    When a single message element clearance or any part of a multi-element clearance message
cannot be complied with, the pilot shall send an UNABLE response for the whole message.

14.3.2.3.4    The controller shall respond with an UNABLE message that applies to all elements of the
request when no element(s) of a single or multi-element clearance request can be approved. The current
clearance(s) shall not be restated.

14.3.2.3.5     When all elements of a single or multi-element clearance request can be accommodated, the
controller shall respond with clearances corresponding to each element of the request. This response should
be a single uplink message.When a multi-element clearance request can only be partially accommodated, the
controller shall respond with an UNABLE response applying to all the message elements of the request and,
if appropriate, include a reason and/or a clearance expectation.

Note.— A separate CPDLC message (or messages) may subsequently be transmitted to respond to those
elements that can be accommodated.

14.3.2.3.6    When a controller can only partially accommodate multi-element clearance requests, the
requests shall be responded to with clearances corresponding to the parts that can be accommodated, and for
the parts that cannot be accommodated the current clearance shall be restated or an alternative clearance shall
be given.When all elements of a single or multi-element clearance request can be accommodated, the
controller shall respond with clearances corresponding to each element of the request. This response should
be a single uplink message.

Note.— For example, whilst messages containing multi-element clearance requests are to be avoided,
a multi-element downlink message containing the indicated message elements:

MAINTAINING FL310
REQUEST CLEARANCE YQM YYG YYT YQX TRACK X EINN FPL EDDF
REQUEST CLIMB TO FL350
WE CAN ACCEPT FL390 AT 1139Z
REQUEST MACH 0.84

could be responded to with

CLEARED YQM YYG YYT YQX TRACK X EINN FPL EDDF
CLIMB TO FL350
REPORT REACHINGMAINTAINING
CROSS 52N 30WYYG AT OR AFTER 1150Z
NO SPEED RESTRICTION

Secretariat note.— Consequential amendments to Annex 10 — Aeronautical Telecommunications,
Volume II — Communication Procedures including those with PANS status and PANS-ATM Chapter 12 to
be completed.

14.3.2.3.7    When a CPDLC message contains more than one message element and the response attribute
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for the message is Y, when utilized, the single response message shall contain the corresponding number of
replies and in the same order.

Note.— For example, a multi-element uplink message containing

CONFIRM SQUAWK
WHEN CAN YOU ACCEPT FL410

could be responded to with

SQUAWKING 5525
WE CAN ACCEPT FL410 AT 1636Z.

. . .

14.3.4    Free text messages
. . .

Note 2.— Provisions concerning the use of pre-formatted free text messages are contained in Annex 10,
Volume II, Chapter 4. 8.

. . .

14.3.9    Discontinuation of the use of CPDLC pilot requests

14.3.9.1    When a controller requires all stations or a specific flight to avoid sending CPDLC requests
for a limited period of time, the following phrase shall be used:

((call sign) or ALL STATIONS) STOP SENDING CPDLC REQUESTS [UNTIL ADVISED]
[(reason)]

Note.— Under these circumstances, CPDLC remains available for the pilot to, if necessary, respond to
messages, to report information and, to declare and cancel an emergency.

14.3.9.2    The resumption of the normal use of CPDLC shall be advised by using the following phrase:

((call sign) or ALL STATIONS) RESUME NORMAL CPDLC OPERATIONS

Secretariat note.— Consequential amendments to Annex 10 — Aeronautical Telecommunications,
Volume II — Communication Procedures including those with PANS status and PANS-ATM Chapter 12 to
be completed.

. . .

CHAPTER 15.
PROCEDURES RELATED TO EMERGENCIES,
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COMMUNICATION FAILURE AND CONTINGENCIES

15.1    EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

15.1.1    General

15.1.1.1    The various circumstances surrounding each emergency situation preclude the establishment
of exact detailed procedures to be followed. The procedures outlined herein are intended as a general guide
to air traffic services personnel. Air traffic control units shall maintain full and complete coordination, and
personnel shall use their best judgement in handling emergency situations.

Note 1.— Additional radar procedures to be applied in relation to emergencies and contingencies whilst
using an ATC surveillance system are contained in Chapter 8, 8.8.1

. . .

15.1.3    Unlawful interference and aircraft
bomb threat

. . .

15.1.3.2    Whenever unlawful interference with an aircraft is suspected, and where automatic distinct
display of SSR Mode A Code 7500 and Code 7700 is not provided, the radar controller shall attempt to verify
any suspicion by setting the SSR decoder to Mode A Code 7500 and thereafter to Code 7700.

Note.— An aircraft equipped with an SSR transponder is expected to operate the transponder on Mode
A Code 7500 to indicate specifically that it is the subject of unlawful interference. The aircraft may operate
the transponder on Mode A Code 7700, to indicate that it is threatened by grave and imminent danger and
requires immediate assistance. An aircraft equipped with other surveillance system transmitters, including
ADS-B and ADS-C, is expected to duplicate emergency and/or urgency signals by all available means.

. . .

15.2    AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
FAILURE

Note 1.— Radar proceduresProcedures to be applied in relation to an aircraft experiencing air-ground
communication failure when providing ATC surveillance services are contained in Chapter 8, Section 8.8.3.

Note 2.— An aircraft equipped with an SSR transponder is expected to operate the transponder on Mode
A Code 7600 to indicate that it has experienced air-ground communication failure. An aircraft equipped with
other surveillance system transmitters, including ADS-B and ADS-C, is expected to indicate the loss of air-
ground communication by all available means.

. . .

15.2.2    As soon as it is known that two-way communication has failed, action shall be taken to ascertain
whether the aircraft is able to receive transmissions from the air traffic control unit by requesting it to execute
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a specified manoeuvre which can be observed by radar or ADS-B or to transmit, if possible, a specified signal
in order to indicate acknowledgement.

. . .

15.3    ASSISTANCE TO VFR FLIGHTS

15.3.1    Strayed VFR flights and VFR flights
encountering adverse weather conditions

Note.— A strayed aircraft is an aircraft which has deviated significantly from its intended track or which
reports that it is lost.

15.3.1.1    A VFR flight reporting that it is uncertain of its position or lost, or encountering adverse
weather conditions, should be considered to be in a state of emergency and handled as such. The controller
shall, under such circumstances, communicate in a clear, concise and calm manner and care shall be taken,
at this stage, not to question any fault or negligence that the pilot may have committed in the preparation or
conduct of the flight. Depending on the circumstances, the pilot should be requested to provide any of the
following information considered pertinent so as to better provide assistance:

a) aircraft flight conditions;

b) position (if known) and level;

c) airspeed and heading since last known position, if pertinent; 

d) pilot experience;

e) navigation equipment carried and if any navigation aid signals are being received;

f) SSR Mode and code selected if relevant;

g) ADS-B capability;

Secretariat Note.— Renumber subsequent subparagraphs.

. . .

15.3.1.3    Navigation assistance to help the pilot determine the aircraft position may be provided by use
of radaran ATC surveillance system, direction-finder, navigation aids or sighting by another aircraft. Care
must be taken when providing navigation assistance to ensure that the aircraft does not enter cloud.

. . .

15.3.1.6     Radar assistanceAssistance to a VFR flight should only be provided using an ATC
surveillance system upon the request or concurrence of the pilot. The type of radar service to be provided
should be agreed with the pilot.
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15.3.1.7    When providing radarsuch assistance in adverse weather conditions, the primary objective
should be to bring the aircraft into VMC as soon as possible. Caution must be exercised to prevent the
aircraft from entering cloud.

. . .

15.5    ATC CONTINGENCIES

. . .

15.5.1    Radio communications contingencies 

. . .

15.5.1.2.1    In the event of complete failure of the ground radio equipment used for ATC, the controller
shall:

a) where aircraft are required to keep a listening watch on the emergency frequency 121.5 MHz, attempt
to establish radiocommunications on that frequency;

b) without delay inform all adjacent control positions or ATC units, as applicable, of the failure;

c) appraise such positions or units of the current traffic situation;

d) if practicable, request their assistance, in respect of aircraft which may establish communications with
those positions or units, in establishing radar or non-radar separation between and maintaining control
of such aircraft; and

. . .

15.6.2    Short-term conflict alert (STCA)
procedures

Note 1.— The generation of short term conflict alerts is a function of an ATC radarsurveillance data
processing system. The objective of the STCA function is to assist the controller in maintaining separation
between controlled flights by generating, in a timely manner, an alert of a potential infringement of
separation minima.

Note 2. — In the STCA function the radar-derived current and predicted three-dimensional positions of
transponder-equipped aircraft with Mode Caircraft with pressure altitude reporting capability are monitored
for proximity. If the distance between the three-dimensional positions of two aircraft is predicted to be
reduced to less than the defined applicable separation minima within a specified time period, an acoustic
and/ or visual alert will be generated to the radar controller within whose jurisdiction area the aircraft is
operating.

. . .

15.6.2.1    Local instructions concerning use of the STCA function shall specify, inter alia:
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. . .

e) conditions under which the STCA function may be inhibited for individual radaraircraft tracks; and

. . .

15.6.4    Minimum safe altitude warning
(MSAW) procedures

. . .

Note 2.— In the MSAW function, the reported levels from transponder-equipped aircraft with Mode C
aircraft with pressure altitude reporting capability are monitored against defined minimum safe altitudes.
When the level of an aircraft is detected or predicted to be less than the applicable minimum safe altitude,
an acoustic and visual warning will be generated to the radar controller within whose jurisdiction area the
aircraft is operating.

15.6.4.1    Local instructions concerning use of the MSAW function shall specify, inter alia:

. . .

f) conditions under which the MSAW function may be inhibited for individual radaraircraft tracks as
well as procedures applicable in respect of flights for which MSAW has been inhibited.

15.6.4.2     In the event an MSAW is generated in respect of a controlled flight, the following action shall
be taken without delay:

a) if the aircraft is being provided with radar vectorsvectored, the aircraft shall be instructed to climb
immediately to the applicable safe level and, if necessary to avoid terrain, be givenassigned a new
radar heading;

. . .
CHAPTER 16.    MISCELLANEOUS PROCEDURES

. . .

16.2.4    Air traffic services units shall maintain radar and/or ADS-B surveillance of medium and heavy
unmanned free balloons to the extent possible and, if necessary and on the request of the pilot of an aircraft,
provide radar separation using an ATC surveillance system between the aircraft and such balloons which are
radar identified or their exact position is known.

. . .

APPENDIX 2.    FLIGHT PLAN
APPENDIX 3.  AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES MESSAGES

Secretariat Note.— Appendices 2 and 3 will be amended by the Flight Plan Study Group (FPLSG).
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APPENDIX 4.    AIR TRAFFIC INCIDENT REPORT

1. ICAO model air traffic incident report form

2. Instructions for the completion of the air traffic incident report form

1.    ICAO model air traffic incident report form

AIR TRAFFIC INCIDENT REPORT FORM

For use when submitting and receiving reports on air traffic incidents. In an initial report by radio, shaded items
should be included.

A  — AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION B  — TYPE OF INCIDENT

AIRPROX / PROCEDURE / FACILITY*

C — THE INCIDENT
1. General

a) Date / time of incident UTC

b) Position 

2 Own aircraft

a) Heading and route 

b) True airspeed ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ measured in (  ) kt ____ _  (  ) km/h
____ _

c) Level and altimeter setting 

d) Aircraft climbing or descending

(   ) Level flight (   ) Climbing (   ) Descending

e) Aircraft bank angle

(   ) Wings level (   ) Slight bank (   ) Moderate bank

(   ) Steep bank (   ) Inverted (   ) Unknown

f) Aircraft direction of bank

(   ) Left (   ) Right (   ) Unknown
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g) Restrictions to visibility (select as many as required)

(   ) Sunglare (   ) Windscreen pillar (   ) Dirty windscreen

(   ) Other cockpit structure (   ) None

h) Use of aircraft lighting (select as many as required)

(   ) Navigation lights (   ) Strobe lights (   ) Cabin lights

(   ) Red anti-collision lights (   ) Landing / taxi lights (   ) Logo (tail fin) lights

(   ) Other (   ) None

i) Traffic avoidance advice issue d by ATS

(   ) Yes, based on radarATC
surveillance system

(   ) Yes, based on visual
sighting

(   ) Yes, based on other
information

(   ) No

j) Traffic information issue d

(   ) Yes, based on radarATC
surveillance system

(   ) Yes, based on visual
sighting

(   ) Yes, based on other
information

(   ) No

k) Airborne collision avoidance system  ACAS

(   ) Not carried (   ) Type (   ) Traffic advisory issued

(   ) Resolution advisory issued (   ) Traffic advisory or resolution advisory not issued

l) Radar identificationIdentification

(   ) No radarATC surveillance
system available

(   ) Radar
identificationIdentification

(   ) No radar identification

m) Other aircraft sighted

(   ) Yes (   ) No (   ) Wrong aircraft sighted

n) Avoiding action taken

(   ) Yes (   ) No

o) Type of flight plan IFR / VFR / none *
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3 Other aircraft

a) Type and call sign / registration (if know n) 

b) If a) above not known, describe below

(   ) High wing (   ) Mid wing (   ) Low wing

(   ) Rotorcraft

(   ) 1 engine (   ) 2 engines (   ) 3 engines

(   ) 4 engines (   ) More than 4 engines

Marking, colour or other available details

c) Aircraft climbing or descending

(   ) Level flight (   ) Climbing (   ) Descending

(   ) Unknown

d) Aircraft bank angle

(   ) Wings level (   ) Slight bank (   ) Moderate bank

(   ) Steep bank (   ) Inverted (   ) Unknown

e) Aircraft direction of bank

(   ) Left (   ) Right (   ) Unknown

f) Lights displayed

(   ) Navigation lights (   ) Strobe lights (   ) Cabin lights

(   ) Red anti-collision lights (   ) Landing / taxi lights (   ) Logo (tail fin) lights

(   ) Other (   ) None (   ) Unknown

g) Traffic avoidance advice issued by ATS

(   ) Yes, based on radarATC
surveillance system

(   ) Yes, based on visual
sighting

(   ) Yes, based on other
information

(   ) No (   ) Unknown

h) Traffic information issued

(   ) Yes, based on radarATC
surveillance system

(   ) Yes, based on visual
sighting

(   ) Yes, based on other
information

(   ) No (   ) Unknown
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i) Avoiding action taken

(   ) Yes (   ) No (   ) Unknown

4 Distance

a) Closest horizontal distance 

b) Closest vertical distance 

5 Flight weather conditions

a) IMC / VMC *

b) Above / below* clouds / fog / haze or between layer s*

c) Distance vertically from cloud  ____ ____ __ m / ft* below    ____ ____ __  m / ft* above

d) In cloud / rain / snow / sleet / fog / haze *

e) Flying into / out of* sun

f) Flight visibility ____ ___ m / km*

6 Any other information considered important by the pilot-in-com man d

D — MISCELLANEOUS

1 Information regarding reporting aircraft

a) Aircraft registration  

b) Aircraft type  

c) Operator  

d) Aerodrome of departure  

e) Aerodrome of first landing ____ ____
____ ____ ____ ___

destination

f) Reported by radio or other means to ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ (name of
ATS unit) at time UTC

g) Date / time / place of completion of form 
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2 Function, address and signature of person submitting report

a) Function 

b) Address 

c) Signature 

d) Telephone number 

3 Function and signature of person receiving report

a) Function ____ ____ ____ ____
____ ____ __

b)    Signature ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
___

E  SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION BY ATS UNIT CONCERNED

1 Receipt of report

a) Report received via AFTN / radio / telephone / other (specify)* ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
__

b) Report received by ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ (name of ATS unit)

2 Details of ATS action

Clearance, incident seen (radar/ visually, warning given , result of local enquiry, etc.)
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ 
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DIAGRAMS OF AIRPROX

Mark passage of other aircraft relative to you, in plan on the left and in elevation on the right, assuming YOU
are at the centre of each diagram. Include first sighting and passing distance.

2.    Instructions for the completion of the air traffic incident report form

Item

A Aircraft identification of the aircraft filing the report.

B An AIRPROX report should be filed immediately by radio.

C1 Date/time UTC and position in bearing and distance from a navigation aid or in LAT/LONG.

C2 Information regarding aircraft filing the report, tick as necessary.

C2 c) E.g. FL 350/1 013 hPa or 2 500 ft/QNH 1 007 hPa or 1 200 ft/QFE 998 hPa.

C3 Information regarding the other aircraft involved.

C4 Passing distance — state units used.

C6 Attach additional papers as required. The diagrams may be used to show aircraft’s positions.

D1 f) State name of ATS unit and date/time in UTC.

D1 g) Date and time in UTC.

E2 Include details of ATS unit such as service provided, radiotelephony frequency, SSR Codes assigned and
altimeter setting. Use diagram to show the aircraft’s position and attach additional papers as required.
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APPENDIX 5.    CONTROLLER-PILOT DATA LINK
COMMUNICATIONS (CPDLC) MESSAGE SET

1.Uplink messages

2. Downlink messages

1.   Uplink messages

Table A5-1.   Responses/acknowledgements (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

0 Indicates that ATC cannot comply
with the request.

UNABLE N M N

1 Indicates that ATC has received
the message and will respond.

STANDBY N L N

2 Indicates that ATC has received
the request but it has been deferred
until later.

REQUEST DEFERRED N L N

3 Indicates that ATC has received
and understood the message.

ROGER N L N

4 Yes. AFFIRM N L N

5 No. NEGATIVE N L N

235 Notification of receipt of unlawful
interference message.

ROGER 7500 U H N

211 Indicates that ATC has received
the request and has passed it to the
next control authority.

REQUEST FORWARDED N L N

218 Indicates to the pilot that the
request has already been received
on the ground.

REQUEST ALREADY
RECEIVED

L N N

237 Indicates that the request cannot be
responded to by the current unit
and that it should be requested
from the next unit.

REQUEST AGAIN WITH
NEXT UNIT

N L N
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Table A5-2.   Vertical clearances (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

6 Notification that a level change
instruction should be expected.

EXPECT (level) L L R

7 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence climb at the specified
time.

EXPECT CLIMB AT (time) L L R

8 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence climb at the specified
position.

EXPECT CLIMB AT
(position)

L L R

9 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence descent at the
specified time.

EXPECT DESCENT AT
(time)

L L R

10 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence descent at the
specified position.

EXPECT DESCENT AT
(position)

L L R

11 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence cruise climb at the
specified time.

EXPECT CRUISE CLIMB
AT (time)

L L R

12 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence cruise climb at the
specified position.

EXPECT CRUISE CLIMB
AT (position)

L L R

13 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence climb at the specified
time to the specified level.
(reserved)

AT (time) EXPECT CLIMB
TO (level)

L L R

14 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence climb at the specified
position to the specified level.
(reserved)

AT (position) EXPECT
CLIMB TO (level)

L L  R
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

15 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence descent at the
specified time to the specified level.
(reserved)

AT (time) EXPECT
DESCENT TO (level)

L L  R

16 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence descent at the
specified position to the specified
level.(reserved)

AT (position) EXPECT
DESCENT TO (level)

L L  R

17 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence cruise climb at the
specified time to the specified
level.(reserved)

AT (time) EXPECT
CRUISE CLIMB TO (level)

L L R

18 Notification that an instruction
should be expected for the aircraft
to commence cruise climb at the
specified position to the specified
level.(reserved)

AT (position) EXPECT
CRUISE CLIMB TO (level)

L L R

19 Instruction to maintain the specified
level.

MAINTAIN (level) N M W/U

20 Instruction that a climb to a
specified level is to commence and
once reached the specified level is
to be maintained.

CLIMB TO (level) N M W/U

21 Instruction that at the specified time
a climb to the specified level is to
commence and once reached the
specified level is to be maintained.

AT (time) CLIMB TO
(level)

N M W/U

22 Instruction that at the specified
position a climb to the specified
level is to commence and once
reached the specified level is to be
maintained.

AT (position) CLIMB TO
(level)

N M W/U

185 Instruction that after passing the
specified position a climb to the
specified level is to commence and
once reached the specified level is
to be maintained.(reserved)

AFTER PASSING
(position) CLIMB TO
(level)

N M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

23 Instruction that a descent to a
specified level is to commence and
once reached the specified level is
to be maintained.

DESCEND TO (level) N M W/U

24 Instruction that at a specified time a
descent to a specified level is to
commence and once reached the
specified level is to be maintained.

AT (time) DESCEND TO
(level)

N M W/U

25 Instruction that at the specified
position a descent to the specified
level is to commence and once
reached the specified level is to be
maintained.

AT (position) DESCEND
TO (level)

N M W/U

186 Instruction that after passing the
specified position a descent to the
specified level is to commence and
once reached the specified level is
to be maintained.(reserved)

AFTER PASSING
(position) DESCEND TO
(level)

N M W/U

26 Instruction that a climb is to
commence at a rate such that the
specified level is reached at or
before the specified time. When this
message element is not
concatenated with another vertical
clearance the level specified is the
assigned level which is to be
maintained.

CLIMB TO REACH (level)
BY (time)

N M W/U

27 Instruction that a climb is to
commence at a rate such that the
specified level is reached at or
before the specified position. When
this message element is not
concatenated with another vertical
clearance the level specified is the
assigned level which is to be
maintainedÅ.

CLIMB TO REACH (level)
BY (position)

N M W/U

28 Instruction that a descent is to
commence at a rate such that the
specified level is reached at or
before the specified time. When this
message element is not
concatenated with another vertical

DESCEND TO REACH
(level) BY (time)

N M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

clearance the level specified is the
assigned level which is to be
maintained.

29 Instruction that a descent is to
commence at a rate such that the
specified level is reached at or
before the specified position. When
this message element is not
concatenated with another vertical
clearance the level specified is the
assigned level which is to be
maintained.

DESCEND TO REACH
(level) BY (position)

N M W/U

192 Instruction that a change of level is
to continue, but at a rate such that
the specified level is reached at or
before the specified time.

REACH (level) BY (time) N M W/U

209 Instruction that a change of level is
to continue, but at a rate such that
the specified level is reached at or
before the specified position.

REACH (level) BY
(position)

N M W/U

30 Instruction that a level within the
defined vertical range specified is to
be maintained.

MAINTAIN BLOCK
(level) TO (level)

N M W/U

31 Instruction that a climb to a level
within the vertical range defined is
to commence.

CLIMB TO AND
MAINTAIN BLOCK
(level) TO (level) 

N M W/U

32 Instruction that a descent to a level
within the vertical range defined is
to commence.

DESCEND TO AND
MAINTAIN BLOCK
(level) TO (level)

N M W/U

34 Instruction that a cruise climb to the
specified level is to commence and
continue untiland once reached the
specified level is reachedto be
maintained.

CRUISE CLIMB TO (level) N M W/U

35 Instruction to be used in
conjunction with an associated level
instruction indicating that a cruise
climb can commence once above
the specified level.

WHEN ABOVE (level)
COMMENCE CRUISE
CLIMB ABOVE (level)

N M W/U

219 Instruction to stop the climb at the
specified level and once reached

STOP CLIMB AT (level) U M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

this level is to be maintained. The
specified level will be below the
previously assigned level.

220 Instruction to stop the descent at the
specified level and once reached
this level is to be maintained. The
specified level will be above the
previously assigned level.

STOP DESCENT AT
(level)

U M W/U

36 Instruction that the climb to the
specified level should be made at
the aircraft’s best rate.

EXPEDITE CLIMB TO
(level)

U M W/U

37 Instruction that the descent to the
specified level should be made at
the aircraft’s best rate.

EXPEDITE DESCENT TO
(level)

U M W/U

38 Urgent instruction to immediately
climb to the specified level and
once reached the specified level is
to be maintained.

IMMEDIATELY CLIMB
TO (level)

D H W/U

39 Urgent instruction to immediately
descend to the specified level and
once reached the specified level is
to be maintained.

IMMEDIATELY
DESCEND TO (level)

D H W/U

40 (reserved) L L Y

41 (reserved) L L Y

171 Instruction to climb at not less than
the specified rate.

CLIMB AT (vertical rate)
MINIMUM

N M W/U

172 Instruction to climb at not above the
specified rate.

CLIMB AT (vertical rate)
MAXIMUM

N M W/U

173 Instruction to descend at not less
than the specified rate.

DESCEND AT (vertical
rate) MINIMUM

N M W/U

174 Instruction to descend at not above
the specified rate.

DESCEND AT (vertical
rate) MAXIMUM

N M W/U

33 (reserved) L L Y

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.
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Table A5-3.   Crossing constraints (uplink) 

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

42 Notification that a level change
instruction should be expected
which will require the specified
position to be crossed at the
specified level.(reserved)

EXPECT TO CROSS
(position) AT (level)

L L R

43 Notification that a level change
instruction should be expected
which will require the specified
position to be crossed at or above
the specified level.(reserved)

EXPECT TO CROSS
(position) AT OR ABOVE
(level)

L L R

44 Notification that a level change
instruction should be expected
which will require the specified
position to be crossed at or below
the specified level.(reserved)

EXPECT TO CROSS
(position) AT OR BELOW
(level)

L L  R 

45 Notification that a level change
instruction should be expected
which will require the specified
position to be crossed at the
specified level which is to be
maintained subsequently.
(reserved)

EXPECT TO CROSS
(position) AT AND
MAINTAIN (level)

L L R

46 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at the
specified level. This may require
the aircraft to modify its climb or
descent profile.

CROSS (position) AT
(level)

N M W/U

47 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at or
above the specified level.

CROSS (position) AT OR
ABOVE (level)

N M W/U

48 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at or
below the specified level.

CROSS (position) AT OR
BELOW (level)

N M W/U

49 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at the
specified level and that level is to
be maintained when reached.

CROSS (position) AT AND
MAINTAIN (level)

N M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

50 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at a level
between the specified levels.

CROSS (position)
BETWEEN (level) AND
(level) 

N M W/U

51 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at the
specified time.

CROSS (position) AT
(time)

N M W/U

52 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at or
before the specified time.

CROSS (position) AT OR
BEFORE (time)

N M W/U

53 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at or after
the specified time.

CROSS (position) AT OR
AFTER (time)

N M W/U

54 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at a time
between the specified times.

CROSS (position)
BETWEEN (time) AND
(time)

N M W/U

55 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at the
specified speed and the specified
speed is to be maintained until
further advised.

CROSS (position) AT
(speed)

N M W/U

56 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at a speed
equal to or less than the specified
speed and the specified speed or
less is to be maintained until
further advised.

CROSS (position) AT OR
LESS THAN (speed)

N M W/U

57 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at a speed
equal to or greater than the
specified speed and the specified
speed or greater is to be
maintained until further advised.

CROSS (position) AT OR
GREATER THAN (speed)

N M W/U

58 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at the
specified time and at the specified
level.

CROSS (position) AT
(time) AT (level)

N M W/U

59 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at or
before the specified time and at the
specified level.

CROSS (position) AT OR
BEFORE (time) AT (level)

N M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

60 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at or after
the specified time and at the
specified level.

CROSS (position) AT OR
AFTER (time) AT (level)

N M W/U

61 Instruction that the specified
position is to be crossed at the
specified level and speed, and the
level and speed are to be
maintained.

CROSS (position) AT AND
MAINTAIN (level) AT
(speed)

N M W/U

62 Instruction that at the specified
time the specified position is to be
crossed at the specified level and
the level is to be maintained.

AT (time) CROSS
(position) AT AND
MAINTAIN (level)

N M W/U

63 Instruction that at the specified
time the specified position is to be
crossed at the specified level and
speed, and the level and speed are
to be maintained.

AT (time) CROSS
(position) AT AND
MAINTAIN (level) AT
(speed)

N M W/U

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-4.   Lateral offsets (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

64 Instruction to fly a parallel track to
the cleared route at a displacement
of the specified distance in the
specified direction.

OFFSET (specified
distance) (direction) OF
ROUTE

N M W/U

65 Instruction to fly a parallel track to
the cleared route at a displacement
of the specified distance in the
specified direction and
commencing at the specified
position.

AT (position) OFFSET
(specified distance)
(direction) OF ROUTE

N M W/U

66 Instruction to fly a parallel track to
the cleared route at a displacement
of the specified distance in the
specified direction and
commencing at the specified time.

AT (time) OFFSET
(specified distance)
(direction) OF ROUTE

N M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

67 Instruction that the cleared flight
route is to be rejoined.

PROCEED BACK ON
ROUTE

N M W/U

68 Instruction that the cleared flight
route is to be rejoined at or before
the specified position.

REJOIN ROUTE BY
(position)

N M W/U

69 Instruction that the cleared flight
route is to be rejoined at or before
the specified time.

REJOIN ROUTE BY (time) N M W/U

70 Notification that a clearance may
be issued to enable the aircraft to
rejoin the cleared route at or
before the specified position.

EXPECT BACK ON
ROUTE BY (position)

L L R

71 Notification that a clearance may
be issued to enable the aircraft to
rejoin the cleared route at or
before the specified time.

EXPECT BACK ON
ROUTE BY (time)

L L R

72 Instruction to resume own
navigation following a period of
tracking or heading clearances.
May be used in conjunction with
an instruction on how or where to
rejoin the cleared route.

RESUME OWN
NAVIGATION

N M W/U

Table A5-5.   Route modifications (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

73 Notification to the aircraft of the
instructionsInstruction to be
followed from departure until the
specified clearance limit.

(departure clearance) N M W/U

74 Instruction to proceed directly
from its present position to the
specified position.

PROCEED DIRECT TO
(position)

N M W/U

75 Instruction to proceed, when able,
directly to the specified position.

WHEN ABLE PROCEED
DIRECT TO (position)

N M W/U

76 Instruction to proceed, at the
specified time, directly to the
specified position.

AT (time) PROCEED
DIRECT TO (position)

N M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

77 Instruction to proceed, at the
specified position, directly to the
next specified position.

AT (position) PROCEED
DIRECT TO (position)

N M W/U

78 Instruction to proceed, upon
reaching the specified level,
directly to the specified position.

AT (level) PROCEED
DIRECT TO (position)

N M W/U

79 Instruction to proceed to the
specified position via the specified
route.

CLEARED TO (position)
VIA (route clearance)

N M W/U

80 Instruction to proceed via the
specified route.

CLEARED (route
clearance)

N M W/U

81 Instruction to proceed in
accordance with the specified
procedure.

CLEARED (procedure
name)

N M W/U

236 Instruction to leave controlled
airspace.

LEAVE CONTROLLED
AIRSPACE

N M W/U

82 Approval to deviate up to the
specified distance from the cleared
route in the specified direction.

CLEARED TO DEVIATE
UP TO (specified distance)
(direction) OF ROUTE

N M W/U

83 Instruction to proceed from the
specified position via the specified
route.

AT (position) CLEARED
(route clearance)

N M W/U

84 Instruction to proceed from the
specified position via the specified
procedure.

AT (position) CLEARED
(procedure name)

N M W/U

85 Notification that a clearance to fly
on the specified route may be
issued.

EXPECT (route clearance) L L R

86 Notification that a clearance to fly
on the specified route from the
specified position may be issued.

AT (position) EXPECT
(route clearance)

L L R

87 Notification that a clearance to fly
directly to the specified position
may be issued.

EXPECT DIRECT TO
(position)

L L R

88 Notification that a clearance to fly
directly from the first specified
position to the next specified
position may be issued.

AT (position) EXPECT
DIRECT TO (position)

L L R
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

89 Notification that a clearance to fly
directly to the specified position
commencing at the specified time
may be issued.

AT (time) EXPECT
DIRECT TO (position)

L L R

90 Notification that a clearance to fly
directly to the specified position
commencing when the specified
level is reached may be issued.

AT (level) EXPECT
DIRECT TO (position)

L L R

91 Instruction to enter a holding
pattern with the specified
characteristics at the specified
position and level.

HOLD AT (position)
MAINTAIN (level)
INBOUND TRACK
(degrees) (direction)
TURNS (leg type)

N M W/U

92 Instruction to enter a holding
pattern with the published
characteristics at the specified
position and level.

HOLD AT (position) AS
PUBLISHED MAINTAIN
(level)

N M W/U

93 Notification that an onwards
clearance may be issued at the
specified time.

EXPECT FURTHER
CLEARANCE AT (time)

L L R

94 Instruction to turn left or right as
specified on to the specified
heading.

TURN (direction)
HEADING (degrees)

N M W/U

95 Instruction to turn left or right as
specified on to the specified track.

TURN (direction)
GROUND TRACK
(degrees)

N M W/U

215 Instruction to turn a specified
number of degrees left or right.

TURN (direction) (degrees)
DEGREES

N M W/U

190 Instruction to fly on the specified
heading.

FLY HEADING (degrees) N M W/U

96 Instruction to continue to fly on
the current heading.

CONTINUE PRESENT
HEADING

N M W/U

97 Instruction to fly on the specified
heading from the specified
position.

AT (position) FLY
HEADING (degrees)

N M W/U

221 Instruction to stop turn at the
specified heading prior to reaching
the previously assigned heading.

STOP TURN HEADING
(degrees)

U M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

98 Instruction to turn immediately left
or right as specified on to the
specified heading.

IMMEDIATELY TURN
(direction) HEADING
(degrees)

D H W/U

99 Notification that a clearance may
be issued for the aircraft to fly the
specified procedure.

EXPECT (procedure name) L L R

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-6.   Speed changes (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

100 Notification that a speed
instruction may be issued to be
effective at the specified time.

AT (time) EXPECT (speed) L L R

101 Notification that a speed
instruction may be issued to be
effective at the specified position.

AT (position) EXPECT
(speed)

L L R

102 Notification that a speed
instruction may be issued to be
effective at the specified level.

AT (level) EXPECT (speed) L L R

103 Notification that a speed range
instruction may be issued to be
effective at the specified time.

AT (time) EXPECT (speed)
TO (speed)

L L R

104 Notification that a speed range
instruction may be issued to be
effective at the specified position.

AT (position) EXPECT
(speed) TO (speed)

L L R

105 Notification that a speed range
instruction may be issued to be
effective at the specified level.

AT (level) EXPECT (speed)
TO (speed)

L L R

106 Instruction that the specified speed
is to be maintained.

MAINTAIN (speed) N M W/U

188 Instruction that after passing the
specified position the specified
speed is to be maintained.

AFTER PASSING
(position) MAINTAIN
(speed)

N M W/U

107 Instruction that the present speed
is to be maintained.

MAINTAIN PRESENT
SPEED

N M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

108 Instruction that the specified speed
or a greater speed is to be
maintained.

MAINTAIN (speed) OR
GREATER

N M W/U

109 Instruction that the specified speed
or a lesser speed is to be
maintained.

MAINTAIN (speed) OR
LESS

N M W/U

110 Instruction that a speed within the
specified range is to be
maintained.

MAINTAIN (speed) TO
(speed)

N M W/U

111 Instruction that the present speed
is to be increased to the specified
speed and maintained until further
advised.

INCREASE SPEED TO
(speed)

N M W/U

112 Instruction that the present speed
is to be increased to the specified
speed or greater, and maintained at
or above the specified speed until
further advised.

INCREASE SPEED TO
(speed) OR GREATER

N M W/U

113 Instruction that the present speed
is to be reduced to the specified
speed and maintained until further
advised.

REDUCE SPEED TO
(speed)

N M W/U

114 Instruction that the present speed
is to be reduced to the specified
speed or less and maintained at or
below the specified speed until
further advised.

REDUCE SPEED TO
(speed) OR LESS

N M W/U

115 Instruction that the specified speed
is not to be exceeded.

DO NOT EXCEED (speed) N M W/U

116 Instruction that the aircraft’s
normal speed be resumed. The
previously issued speed
restriction(s) are cancelled.
Notification that the aircraft need
no longer comply with the
previously issued speed restriction.

RESUME NORMAL
SPEED

N M W/U

189 Instruction that the present speed
is to be changed to the specified
speed.

ADJUST SPEED TO
(speed)

N M W/U

222 Notification that the aircraft may NO SPEED L L R
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

keep its preferred speed without
restriction.

RESTRICTION

223 Instruction to reduce present speed
to the minimum safe approach
speed.

REDUCE TO MINIMUM
APPROACH SPEED

N M W/U

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-7.   Contact/monitor/surveillance requests (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

117 Instruction that the ATS unit with
the specified ATS unit name is to
be contacted on the specified
frequency.

CONTACT (unit name)
(frequency)

N M W/U

118 Instruction that at the specified
position the ATS unit with the
specified ATS unit name is to be
contacted on the specified
frequency.

AT (position) CONTACT
(unit name) (frequency)

N M W/U

119 Instruction that at the specified
time the ATS unit with the
specified ATS unit name is to be
contacted on the specified
frequency.

AT (time) CONTACT (unit
name) (frequency)

N M W/U

nnn Notification that the secondary
frequency is as specified.

SECONDARY
FREQUENCY (frequency)

N L R

120 Instruction that the ATS unit with
the specified ATS unit name is to
be monitored on the specified
frequency.

MONITOR (unit name)
(frequency)

N M W/U

121 Instruction that at the specified
position the ATS unit with the
specified ATS unit name is to be
monitored on the specified
frequency.

AT (position) MONITOR
(unit name) (frequency)

N M W/U

122 Instruction that at the specified
time the ATS unit with the

AT (time) MONITOR (unit
name) (frequency)

N M W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

specified ATS unit name is to be
monitored on the specified
frequency.

123 Instruction that the specified code
(SSR code) is to be selected.

SQUAWK (code) N M W/U

124 Instruction that the SSR
transponder responses are to be
disabled.

STOP SQUAWK N M W/U

nnn Instruction that the ADS-B
transmissions are to be terminated.

STOP ADS-B
TRANSMISSION

N M W/U

125 Instruction that the SSR
transponder responses should
include level information.

SQUAWK MODE
CHARLIE

N M W/U

nnn Instruction that the ADS-B
transmissions should include level
information.

TRANSMIT ADS-B
ALTITUDE

N M W/U

126 Instruction that the SSR
transponder responses should no
longer include level information.

STOP SQUAWK MODE
CHARLIE

N M W/U

nnn Instruction that the ADS-B
transmissions should no longer
include level information.

STOP ADS-B ALTITUDE
TRANSMISSION

N M W/U

179 Instruction that the ‘ident’ function
on the SSR transponder is to be
actuated.

SQUAWK IDENT N M W/U

nnn Instruction that the “ident”
function of the ADS-B emitter is
to be activated.

TRANSMIT ADS-B
IDENT

N M W/U

Table A5-8.   Report/confirmation requests (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

nnn Instruction to report when the
aircraft is clear of weather and a
clearance to regain cleared flight
route can be accepted.

REPORT CLEAR OF
WEATHER

N L W/U

127 Instruction to report when the REPORT BACK ON N L W/U
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

aircraft is back on the cleared
route.

ROUTE

128 Instruction to report when the
aircraft has leftvacated the
specified level that has either been
maintained or passed through on
climb or descent.

REPORT LEAVING (level) N L W/U

129 Instruction to report when the
aircraft is maintaining level flight
at the specified level.

REPORT MAINTAINING
(level)

N L W/U

175 Instruction to report when the
aircraft has reached the specified
level.(reserved)

REPORT REACHING
(level)

N L W/U

200 Instruction used in conjunction
with a level clearance to report
reachingmaintaining the level
assigned.

REPORT REACHING
MAINTAINING

N L W/U

180 Instruction to report when the
aircraft is within the specified
vertical range.

REPORT REACHING
BLOCK (level) TO (level)

N L W/U

130 Instruction to report when the
aircraft has passed the specified
position.

REPORT PASSING
(position)

N L W/U

181 Instruction to report the present
distance to or from the specified
position.

REPORT DISTANCE (to/
from) (position)

N M Y

184 Instruction to report at the
specified time the distance to or
from the specified position.

AT (time) REPORT
DISTANCE (to/from) 
(position)

N L Y

228 Instruction to report the estimated
time of arrival at the specified
position.

REPORT ETA (position) L L Y

131 Instruction to report the amount of
fuel remaining and the number of
persons on board.

REPORT REMAINING
FUEL AND PERSONS ON
BOARD

U M Y

132 Instruction to report the present
position.

REPORT POSITION N M Y

133 Instruction to report the present
level.

REPORT PRESENT
LEVEL

N M Y
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

134 Instruction to report the requested
speed.

REPORT (speed type)
(speed type) (speed type)
SPEED

N M Y

135 Instruction to confirm and
acknowledge the currently
assigned level.

CONFIRM ASSIGNED
LEVEL

N L Y

136 Instruction to confirm and
acknowledge the currently
assigned speed.

CONFIRM ASSIGNED
SPEED

N L Y

137 Instruction to confirm and
acknowledge the currently
assigned route.

CONFIRM ASSIGNED
ROUTE

N L Y

138 Instruction to confirm the
previously reported time over the
last reported waypoint.

CONFIRM TIME OVER
REPORTED WAYPOINT

N L Y

139 Instruction to confirm the identity
of the previously reported
waypoint.

CONFIRM REPORTED
WAYPOINT

N L Y

140 Instruction to confirm the identity
of the next waypoint.

CONFIRM NEXT
WAYPOINT

N L Y

141 Instruction to confirm the
previously reported estimated time
at the next waypoint.

CONFIRM NEXT
WAYPOINT ETA

N L Y

142 Instruction to confirm the identity
of the next but one waypoint.

CONFIRM ENSUING
WAYPOINT

N L Y

143 The request was not understood. It
should be clarified and
resubmitted.

CONFIRM REQUEST N L Y

144 Instruction to report the selected
(SSR) code.

CONFIRM SQUAWK N L Y

145 Instruction to report the present
heading.

REPORT HEADING N M Y

146 Instruction to report the present
ground track.

REPORT GROUND
TRACK

N M Y

182 Instruction to report the
identification code of the last
ATIS received.

CONFIRM ATIS CODE N L Y

147 Instruction to make a position REQUEST POSITION N M Y
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

report. REPORT

216 Instruction to file a flight plan. REQUEST FLIGHT PLAN N M Y

217 Instruction to report that the
aircraft has landed.

REPORT ARRIVAL N M Y

229 Instruction to report the preferred
alternate aerodrome for landing.

REPORT ALTERNATE
AERODROME

L L Y

231 Instruction to indicate the pilot’s
preferred level.

STATE PREFERRED
LEVEL

L L Y

232 Instruction to indicate the pilot’s
preferred time and/or position to
commence descent to the
aerodrome of intended arrival.

STATE TOP OF
DESCENT

L L Y

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-9.   Negotiation requests (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

148 Request for the earliest time or
position at which the specified
level can be accepted.

WHEN CAN YOU
ACCEPT (level)

N L Y

149 Instruction to report whether or not
the specified level can be accepted
at the specified position.

CAN YOU ACCEPT (level)
AT (position)

N L A/N

150 Instruction to report whether or not
the specified level can be accepted
at the specified time.

CAN YOU ACCEPT (level)
AT (time)

N L A/N

151 Instruction to report the earliest
time or position when the specified
speed can be accepted.

WHEN CAN YOU
ACCEPT (speed)

N L Y

152 Instruction to report the earliest
time or position when the specified
offset track can be accepted.

WHEN CAN YOU
ACCEPT (specified
distance) (direction)
OFFSET

N L Y

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
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range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-10.   Air traffic advisories (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

153 ATS advisory that the altimeter
setting should be the specified
setting.

ALTIMETER (altimeter) N L R

213 ATS advisory that the specified
altimeter setting relates to the
specified facility.

(facility designation)
ALTIMETER (altimeter)

N L R

154 ATS advisory that the radar
service is terminated.

RADAR SERVICE
TERMINATED

N L R

nnn ATS advisory that the radar and/or
ADS-B service is terminated

IDENTIFICATION
TERMINATED

N L R

191 ATS advisory that the aircraft is
entering airspace in which no air
traffic services are provided and
all existing air traffic services are
terminated.

ALL ATS TERMINATED N M R

155 ATS advisory that radar contact
has been established at the
specified position.

RADAR CONTACT
(position)

N M R

156 ATS advisory that radar contact
has been lost.

RADAR CONTACT LOST N M R

210 ATS advisory that the aircraft has
been identified on radar and/or
ADS-B at the specified position.

IDENTIFIED (position) N M R

193 Notification that radar and/or
ADS-B identification has been
lost.

IDENTIFICATION LOST N M R

157 Notification that a continuous
transmission is detected on the
specified frequency. Check the
microphone button.

CHECK STUCK
MICROPHONE
(frequency)

U M N

158 ATS advisory that the ATIS
information identified by the
specified code is the current ATIS
information.

ATIS (atis code) N L R

212 ATS advisory that the specified (facility designation) ATIS N L R
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ATIS information at the specified
airport is current.

(atis code) CURRENT

214 ATS advisory that indicates the
RVR value for the specified
runway.

RVR RUNWAY (runway) 
(rvr)

N M R

224 ATS advisory that no delay is
expected.

NO DELAY EXPECTED N L R

225 ATS advisory that the expected
delay has not been determined.

DELAY NOT
DETERMINED

N L R

226 ATS advisory that the aircraft may
expect to be cleared to commence
its approach procedure at the
specified time.

EXPECTED APPROACH
TIME (time)

N L R

Table A5-11.   System management messages (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

159 A system-generated message
notifying that the ground system
has detected an error.

ERROR (error information) U M N

160 Notification to the avionics that
the specified data authority is the
next data authority. If no data
authority is specified, this
indicates that any previously
specified next data authority is no
longer valid.

NEXT DATA
AUTHORITY (facility)

L N N

161 Notification to the avionics that
the data link connection with the
current data authority is being
terminated.

END SERVICE L N N

162 Notification that the ground
system does not support this
message.

SERVICE
UNAVAILABLE
MESSAGE NOT
SUPPORTED BY THIS
ATS UNIT

L L N

234 Notification that the ground
system does not have a flight plan

FLIGHT PLAN NOT
HELD

L L N
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

for that aircraft.

163 Notification to the pilot of an
ATSU identifier.

(facility designation) L N N

227 Confirmation to the aircraft system
that the ground system has
received the message to which the
logical acknowledgement refers
and found it acceptable for display
to the responsible person.

LOGICAL
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

N M N

233 Notification to the pilot that
messages sent requiring a logical
acknowledgement will not be
accepted by this ground system.

USE OF LOGICAL
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
PROHIBITED

N M N

Table A5-12.   Additional messages (uplink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

164 The associated instruction may be
complied with at any future time.

WHEN READY L N N

230 The associated instruction is to be
complied with immediately.

IMMEDIATELY D H N

165 Used to link two messages,
indicating the proper order of
execution of
clearances/instructions.

THEN L N N

166 The associated instruction is
issued due to traffic
considerations.

DUE TO (traffic type)
TRAFFIC

L N N

167 The associated instruction is
issued due to airspace restrictions.

DUE TO AIRSPACE
RESTRICTION

L N N

168 The indicated communication
should be ignored.

DISREGARD U M R

176 NotificationInstruction that the
pilot is responsible for maintaining
separation from other traffic and is
also responsible for maintaining
visual meteorological conditions.

MAINTAIN OWN
SEPARATION AND VMC

N M W/U

177 Used in conjunction with a AT PILOTS DISCRETION L L N
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

clearance/instruction to indicate
that the pilot may execute when
prepared to do so.

178 (reserved) L L Y

169 (free text) N L R

170 (free text) D H R

183 (free text) N M N

187 (free text) L N N

194 (free text) N L Y

195 (free text) L L R

196 (free text) N M W/U

197 (free text) U M W/U

198 (free text) D H W/U

199 (free text) N L N

201 Not used L L N

202 Not used L L N

203 (free text) N M R

204 (free text) N M Y

205 (free text) N M A/N

206 (free text) L N Y

207 (free text) L L Y

208 (free text) L L N

Note.— Free text message elements have no associated message intent. The capability to send a free text message
with any of the attribute combinations already used in the message set has been provided for in the technical
requirements of the ATN (Annex 10, Volume III, Part I, Chapter 3).

2.   Downlink messages

Table A5-13.   Responses (downlink)
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

0 The instruction is understood and
will be complied with.

WILCO N M N

1 The instruction cannot be
complied with.

UNABLE N M N

2 Wait for a reply. STANDBY N M N

3 Message received and understood. ROGER N M N

4 Yes. AFFIRM N M N

5 No. NEGATIVE N M N

Table A5-14.   Vertical requests (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

6 Request to fly at the specified
level.

REQUEST (level) N L Y

7 Request to fly at a level within the
specified vertical range.

REQUEST BLOCK (level)
TO (level)

N L Y

8 Request to cruise climb to the
specified level.

REQUEST CRUISE
CLIMB TO (level)

N L Y

9 Request to climb to the specified
level.

REQUEST CLIMB TO
(level)

N L Y

10 Request to descend to the specified
level.

REQUEST DESCENT TO
(level)

N L Y

11 Request that at the specified
position a climb to the specified
level be approved.

AT (position) REQUEST
CLIMB TO (level)

N L Y

12 Request that at the specified
position a descent to the specified
level be approved.

AT (position) REQUEST
DESCENT TO (level)

N L Y

13 Request that at the specified time a
climb to the specified level be
approved.

AT (time) REQUEST
CLIMB TO (level)

N L Y

14 Request that at the specified time a
descent to the specified level be
approved.

AT (time) REQUEST
DESCENT TO (level)

N L Y

69 Request that a descent be approved
on a see-and-avoid basis.

REQUEST VMC
DESCENT

N L Y
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Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-15.   Lateral offset requests (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

15 Request that a parallel track, offset
from the cleared track by the
specified distance in the specified
direction, be approved.

REQUEST OFFSET
(specified distance)
(direction) OF ROUTE

N L Y

16 Request that a parallel track, offset
from the cleared track by the
specified distance in the specified
direction, be approved from the
specified position.

AT (position) REQUEST
OFFSET (specified
distance)  (direction) OF
ROUTE

N L Y

17 Request that a parallel track, offset
from the cleared track by the
specified distance in the specified
direction, be approved from the
specified time.

AT (time) REQUEST
OFFSET (specified
distance) (direction) OF
ROUTE

N L Y

Table A5-16.   Speed requests (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

18 Request to fly at the specified
speed.

REQUEST (speed) N L Y

19 Request to fly within the specified
speed range.

REQUEST (speed) TO
(speed)

N L Y

Table A5-17.   Voice contact requests (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

20 Request for voice contact. REQUEST VOICE
CONTACT

N L Y

21 Request for voice contact on the
specified frequency.

REQUEST VOICE
CONTACT (frequency)

N L Y
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Table A5-18.   Route modification requests (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

22 Request to track from the present
position direct to the specified
position.

REQUEST DIRECT TO
(position)

N L Y

23 Request for the specified
procedure clearance.

REQUEST (procedure
name)

N L Y

24 Request for a route clearance. REQUEST CLEARANCE
(route clearance)

N L Y

25 Request for a clearance. REQUEST (clearance type)
CLEARANCE

N L Y

26 Request for a weather deviation to
the specified position via the
specified route.

REQUEST WEATHER
DEVIATION TO (position)
VIA (route clearance)

N M Y

27 Request for a weather deviation up
to the specified distance off track
in the specified direction.

REQUEST WEATHER
DEVIATION UP TO
(specified distance)
(direction) OF ROUTE

N M Y

70 Request a clearance to adopt the
specified heading.

REQUEST HEADING
(degrees)

N L Y

71 Request a clearance to adopt the
specified ground track.

REQUEST GROUND
TRACK (degrees)

N L Y

Table A5-19.   Reports (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

28 Notification of leaving the
specified level.

LEAVING (level) N L N

29 Notification of climbing to the
specified level.

CLIMBING TO (level) N L N

30 Notification of descending to the
specified level.

DESCENDING TO (level) N L N

31 Notification of passing the
specified position.

PASSING (position) N L N

78 Notification that at the specified AT (time) (distance) N L N
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time the aircraft’s position was as
specified.

(to/from) (position)

32 Notification of the present level. PRESENT LEVEL (level) N L N

33 Notification of the present
position.

PRESENT POSITION
(position)

N L N

34 Notification of the present speed. PRESENT SPEED (speed) N L N

113 Notification of the requested
speed.

(speed type) (speed type)
(speed type) SPEED (speed)

N L N

35 Notification of the present heading
in degrees.

PRESENT HEADING
(degrees)

N L N

36 Notification of the present ground
track in degrees.

PRESENT GROUND
TRACK (degrees)

N L N

37 Notification that the aircraft is
maintaining the specified level.

MAINTAINING (level) N L N

72 Notification that the aircraft has
reached the specified
level.(reserved)

REACHING (level) N L N

76 Notification that the aircraft has
reached a level within the
specified vertical range.

REACHING BLOCK
(level) TO (level)

N L N

38 Read-back of the assigned level. ASSIGNED LEVEL (level) N M N

77 Read-back of the assigned vertical
range.

ASSIGNED BLOCK (level)
TO (level)

N M N

39 Read-back of the assigned speed. ASSIGNED SPEED (speed) N M N

40 Read-back of the assigned route. ASSIGNED ROUTE (route
clearance)

N M N

41 The aircraft has regained the
cleared route.

BACK ON ROUTE N M N

nnn Notification that the aircraft is
clear of weather and is able to
accept a clearance to regain
cleared flight route.

CLEAR OF WEATHER N M N

42 The next waypoint is the specified
position.

NEXT WAYPOINT
(position)

N L N

43 The ETA at the next waypoint is
as specified.

NEXT WAYPOINT ETA
(time)

N L N
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

44 The next but one waypoint is the
specified position.

ENSUING WAYPOINT
(position)

N L N

45 Clarification of previously
reported waypoint passage.

REPORTED WAYPOINT
(position)

N L N

46 Clarification of time over
previously reported waypoint.

REPORTED WAYPOINT
(time)

N L N

47 The specified (SSR) code has been
selected.

SQUAWKING (code) N L N

48 Position report. POSITION REPORT
(position report)

N M N

79 The code of the latest ATIS
received is as specified.

ATIS (atis code) N L N

89 The specified ATS unit is being
monitored on the specified
frequency.

MONITORING (unit name)
(frequency)

U M N

102 Used to report that an aircraft has
landed.

LANDING REPORT N N N

104 Notification of estimated time of
arrival at the specified position.

ETA (position) (time) L L N

105 Notification of the alternate
aerodrome for landing.

ALTERNATE
AERODROME (airport)

L L N

106 Notification of the preferred level. PREFERRED LEVEL
(level)

L L N

109 Notification of the preferred time
to commence descent for
approach.

TOP OF DESCENT (time) L L N

110 Notification of the preferred
position to commence descent for
approach.

TOP OF DESCENT
(position)

L L N

111 Notification of the preferred time
and position to commence descent
for approach.

TOP OF DESCENT (time)
(position)

L L N

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-20.   Negotiation requests (downlink)
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

49 Request for the earliest time at
which a clearance to the specified
speed can be expected.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT
(speed)

L L Y

50 Request for the earliest time at
which a clearance to a speed
within the specified range can be
expected.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT
(speed) TO (speed)

L L Y

51 Request for the earliest time at
which a clearance to regain the
planned route can be expected.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT
BACK ON ROUTE

L L Y

52 Request for the earliest time at
which a clearance to descend can
be expected.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT
LOWER LEVEL

L L Y

53 Request for the earliest time at
which a clearance to climb can be
expected.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT
HIGHER LEVEL

L L Y

54 Request for the earliest time at
which a clearance to cruise climb
to the specified level can be
expected.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT
CRUISE CLIMB TO (level)

L L Y

87 Request for the earliest time at
which a clearance to climb to the
specified level can be expected.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT
CLIMB TO (level)

L L Y

88 Request for the earliest time at
which a clearance to descend to
the specified level can be
expected.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT
DESCENT TO (level)

L L Y

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-21.   Emergency and urgent messages (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

55 Urgency prefix. PAN PAN PAN U H Y

56 Distress prefix. MAYDAY MAYDAY
MAYDAY

D H Y
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

112 Indicates specifically that the
aircraft is being subjected to
unlawful interference.

SQUAWKING 7500 U H N

57 Notification of fuel remaining and
number of persons on board.

(remaining fuel) OF FUEL
REMAINING AND
(persons on board)
PERSONS ON BOARD

U H Y

58 Notification that the pilot wishes
to cancel the emergency condition.

CANCEL EMERGENCY U M Y

59 Notification that the aircraft is
diverting to the specified position
via the specified route due to an
urgent need.

DIVERTING TO (position)
VIA (route clearance)

U H Y

60 Notification that the aircraft is
deviating the specified distance in
the specified direction off the
cleared route and maintaining a
parallel track due to an urgent
need.

OFFSETTING (specified
distance) (direction) OF
ROUTE

U H Y

61 Notification that the aircraft is
descending to the specified level
due to an urgent need.

DESCENDING TO (level) U H Y

80 Notification that the aircraft is
deviating up to the specified
distance from the cleared route in
the specified direction due to an
urgent need.

DEVIATING UP TO
(specified distance)
(direction) OF ROUTE

U H Y

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

Table A5-22.   System management messages (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

62 A system-generated message that
the avionics has detected an error.

ERROR (error information) U L N

63 A system-generated denial to any
CPDLC message sent from a
ground facility that is not the

NOT CURRENT DATA
AUTHORITY

L L N
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current data authority.

99 A system-generated message to
inform a ground facility that it is
now the current data authority.

CURRENT DATA
AUTHORITY

L L N

64 Notification to the ground system
that the specified ATSU is the
current data authority.

(facility designation) L L N

107 A system-generated message sent
to a ground system that tries to
connect to an aircraft when a
current data authority has not
designated the ground system as
the NDA.

NOT AUTHORIZED
NEXT DATA
AUTHORITY

L L N

73 A system-generated message
indicating the software version
number.

(version number) L L N

100 Confirmation to the ground system
that the aircraft system has
received the message to which the
logical acknowledgement refers
and found it acceptable for display
to the responsible person.

LOGICAL
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

N M N

Table A5-23.   Additional messages (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

65 Used to explain reasons for pilot’s
message.

DUE TO WEATHER L L N

66 Used to explain reasons for pilot’s
message.

DUE TO AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE

L L N

74 States a desire by the pilot to
provide his/her own separation and
remain in VMC.

REQUEST TO MAINTAIN
OWN SEPARATION AND
VMC

L L Y

75 Used in conjunction with another
message to indicate that the pilot
wishes to execute request when the
pilot is prepared to do so.

AT PILOTS DISCRETION L L N

101 Allows the pilot to indicate a desire REQUEST END OF L L Y
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Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

for termination of CPDLC service
with the current data authority.

SERVICE

103 Allows the pilot to indicate that
he/she has cancelled IFR flight plan.

CANCELLING IFR N L Y

108 Notification that de-icing action has
been completed.

DE-ICING COMPLETE L L N

67 (free text) N L N

68 (free text) D H Y

90 (free text) N M N

91 (free text) N L Y

92 (free text) L L Y

93 (free text) U H N

94 (free text) D H N

95 (free text) U M N

96 (free text) U L N

97 (free text) L L N

98 (free text) N N N

Note.— Free text message elements have no associated message intent. The capability to send a free text message
with any of the attribute combinations already used in the message set has been provided for in the technical
requirements of the ATN (Annex 10, Volume III, Part I, Chapter 3).

Table A5-24.   Negotiation responses (downlink)

Message intent/use Message element URG ALRT RESP

81 We can accept the specified level
at the specified time.

WE CAN ACCEPT (level)
AT (time)

L L N

new# We can accept the specified level
at the specified position.

WE CAN ACCEPT (level)
AT (position)

L L N

82 We cannot accept the specified
level.

WE CANNOT ACCEPT
(level)

L L N

83 We can accept the specified speed
at the specified time.

WE CAN ACCEPT (speed)
AT (time)

L L N
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new# We can accept the specified speed
at the specified position.

WE CAN ACCEPT (speed)
AT (position)

L L N

84 We cannot accept the specified
speed.

WE CANNOT ACCEPT
(speed)

L L N

85 We can accept a parallel track
offset the specified distance in the
specified direction at the specified
time.

WE CAN ACCEPT
(specified distance)
(direction) AT (time)

L L N

new # We can accept a parallel track
offset the specified distance in the
specified direction at the specified
position.

WE CAN ACCEPT
(specified distance)
(direction) AT (position)

L L N

86 We cannot accept a parallel track
offset the specified distance in the
specified direction.

WE CANNOT ACCEPT
(specified distance)
(direction)

L L N

Note.— Wherever the variable “level” is specified, the message can specify either a single level or a vertical
range, i.e. block level.

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX F

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO MANUAL OF AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES DATA
LINK APPLICATIONS (DOC 9694)

PART III — AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT SURVEILLANCE

see attached

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX G

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO INCORPORATE AIDC INTO THE PANS-ATM

see attached

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX H

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO MANUAL OF AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES DATA
LINK APPLICATIONS (DOC 9694)

PART VI — ATS INTERFACILITY DATA COMMUNICATIONS (AIDC)

see attached

— END —


